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Abstract

Many important problems can be cast as state-space problems. In this dissertation we study a general paradigm for solving state-space problems which we name Cluster-and-Conquer (C&C). Algorithms that follow the C&C paradigm use the concept of equivalent states to reduce the number of states explored to solve the problem. The concept of equivalent states is captured by a type system, which is a partition of the states in the state space. C&C algorithms assume that states of the same type are equivalent to one another, thus only one state of each type must be explored. Although our type systems only approximate the ideal partition of states into equivalent states, the solutions found by most of our C&C algorithms are guaranteed to converge to optimal solutions.

The C&C paradigm is general and can be used to solve different problems. In this dissertation we advance and develop C&C algorithms for solving different state-space problems. Namely,

- we advance Conditional Distribution Prediction (CDP) and Stratified Sampling (SS), two existing algorithms for predicting the search tree size of Iterative-Deepening A* (IDA*). Among other contributions, (1) we introduce different heuristic-based type systems, and (2) we apply the concept of active sampling to increase the accuracy of the predictions. Our versions of CDP and SS represent the current state of the art for predicting the IDA* search tree size;

- we present Two-Step Stratified Sampling (TSS), an algorithm for predicting the search tree size of Depth-First Branch and Bound (DFBnB). TSS is the only known algorithm able to produce accurate predictions of the DFBnB search tree size in a reasonable amount of time;

- we present Solution Cost Predictor (SCP) and Bidirectional Stratified Sampling (BiSS), the first algorithms designed for predicting the optimal solution cost of state-space problems. We show that one can reduce from days to minutes the time required for learning heuristic functions by using BiSS to label the training set;

- we present Stratified Tree Search (STS), a search algorithm for finding suboptimal solutions of state-space problems when the only heuristics available are too weak to usefully guide existing methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many important real-world problems can be cast as state-space search problems. For instance, state-space search algorithms have been applied to a number of interesting applications: chemical compounds discovery [27], number partitioning [39], bin packing [41], sequence alignment [40], automating layouts of sewers [9], network routing [61], and domain-independent planning [6], among others. In this dissertation we study a family of algorithms that uses a paradigm for solving state-space problems we name Cluster-and-Conquer (C&C).

1.1 The Cluster-and-Conquer Paradigm

In the state-space search problem illustrated in Figure 1.1 the agent, in the top-right corner, needs to plan a shortest path from its initial location to the location marked with the letter g (bottom-left corner); the shaded area represents an obstacle the agent cannot traverse. From its initial location the agent has two options: it can either go to location b (state agent-is-at-b) or to location c (state agent-is-at-c). The agent will find solution paths of the same length either by going through b or c. Thus, from the perspective of finding any optimal path, the path from b to g is equivalent to the path from c to g. If we know that the states agent-is-at-b and agent-is-at-c are equivalent, when looking for a shortest path we can discard one of the two possibilities and only consider the other for planning.

Algorithms that use the C&C paradigm for solving state-space problems use the concept of equivalent states to reduce the number of states that have to be explored to solve a given problem, as illustrated in the path-planning problem above. The concept of equivalent states is captured by C&C algorithms through a type system, which is a partition of the states in the state space. In the example above, the states agent-is-at-b and agent-is-at-c are equivalent and ideally would have the same type. C&C algorithms assume that states of the same type are equivalent to one another, thus only one state
of each type must be explored.

The type systems we use are only approximations of the ideal partition of states into equivalent states. That is, in our type systems, states of the same type are not necessarily equivalent to each other. For example, in the path-planning problem shown above we would not necessarily group into the same type only states that have solution paths of the same length. Although our type systems only approximate the exact partition of the state space into equivalent states, if time and memory allow, most of the C&C algorithms presented in this dissertation are guaranteed to eventually find the exact solution for the state-space problems they were designed to solve.

Algorithms using the C&C paradigm tend to be efficient in the sense that they only explore one state of each type while solving a given state-space problem. As we are going to see in the upcoming chapters, we have effective ways of controlling the size of the type systems we use, which allow the user of C&C algorithms to control to some extent the algorithm’s running time and memory needs.

1.1.1 The Generality of the Cluster-and-Conquer Paradigm

The C&C paradigm is general and can be used to solve different problems. For example, in this dissertation, in addition to the path-planning problem illustrated above, we also use the C&C paradigm to design algorithms for estimating the size of the tree expanded by search algorithms. In this case, instead of assuming that states of the same type lead to solutions of the same length, we assume that states of the same type root subtrees of the same size, and again, only one state per type must be explored.

Overview of a General C&C Algorithm

A C&C algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) designed to solve a particular state-space problem \( \mathcal{P} \) is divided into two parts: the cluster part and the conquer part.
• The cluster part is given by a type system, which is a partition of the states in \( \mathcal{P} \)'s state space. The type system tries to approximate the partition of \( \mathcal{P} \)'s state space into equivalent states, i.e., states of the same type lead to solutions of the same length if \( \mathcal{P} \) is a path-planning problem, or states of the same type root subtrees of the same size if \( \mathcal{P} \) is a tree size prediction problem.

• The conquer part is the design of \( \mathcal{A} \) for using the type system to find a solution for \( \mathcal{P} \). This is done by exploring one state of each type encountered during search.

  – The conquer part could require steps other than the one in which \( \mathcal{A} \) searches the state space by exploring one state of each type. For example, as we are going to see in Chapter 3, when predicting the search tree size a \( \text{C&C} \) algorithm produces different predictions for each type encountered during search. In an extra step the \( \text{C&C} \) algorithm merges all predictions in a single prediction of the size of the search tree.

The main contributions of this dissertation are in the conquer part of the \( \text{C&C} \) algorithmic design.

1.2 Contributions

The \( \text{C&C} \) paradigm is general and can be used to solve a variety of different problems. In this dissertation we advance existing \( \text{C&C} \) algorithms and develop novel \( \text{C&C} \) algorithms for solving different problems related to state-space search. To be specific, we work on the following four problems: (i) we advance existing \( \text{C&C} \) algorithms for predicting the search tree size of Iterative-Deepening A* (IDA*) [43]; (ii) we develop \( \text{C&C} \) algorithms for predicting the search tree size of Depth-First Branch and Bound (DFBnB) [4]; (iii) we develop the first algorithms for predicting the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems; and (iv) we develop a novel \( \text{C&C} \) search algorithm for finding suboptimal solutions of state-space search problems.

1.2.1 Predicting the Size of IDA* Search Trees

A frequent impediment of the application of tree searching algorithms [68] is the inability to quickly predict the running time of an algorithm on a particular problem [38]. While one problem instance might be solved quickly, another could take a prohibitive amount of time.

Korf, Reid, and Edelkamp [50] launched a line of research aimed at creating a method to predict the running time of IDA*. Their idea was that by knowing the size of the search tree one would be able to estimate the running time of IDA*. Zahavi et al. [84] generalized the work of Korf et al. through a method called Conditional Distribution Prediction (\( \text{CDP} \)). Independent of Korf et al. and
Zahavi et al., Knuth [38] created a method for predicting the search tree size of search algorithms which was later improved by Chen [11] through a method called Stratified Sampling (SS). As we are going to see in Chapter 3, both CDP and SS are C&C algorithms.

In Chapter 3 we connect and advance CDP and SS. Namely, we make the following contributions to CDP and SS.

- For the CDP algorithm we present:
  - a method for improving the accuracy of the predictions CDP produces. Our method works by carefully ignoring rare events observed during the sampling process required by CDP.
  - a method for speeding up the CDP predictions. We show that the number of CDP predictions, which is dictated by the number of types, can be precomputed and stored in a lookup table, which speeds up the prediction process.

- For the SS algorithm we show:
  - that some of the ideas developed for the CDP algorithm can also be applied to SS to improve its predictions.
  - how to use active sampling [18] in SS to improve the accuracy of its predictions.

- We also show how to use clustering through the k-means algorithm [64] for controlling the number of types in our type systems.

The empirical results we present in this dissertation show that our enhanced versions of CDP and SS represent the current state of the art for predicting the IDA* search tree size.

These contributions were published in the Proceedings of the Symposium on Combinatorial Search (2011) [54] and (2013) [55], in the Proceedings of the Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AAAI, (2012) [57] and in the Artificial Intelligence journal (2013) [58].

1.2.2 Predicting the Size of Depth-First Branch and Bound Search Trees

Another popular search algorithm frequently used to solve optimization problems is Depth-First Branch and Bound (DFBnB). The user of DFBnB also usually does not know a priori the running time of the algorithm. In Chapter 4 we make the following contributions.

- As anticipated by Knuth [38], we show that the methods developed for predicting the size of the IDA* search trees do not produce good predictions of the size of the DFBnB search trees.
• We introduce a C&C algorithm called Two-Step Stratified Sampling (TSS) for predicting the search tree size of DFBnB. TSS is guaranteed to predict the exact size of the DFBnB search tree if granted enough time and memory.

• Our empirical results on optimization queries over graphical models, such as finding the most likely explanation in Bayesian networks [69], show that TSS is the only method able to produce accurate predictions of the size of the DFBnB search trees.

The contributions presented in Chapter 4 were published in the Proceedings of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (2013) [56].

1.2.3 Predicting the Optimal Solution Cost of State-Space Search Problems

Search algorithms are designed to find an optimal solution for state-space search problems. The optimal solution cost is found as a byproduct of the solution. However, there are applications in which one only needs to know the optimal solution cost — the solution is not needed. For example, consider the owner of a construction company that is required to quickly assess the monetary cost of a project for bidding purposes. In such a case, only the cost of executing the project is needed. The actual construction plan could be formulated later, if the bid is won.

Therefore, an important question to be answered is the following. Can one predict the optimal solution cost of a problem without finding an actual solution? Korf, Reid and Edelkamp [50] stated: “Predicting the optimal solution cost for a given problem instance (...) is an open problem”. In Chapter 5 we present C&C algorithms for predicting the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems. Specifically, we make the following contributions.

• We present Solution Cost Predictor (SCP), a C&C prediction method based on CDP, able to produce fairly accurate predictions of the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems.

• We present Bidirectional Stratified Sampling (BiSS), a C&C bidirectional variation of SS that produces good predictions of the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems.

  – We show empirically that BiSS scales to state spaces much larger than can be solved optimally. In particular, we predict the average solution cost for the sliding-tile puzzles up to the 8x8 configuration, which has more than $10^{88}$ reachable states, and provide indirect evidence that BiSS’s predictions for these huge state spaces are accurate.

  – We show how to quickly learn strong heuristics from predictions produced by BiSS. We show that it is possible to reduce the time required for learning strong heuristic functions.
from days to minutes by using BiSS’s predictions to generate the training set.

The contributions presented in Chapter 5 were published in the Proceedings of the Symposium on Combinatorial Search (2011) [53] and (2012) [60], and in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling (2012) [52].

1.2.4 Finding Suboptimal Solutions for State-Space Search Problems

In Chapter 6 we present Stratified Tree Search (STS), a C&C search algorithm for finding suboptimal solutions for state-space search problems in cases in which other search algorithms tend to fail to find a solution in a reasonable amount of time. Namely, we make the following contributions.

- We empirically compare STS to standard search algorithms in problems with fairly large state spaces. Overall STS performs better than other search algorithms.
- STS has input parameters that offer a good tradeoff between solution quality and search speed. However, in some cases, STS does not provide a fine adjustment of this tradeoff. We present a simple variant of STS, named Beam STS (BSTS), that allows one to make fine adjustments of the tradeoff between solution quality and search speed. BSTS combines the ideas of Stratified Tree Search with those of beam search [5].

The contributions presented in Chapter 6 were published in the Proceedings of the Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (2013) [59].

1.3 The Structure of this Dissertation

Before describing our C&C algorithms we review concepts of state-space search in Chapter 2. Then, this dissertation follows the structure used in Section 1.2 above. Namely, this dissertation is separated by problems and it contains one chapter for each problem. Finally, in Chapter 7 we mention the limitations of our C&C methods and we make concluding remarks.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we review basic concepts of state-space search by using the sliding-tile puzzle [79] as a running example. We also provide definitions that will be used throughout this dissertation.

2.1 State-Space Search

Let us consider a classical example of a state-space problem: the sliding-tile puzzle [79]. Figure 2.1 shows two instances of the sliding-tile puzzle that has 8 tiles and a blank position. This puzzle is often referred to as the 8-puzzle. Our goal here is to “transform” a given instance into a goal instance by sequentially sliding the tiles into the blank position.

![Figure 2.1: The 8-puzzle; a random state on the left and the goal state on the right.](image)

We call different instances of the problem states. The 8-puzzle has a single goal state, which has the tiles ordered lexicographically from left to right and top to bottom, with no tile occupying the upper leftmost position, as shown in the 8-puzzle on the right of Figure 2.1. The act of sliding a tile into the blank position will be called an action. Note that at a given state \( s \) only certain actions are applicable to \( s \). For instance, for the 8-puzzle on the left of Figure 2.1 one cannot slide tile 8 into the blank position because that tile is not adjacent to the blank position; only tiles 5, 6, and 7 could slide into the blank position.

We call the underlying search tree (UST) the tree rooted at a given start state representing
the state-space problem. In the UST the vertices represent states, and the edges connecting the vertices represent actions that transform one state into another. We call the vertices in the UST nodes. Each node in the UST represents a single state in the state-space. However, each state might be represented by more than one node in the UST as the same state might be generated by different paths from the root (start state). Nodes representing the same state in the UST are called transpositions. Nodes representing goal states are called goal nodes. When clear from context we will use the terms nodes and states interchangeably.

We say that the 8-puzzle’s UST is implicitly defined because we have the vertices and edges in the UST defined by a compact set of rules, e.g., one can move a tile on the 8-puzzle only if this tile is adjacent to the blank. In order to navigate through the nodes of an implicitly defined UST one has to apply the set of actions available to a given state, which are given according to the rules describing the problem domain. Examples of explicitly defined USTs are those that arise in map-based pathfinding problems. In explicitly defined domains the graph representing the domain is loaded in memory and one can navigate through the vertices of the graph with the aid of specialized data structures.

The underlying search tree (UST) of a given start state is defined as follows.

**Definition 1 (UST).** Let \( S = (N,E) \) be a directed and implicitly defined tree representing a state-space problem for a given start state. Here, \( N \) is its set of nodes and for each \( n \in N \) \( \text{child}(n) = \{ n' | (n,n') \in E \} \) is its set of child nodes.

**Definition 2 (Solution Path).** A solution path is a sequence of edges in the UST that connects the root of the UST to a goal node.

**Definition 3 (Solution Cost).** Each edge in the UST has a cost. The cost of a solution path \( p \) is the sum of the costs of the edges in \( p \).

**Definition 4 (Optimal Solution Cost).** A solution path \( p \) is called optimal if there is no other path from the root to a goal node with cost lower than the cost of \( p \).

We say that node \( n \) in the UST is being expanded by a search algorithm when the algorithm generates the set \( \text{child}(n) \) of nodes.

### 2.1.1 Breadth-First Search

Breadth-First Search (BFS) is a search algorithm that explores the UST to find a solution path. BFS starts by expanding the start state \( s^* \) and storing the set \( \text{child}(s^*) \) of nodes in a first-in-first-out data structure we call OPEN. In every iteration of the algorithm BFS expands the first element
In OPEN. During expansion BFS (i) adds \( s \) to a set we call CLOSED, and (ii) adds the nodes \( \{ n' \in \text{child}(s) | n' \notin \text{CLOSED and } n' \notin \text{OPEN} \} \) to OPEN. The set CLOSED prevents BFS from expanding transpositions. If the \( UST \) has unit-edge costs, BFS is guaranteed to find an optimal solution path.

Clearly the time and memory complexities of BFS are linear in the size of an \( UST \) with no transpositions. However, often in practical scenarios the size of the \( UST \) is much larger than one can afford to store or expand.

### 2.1.2 Guidance of Heuristic Functions

Due to memory or time requirements, strategies such as the one used by BFS are applicable only to problems with small state-spaces. For instance, the 8-puzzle has a small state-space with only 181,440 states. If one is interested in solving larger problems such as the (5×5) sliding-tile puzzle (24-puzzle), which has more than \( 7.75 \times 10^{24} \) reachable states, a better search strategy must be used.

A *heuristic function*, or simply heuristic, \( h(\cdot) \), estimates the cost to reach a goal state from a given node in the search tree (cost-to-go). Heuristic search algorithms such as Iterative-Deepening A* (IDA*) [43] and Depth-First Branch and Bound (DFBnB) [4] use a heuristic function to guide their search to more promising parts of the state-space, avoiding unpromising states from being explored. IDA* and DFBnB using an *admissible* heuristic function are guaranteed to find optimal solutions.

**Definition 5** (Admissible Heuristic). A heuristic function \( h \) is called admissible if for any node \( n \) it never overestimates the optimal cost-to-go from \( n \).

Another important definition we are going to use is the consistency of a heuristic function.

**Definition 6** (Consistent Heuristic). Heuristic \( h \) is consistent iff \( h(s) \leq c(s, t) + h(t) \) for all nodes \( s \) and \( t \), where \( c(s, t) \) is the cost of the cheapest path from \( s \) to \( t \) and \( h(s) \) is the estimated cost-to-go from \( s \) to a goal node.

### 2.1.3 Iterative-Deepening A*

IDA* searches the state-space in a depth-first manner, i.e., IDA* fully explores the subtree below a child of node \( n \) before exploring any other child of \( n \). Figure 2.2 shows a search tree in which \( A \) is the root node and \( B \) and \( G \) are children of \( A \). A depth-first search algorithm would explore the entire subtree rooted at \( B \) before exploring the subtree rooted at \( G \). A depth-first search algorithm explores the search tree in Figure 2.2 in lexicographic order according to the label of the nodes.
Besides searching in depth-first order, IDA* uses a cost function based on a heuristic to guide its search. This function is defined as \( f(n) = g(n) + h(n) \), where \( g(n) \) is the cost to reach node \( n \) from the root, and \( h(n) \) is the estimated cost-to-go. Thus, \( f(n) \) is the estimated cost of a solution path going through \( n \). We now explain how IDA* uses \( f \) to guide its search.

Given start state \( s^* \) and a heuristic function \( h \), IDA* searches the UST by using a cost bound \( d \). The value of \( d \) is initially set to the heuristic value of the start state. IDA* expands all nodes \( n \) it encounters such that \( f(n) \leq d \). In case all nodes with \( f \)-value within cost bound \( d \) are expanded and a goal is not found, the cost bound \( d \) is increased by a minimum amount and the process is repeated. To be specific, the cost bound \( d \) is increased by setting it to the lowest \( f \)-value larger than \( d \) observed in the previous iteration of IDA*. IDA* using an admissible heuristic finds optimal solutions [43].

During an IDA* search a node \( \hat{s} \) is not generated from \( s \) if \( \hat{s} \) is the parent of \( s \). For instance, if the state on the left side of Figure 2.1 was generated by moving tile 5 to the right, then IDA* will not move tile 5 back to the left when generating the children of that state. Otherwise IDA* would be generating a state that was already explored. This enhancement is called parent-pruning.

Algorithms 1 and 2 show the pseudocode. IDA* receives a start state \( s^* \) and heuristic function \( h \) and returns the optimal solution cost of a path from \( s^* \) to a goal state, if one exists. Although not shown in the pseudocode, the optimal solution path could be returned by tracing back the sequence

---

**Algorithm 1** Iterative-Deepening A*

**Input:** start state \( s^* \) and heuristic function \( h \)

**Output:** optimal solution cost from \( s^* \) to a goal node

1. \( d \leftarrow h(s^*) \)
2. while true do
3. \((\text{cost}, \text{goal}) \leftarrow \text{DFS}(s^*, d) \) II see Algorithm 2
4. if goal is true then
5. return cost
6. else
7. \( d \leftarrow \text{cost} \)
8. end if
9. end while
Algorithm 2 DFS

Input: node $n$ and cost bound $d$

Output: cost bound $c$ and variable $goal$ stating whether $c$ is the optimal solution cost or not

1. $m \leftarrow \infty$
2. if $f(n) > d$ then
   3. return $(f(n), \text{false})$
5. if $n$ is a goal node then
   6. return $(d, \text{true})$
8. for each child $n'$ of $n$ do
   9. if $n'$ is different than parent($n$) then
      10. $(\text{cost}, \text{goal}) \leftarrow \text{DFS}(n', d)$
      11. if $\text{goal}$ is true then
         12. return $(\text{cost}, \text{true})$
      14. if $m > \text{cost}$ then
         15. $m \leftarrow \text{cost}$
      16. end if
   17. end if
18. end for
19. return $(m, \text{false})$

of actions taken to reach the goal node. Initially, the cost bound $d$ is set to the heuristic value of the start state (line 1) and it is incremented by a minimum amount if a solution is not found (line 7).

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for a depth-first search bounded by $d$. DFS implements parent-pruning in line 9, where it checks whether the node $n'$ generated by $n$ is the same node that generated $n$ ($n$'s parent in the search tree). DFS will explore $n'$ only if $n'$ is not the parent of $n$. DFS prunes nodes with $f$-value larger than $d$ (line 2). In Algorithm 2 we store the lowest $f$-value larger than $d$ in variable $m$ (line 14).

2.1.4 Depth-First Branch and Bound

Depth-First Branch and Bound (DFBnB) also explores the $UST$ in a depth-first manner while keeping track of the current best-known solution cost, denoted $c^b$. It uses an admissible heuristic function $h(\cdot)$, and is also guided by the cost function $f(n) = g(n) + h(n)$, where $g(n)$ is the cost of the path from the root node to $n$. When using an admissible heuristic, the value of $f(n)$ underestimates the cost of an optimal solution that goes through $n$. Therefore, whenever $f(n) \geq c^b$, $n$ is pruned.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode for DFBnB. Here DFBnB receives an initial solution with cost $c^b$ which is derived by preprocessing (e.g., local search). Although in Algorithm 3 we only return the optimal solution cost, an optimal solution path could also be recovered by keeping in memory the incumbent least-cost path found by the algorithm. When the search finishes this incum-
Algorithm 3 DFBnB

Input: node \( n \) and a global variable with the cost of the best solution known \( c^b \).
Output: optimal solution cost \( c^b \).

1. for each child \( n' \) of \( n \) (sorted in increasing order according to the children’s \( f \)-value) do
2.     if \( f(n') < c^b \) then
3.         if \( n' \) is a goal node then
4.             \( c^b \leftarrow f(n') \)
5.         else
6.             \( DFBnB(n') \)
7.     end if
8. end if
9. end for
10. return \( c^b \)

bent solution path is guaranteed to be optimal.

2.2 Where Do Heuristics Come From?

One way of creating a heuristic function is to use domain knowledge. For example, a popular heuristic function for the sliding-tile puzzle is the sum of the Manhattan distance of the puzzle’s tiles. For instance, the Manhattan distance heuristic of the instance on the lefthand side of Figure 2.1 is 15: 2 (tile 2) + 3 (tile 8) + 3 (tile 3) + 2 (tile 1) + 2 (tile 6) + 1 (tile 4) + 1 (tile 7) + 1 (tile 5).

In this section we describe general ways of creating heuristic functions without necessarily using domain-knowledge.

2.2.1 Pattern Databases

Culberson and Schaeffer [14] introduced the concept of a pattern database (PDB), a lookup table storing the optimal solution cost of states in an abstracted and smaller version of the original state-space. One can design an abstracted state-space of a problem by simplifying the original problem.

Example 1. An abstracted space of the 8-puzzle can be obtained by making a set of tiles indistinguishable from each other. For instance, by making tiles 1, 2, and 3 indistinguishable from each other the abstracted state-space will be smaller than the original state-space as sets of states that differ from one another only by the positions of tiles 1, 2, and 3 will be mapped to single abstract states. Figure 2.3 shows the abstracted goal state when tiles 1, 2, and 3 are indistinguishable from each other.

A lookup table with the optimal solution cost of the abstracted states is built by doing a complete search backward from the abstracted goal state as a preprocessing step.
Heuristic search algorithms use a PDB as a heuristic function by looking up the pre-computed values in the lookup table during search – every state \( n \) in the original state-space has a corresponding abstracted state \( s \) stored in the lookup table. The optimal solution cost of \( s \) computed with the backward search in the abstracted state-space offers a lower bound on the optimal cost-to-go of \( n \) in the original state-space [14]. PDBs represent a major advance in designing heuristic functions. For instance, PDBs allowed the first instances of the Rubik’s Cube to be solved optimally [?]. Later, Felner et al. [19] developed additive PDBs, a more effective way of using a special class of abstractions to generate admissible heuristics by adding the heuristic value of different PDBs.

PDBs have shortcomings too. The preprocessing step of computing the lookup table can be time-consuming. Also, in order to be effective a PDB might require a considerable amount of memory for storing the lookup table.

### 2.2.2 Hierarchical Search

Hierarchical search algorithms compute the entries of the PDB as the search progresses [32, 33, 51]. This lazy computation of the PDB entries can be done efficiently during search by combining two ideas. The first idea is to use a hierarchy of abstractions. Hierarchical search algorithms search for the optimal solution cost of abstracted state \( s \) corresponding to node \( n \) in the original state-space by using a yet more abstracted state-space to generate a heuristic for \( s \). That is, the optimal solution cost of a more abstracted state \( s' \) is used as heuristic to efficiently compute the optimal solution cost of \( s \). An arbitrary number of layers of abstractions can be used by a hierarchical search algorithm. The last layer, which is the most abstracted one, is usually so small that optimal solution costs can be computed quickly without a heuristic. Caching is the second idea for making the lazy computation of the PDB entries in hierarchical search efficient. An efficient caching system must be used to avoid unnecessary search in the abstracted spaces.

While the hierarchical approach only stores in memory the abstracted states used during search, the approach might still use a considerable amount of memory.
2.2.3 Learning-Based Heuristics

The use of machine learning to create heuristics overcomes the memory limitation of abstraction-based heuristics. Learning heuristics has recently become popular, see for instance [17, 35, 76, 83]. Although learning-based heuristics overcome the memory problem, they are not guaranteed to be admissible. Thus, heuristic search algorithms using learning-based heuristics are not guaranteed to find optimal solutions.

One of the main challenges faced by such learning systems is to collect training instances; in order to learn heuristics one must know the solution cost of a sufficiently large number of problem instances. Jabbari Arfaee et al. [35] presented a learning system, Bootstrap, that generates training data through bootstrapping. Bootstrap tries to solve problem instances with a (possibly weak) initial heuristic $h_0$ within a time limit. The instances that the method manages to solve form a training set that is used to learn another heuristic $h_1$. The process is then repeated with $h_1$ replacing $h_0$, hoping that some of the instances not solved in the previous iteration will be solved and a new training set will be obtained. Jabbari Arfaee et al. showed that IDA* finds near-optimal solutions for state-space problems once a bootstrap heuristic is learned.

2.3 Type Systems for State-Space Problems

For convenience, instead of defining the type system as a partition of the states in the state space, as mentioned in Chapter 1, we define the type system as a partition of the nodes in the problem’s UST.

**Definition 7** (Type System). Let $S = (N, E)$ be a UST. $T = \{t_1, \ldots, t_n\}$ is a type system for $S$ if it is a disjoint partitioning of $N$. If $s \in N$ and $t \in T$ with $s \in t$, we write $T(s) = t$.

**Example 2.** For the sliding-tile puzzle, for example, one could define a type system based on the position of the blank tile. In this case, two nodes $n$ and $n'$ would be of the same type if $n$ has the blank in the same position as $n'$, regardless of the configuration of the other tiles in the two nodes.

In this dissertation all type systems we use are heuristic-based. The simplest heuristic-based type system we use is the one introduced by Zahavi et al. [84] in which two nodes $n$ and $n'$ are of the same type if they have the same heuristic value. We also introduce variations of Zahavi et al.’s type system. To be specific, in our type systems, in addition to accounting for the heuristic value of nodes $n$ and $n'$ when computing their type, we also account for the heuristic distribution of the children and sometimes even the grandchildren of $n$ and $n'$ in the UST when computing their type.
2.3.1 Type Systems Are Not Abstractions

A common misconception is to think of type systems as state-space abstractions. Prieditis [71] defines a state-space abstraction as a simplified version of the problem in which (1) the cost of the least-cost path between two abstracted states must be less than or equal to the cost of the least-cost path between the corresponding two states in the original state-space; and (2) goal states in the original state-space must be goal states in the abstracted state-space.

In contrast with state-space abstractions, a type system does not have these two requirements. A type system is just a partition of the nodes in the UST. It might not even be possible to represent a type system as a graph since a type system does not necessarily define the relation between the types. However, note that abstractions also offer a partition of the nodes in the UST. Therefore, even though type systems cannot necessarily be used as abstractions, abstractions can always be used as type systems.

2.4 Problem Domains

In this section we describe the problems we use as testbeds in our experiments. In addition to the problems we now describe, in Chapters 3 and 4 we also use optimization queries over graphical models such as finding the most likely explanation in Bayesian networks [69] as benchmark domains for some of our algorithms.

2.4.1 Sliding-Tile Puzzle

The sliding-tile puzzle [79] with parameters $n$ and $m$ consists of $n \times m - 1$ numbered tiles that can be moved in a grid. A state is a vector of length $n \times m$ in which component $k$ names what is located in the $k^{th}$ puzzle position (either a number in $\{1, \ldots, n \times m - 1\}$ representing a tile or a special symbol representing the blank). Every operator swaps the blank with a tile adjacent to it. The left part of Figure 2.4 shows the goal state that we used for the $(4 \times 4)$-puzzle, also called 15-puzzle, while the right part shows a state created from the goal state by applying two operators, namely swapping the blank with tile 1 and then swapping it with tile 5. The number of states reachable from any given state is $(n \times m)!/2$ [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.4: The goal state for the 15-puzzle (left) and a state two moves from the goal (right).
2.4.2 Pancake Puzzle

In the pancake puzzle [16] with parameter \( n \), a state is a permutation of \( n \) numbered tiles and has \( n - 1 \) successors, with the \( l^{th} \) successor formed by reversing the order of the first \( l + 1 \) positions of the permutation \( (1 \leq l \leq n - 1) \). The upper part of Figure 2.5 shows the goal state of the 15-pancake puzzle, while the lower part shows a state in which the first four positions have been reversed.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & \cdots & 14 & 15 \\
4 & 3 & 2 & 1 & 5 & \cdots & 14 & 15 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 2.5: The goal state for the 15-pancake puzzle (above) and a state one move from the goal (below).

All \( n! \) permutations are reachable from any given state.

2.4.3 Rubik’s Cube

Rubik’s Cube is a \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) cube made up of 20 moveable \( 1 \times 1 \times 1 \) “cubies” with colored stickers on each exposed face [46]. Each face of the cube can be independently rotated by 90 degrees clockwise or counterclockwise, or by 180 degrees. The left part of Figure 2.6 shows the goal state for Rubik’s Cube while the right part shows the state produced by rotating the right face 90 degrees counterclockwise.

Figure 2.6: Rubik’s Cube (modified from Zahavi et al. [84])

2.4.4 Towers of Hanoi

The goal in the Towers of Hanoi is to move all the disks from the original position onto a single specific peg. Only one disk can be moved at a time from the top of a peg onto another peg. A larger disk cannot be placed on top of a smaller disk. See Figure 2.7 for an example of the goal state of the Towers of Hanoi with 5 disks and 4 pegs. We ran experiments with the 12-disks and 4-peg Towers of Hanoi, which has \( 4^{12} \) reachable states from the goal state [49]. The average branching factor of the 4 pegs Towers of Hanoi is about 3.766 [47].
2.4.5 Blocks World

In the blocks world domain one is given a set of $n$ blocks and the goal is to have the blocks stacked up in a specific order. The blocks world is illustrated in Figure 2.8, where the blocks on the lefthand side of the figure represent some initial configuration of the problem and the blocks on the righthand side represent the goal configuration.

A solution for the problem shown in Figure 2.8 is to unstack block number 1 from block number 2; stack block number 2 on block number 1; finally, stack block number 3 on block number 2. We are interested in either optimal or near-optimal solutions for this problem.

Depending on the number $n$ of blocks this domain can have very large state spaces. For instance, when using $n = 20$ this domain has approximately $10^{20}$ different states.

2.4.6 Discussion

These problems represent a large class of important real-world problems. For instance, the sliding-tile puzzle is a congested version of the pebble motion problem occurring in multi-robot motion planning; the blocks world can be seen as a warehouse problem in which a robot has to arrange the packages in a specific order before packing them into a truck so as to facilitate delivery.
Taken together, these domains offer a good challenge for state-space search algorithms as they have different properties. For instance, the sliding-tile puzzle has deeper solutions and a smaller branching factor than the other four domains. The pancake puzzle and the Rubik’s Cube have a constant branching factor, the sliding-tile puzzle and the Towers of Hanoi have small variance in its branching factor, and the blocks world’s branching factor can vary considerably from one state to another and can be in the hundreds when using 20 blocks.
Chapter 3

Predicting the Size of Iterative-Deepening-A* Search Trees

3.1 Introduction

A frequent impediment of the application of tree searching algorithms [68] is the inability to quickly predict the runtime of an algorithm on a particular problem instance [38]. While one problem instance might be solved in a blink of an eye, another instance of the same problem might take centuries.

One approach to predicting the runtime of search algorithms is to estimate the size of the algorithm’s Expanded Search Tree (EST) [38]. In addition to the merit of estimating the search runtime, fast and accurate predictions of the EST size could also be used to fairly divide the search workload among different processors in a parallel computing setting. Such predictions could also be used to select the most suitable heuristic function to guide the search algorithm: is it better to use a slow and accurate heuristic, or a fast and inaccurate one?

In this chapter we are interested in predicting the EST size of a popular heuristic search algorithm, Iterative-Deepening-A* (IDA*) [43].

3.1.1 Problem Formulation

Given a directed and implicitly defined search tree representing a state-space problem [65], we want to estimate the size of the subtree expanded by IDA* with a given cost bound $d$, assuming no goal is found during that iteration. We call the nodes expanded by IDA* with cost bound $d$ the Expanded Search Tree or, EST, for short.

**Problem formulation.** Let $S = (N, E)$ be a tree representing an EST where $N$ is its set of nodes and for each $n \in N \ \text{child}(n) = \{n'|(n, n') \in E\}$ is its set of child nodes. Our task is to estimate
the size of \( N \) without fully generating \( S \).

### 3.1.2 Background

Korf, Reid, and Edelkamp [50] launched a line of research aimed at creating a method to predict exactly the IDA* EST size for given cost bound \( d \) and heuristic function \( h \). This was in contrast with the traditional approach to search complexity analysis, which focused on “big-O” complexity typically parameterized by the accuracy of the heuristic [15, 22, 68, 70]. Korf, Reid, and Edelkamp developed a prediction formula, known as KRE as a reference to the author’s names, for the special case of consistent heuristics. Zahavi et al. [84] created Conditional Distribution Prediction (CDP), an extension of KRE that makes accurate predictions when the heuristic employed is either consistent or inconsistent. CDP works by sampling the state space as a preprocessing step with respect to a type system, i.e., a partition of the nodes in the UST. The information learned during sampling is used to efficiently emulate the IDA* search tree and thus to approximate the number of nodes expanded on an iteration of the algorithm. CDP is reviewed in Section 3.2.

Independent of the KRE line of research, Knuth [38] created a method to efficiently predict the size of a search tree by making random walks from the root node. Knuth’s assumption was that branches not visited would have the same structure as the single branch visited by the random walk. Despite its simplicity, Knuth proved his method to be efficient in the domains tested. However, as pointed out by Knuth himself, his method does not produce accurate predictions when the tree being sampled is unbalanced. Chen [11] extended Knuth’s method to use a stratification of the nodes in the UST to reduce the variance of sampling. Like CDP’s type systems, the stratification used by Chen is a partition of the nodes in the UST. The method developed by Chen, Stratified Sampling, or SS, relies on the assumption that nodes in the same part of the partition will root subtrees of the same size. SS is reviewed in detail in Section 3.3.

### 3.1.3 Contributions

Most of the content of this chapter is published in the Proceedings of the Symposium on Combinatorial Search (2011) [54], in the Proceedings of the Conference on Artificial Intelligence (2012) [57], in the Artificial Intelligence journal (2013) [58].

In this chapter we make the following contributions to Korf et al.’s and Knuth’s lines of research.

- We identify a source of prediction error that has hitherto been overlooked in the CDP system.
  We call it the “discretization effect”. We also disprove the intuitively appealing idea, specifically asserted by Zahavi et al., that a “more informed” system cannot make worse predictions
than a “less informed” system. The possibility of this statement being false follows directly from the discretization effect, because a more informed system is more susceptible to the discretization effect than a less informed one. We will show several cases of this statement being false and use the phrase “informativeness pathology” to refer to this situation.

- We present a method for counteracting the discretization effect, which we call “\( \epsilon \)-truncation”. One way to view \( \epsilon \)-truncation is that it makes a prediction system less informed, in a carefully chosen way, so as to improve its prediction accuracy by reducing the discretization effect. In our experiments \( \epsilon \)-truncation rarely degraded predictions; in the vast majority of cases it improved the prediction accuracy, often substantially.

- Another contribution to the CDP system is an algorithmic improvement that reduces its running time. Our CDP variant, named Lookup CDP (or L-CDP for short), decomposes a CDP prediction into independent subproblems. The solutions to these subproblems are computed in a preprocessing step and the results stored in a lookup table to be reused later during prediction. L-CDP can be orders of magnitude faster than CDP while it is guaranteed to produce the same predictions as CDP. Similar to a PDB [13], L-CDP’s lookup table is computed only once, and the cost of computing it can be amortized by making predictions for a large number of instances. \( \epsilon \)-truncation and L-CDP are orthogonal to each other as the former improves the prediction accuracy and the latter improves the prediction runtime of CDP.

- In addition to the contributions to the CDP prediction method, we connect the KRE line of research to that of SS. We do so by showing that the type systems employed by CDP can also be used by SS. Our empirical results show that SS employing CDP’s type systems, which use a heuristic function, substantially improves upon the predictions produced by SS using the type system proposed by Chen.

- We make an empirical comparison of our enhanced version of CDP and SS using heuristic-based type systems. In our empirical comparison we consider scenarios that require (1) fast, and (2) accurate predictions. The first scenario represents applications that require less accurate but almost instantaneous predictions. For instance, quickly estimating the size of search subtrees would allow one to fairly divide the search workload among different processors in a parallel processing setting. The second scenario represents applications that require more accurate predictions but allow more computation time. Our experimental results suggest that

\[^1\]“More informed” is defined formally in Definition 11 below.
if L-CDP’s preprocessing time is acceptable or can be amortized, it is suitable for applications that require less accurate but very fast predictions, while SS is suitable for applications that require more accurate predictions but allow more computation time.

- We show how to use the k-means clustering algorithm for creating type systems for domains with real-valued heuristic functions. Our empirical results show that SS using a clustering-based type system tends to produce better predictions than the prediction methods that do not use a type system.

- We also present Active Stratified Sampling (Active SS), a prediction algorithm that uses the ideas of active sampling for predicting the size of IDA* search trees. In contrast with other active sampling approaches [18], it is not immediately clear that Active SS can perform better than regular SS due to its relatively expensive bookkeeping procedure. Our empirical results show that Active SS can perform better than regular SS.

3.1.4 Chapter Outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We present the CDP prediction framework and our contributions to that framework in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we present SS and we explain how we connect SS to CDP. In Section 3.4 we make a comparison between our enhanced versions of CDP and SS. Then, we show how to create effective type systems for domains with real-valued heuristics with a clustering algorithm in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 we present Active SS, a variation of SS that uses the ideas of active sampling to produce more accurate predictions of the size of the IDA* search tree. In Section 3.7 we mention the related work. Finally, we draw the conclusions of the chapter in Section 3.8.

3.2 The CDP Prediction Framework

The CDP prediction method uses the C&C paradigm to estimate the size of the IDA* EST. The accuracy of the CDP formula is based on the assumption that two nodes of the same type root subtrees of the same size.

IDA* with parent pruning will not generate a node \( \hat{s} \) from \( s \) if \( \hat{s} \) is the parent of \( s \). Thus, the subtree below a node \( s \) depends on the parent from which \( s \) was generated. Zahavi et al. [84] use the information of the parent of a node \( s \) when computing \( s \)’s type so that CDP is able to make accurate predictions of the number of nodes expanded on an iteration of IDA* when parent pruning is used.

Note that, as in Zahavi et al.’s work, all type systems we use with CDP are heuristic-preserving.
Definition 8 (Heuristic-Preserving Type System). A type system $T$ is said to be heuristic-preserving if for every type, all nodes of that type have the same heuristic value. We then write $h(t)$ for any type $t \in T$ to denote the heuristic value of the nodes of type $t$.

Definition 9. Let $t, t' \in T$. For a given UST, $p(t'|t)$ denotes the average fraction of the children generated by a node of type $t$ that are of type $t'$ and $b_t$ is the average number of children generated by a node of type $t$.

Example 3. If a node of type $t$ generates 5 children on average ($b_t = 5$) and 2 of them are of type $t'$ on average, then $p(t'|t) = 0.4$.

$\text{CDP}$ samples the state space in order to estimate $p(t'|t)$ and $b_t$ for all $t, t' \in T$. $\text{CDP}$ does its sampling as a preprocessing step and although type systems are defined for nodes in the UST, sampling is done before knowing the UST’s start state $s^*$. This is achieved by considering a state $s$ drawn randomly from the state space as the parent of nodes in a UST. As explained above, due to parent-pruning, $\text{CDP}$ uses the information about the parent of a node when computing the type of the node. Therefore, when estimating the values of $p(t'|t)$ and $b_t$, the sampling is done based on the children of the state $s$ drawn randomly from the state space, as though $s$ and its children were part of a UST. We denote by $\pi(t'|t)$ and $\beta_t$ the respective estimates thus obtained. The values of $\pi(t'|t)$ and $\beta_t$ are used to estimate the number of nodes expanded on an iteration of IDA*.

The predicted number of nodes expanded by IDA* with parent pruning for start state $s^*$, cost bound $d$, heuristic $h$, and type system $T$ is formalized as follows.

$$\text{CDP}(s^*, d, h, T) = 1 + \sum_{s \in \text{child}(s^*)} \sum_{i=1}^d \sum_{t \in T} N(i, t, s, d). \quad (3.1)$$

Here the outermost summation iterates over the children of the start state $s^*$. Assuming unit-cost edges, in the middle summation we account for $g$-costs from 1 to the cost bound $d$; any value of $i$ greater than $d$ would be pruned by IDA*. The innermost summation iterates over the types in $T$. Finally, $N(i, t, s, d)$ is the number of nodes $n$ with $T(n) = t$ occurring at level $i$ of the search tree rooted at $s$. A value of one is added to Equation 3.1 as $\text{CDP}$ expands the start state so that the type of its children can be computed. $N(i, t, s, d)$ is computed recursively as follows.

$$N(1, t, s, d) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } T(s) \neq t, \\ 1 & \text{if } T(s) = t. \end{cases} \quad (3.2)$$

The case $i = 1$ is the base of the recursion and is calculated based on the types of the children of the start state. For $i > 1$, the value $N(i, t, s, d)$ is given by
Figure 3.1: The first step of a CDP prediction for start state $s_0$.

\[
\sum_{u \in T} N(i - 1, u, s, d) \pi(t|u) \beta_u P(t, i, d).
\]

Here $\pi(t|u)$ is the estimated number of nodes of type $t$ a node of type $u$ generates; $P$ is a pruning function that is 1 if the cost to reach type $t$ plus the type’s heuristic value is less than or equal to the cost bound $d$, i.e., $P(t, i, d) = 1$ if $h(t) + i \leq d$, and is 0 otherwise.

Example 4. Consider the example in Figure 3.1. Here, after sampling the state space to calculate the values of $\pi(t|u)$ and $\beta_u$, we want to predict the IDA* EST size with cost bound $d$ for start state $s_0$. We generate the children of $s_0$, depicted in the figure by $s_1$ and $s_2$, so that the types that will seed the prediction formula can be calculated. Suppose that $T(s_1) = u_1$ and $T(s_2) = u_2$ and that IDA* does not prune $s_1$ or $s_2$, the first level of prediction will contain one node of type $u_1$ and one of type $u_2$, represented by the two upper squares in the right part of Figure 3.1. We now use the values of $\pi$ and $\beta$ to estimate the number of nodes of each type on the next level of search. For instance, to estimate how many nodes of type $t_1$ there will be on the next level of search we sum up the number of nodes of type $t_1$ that are generated by nodes of type $u_1$ and $u_2$. Thus, the estimated number of nodes of type $t_1$ at the second level of search is given by $\pi(t_1|u_1)\beta_{u_1} + \pi(t_1|u_2)\beta_{u_2}$. Note that $N(1, u_i, s_i, d) = 1$ for $i \in \{1, 2\}$, $N(1, u_1, s_2, d) = N(1, u_2, s_1, d) = 0$, and $N(1, u, s, d) = 0$ for all other pairs of values of $u$ and $s$. Thus $\pi(t_1|u_1)\beta_{u_1} + \pi(t_1|u_2)\beta_{u_2}$ equals $\sum_{u \in T} N(1, u, s_1, d)\pi(t_1|u)\beta_u + \sum_{u \in T} N(1, u, s_2, d)\pi(t_1|u)\beta_u$.

If $h(t_1) + 2$ (heuristic value of type $t_1$ plus the cost of reaching $t_1$) exceeds the cost bound $d$, then the number of nodes of type $t_1$ is set to zero, because IDA* would have pruned those nodes. This process is repeated for all types at the second level of prediction. Similarly, we get estimates for the third level of the search tree. Prediction goes on until all types are pruned. The sum of the estimated number of nodes of every type at every level is the estimated number of nodes expanded.
by IDA* with cost bound $d$ for start state $s_0$.

According to the formulae above and the example in Figure 3.1, in order to predict the number of nodes IDA* expands with a cost bound $d$, for every level $i \leq d$, CDP predicts how many instances of each type will be generated; i.e., it predicts a vector $(N[1], \ldots, N[|T|])$ of numbers of instances of each type on a level.\footnote{We use $N[t]$ or $N(i, t)$ to denote $N(i, t, s^*, d)$ when $i$, $s^*$ and $d$ are clear from the context.} We will call such a vector a \textit{type allocation vector}. The type allocation vector for the first level of prediction is computed from the types of the children of the start state (the $i = 1$ base case of the recursive calculation shown above). Once the allocation vector is calculated for the first level, the vector for the next level is calculated according to Equation 3.3. At level $i$, for each type $t$ such that $h(t) + i$ exceeds the cost bound $d$, the corresponding entry in the type allocation vector, $N[t]$, is set to zero to indicate that IDA* will prune nodes of this type from its search. The prediction continues to deeper and deeper levels as long as at least one entry in the type allocation vector is greater than zero.

\textbf{The prediction lookahead $r$.} CDP is seeded with the types of the children of the start state $s^*$, as shown in Equation 3.1. Zahavi et al. [84] showed that seeding the prediction formula with nodes deeper in the search tree improves the prediction accuracy at the cost of usually increasing the prediction runtime. In this improved version of CDP one collects $C_r$, the set of nodes $s$ such that $s$ is at a distance $r < d$ from $s^*$. Then the prediction is made for a cost bound of $d - r$ when nodes in $C_r$ seed CDP. In our experiments we also used this improved version of CDP.

\subsection{Attempt to Improve CDP Predictions}

Zahavi et al. derived a set of conditions for which CDP is guaranteed to make perfect predictions ([84], Section 4.5.1, p. 60). This set of conditions can be generalized with the definition of the purity of a type system, i.e., if a type system is pure, then CDP predictions are guaranteed to be perfect.

\textbf{Definition 10.} A heuristic-preserving type system $T$ is said to be pure if node $n$ has exactly $p(t'|t) \times b_t$ children of type $t'$ for all $t, t' \in T$ and all $n \in t$.

Intuitively, there is no uncertainty in the prediction model when a pure type system is employed, and as stated by Zahavi et al., a simple proof by induction shows that a pure type system results in perfect predictions.

A trivial example of a pure type system is a one-to-one mapping from the original state space $S$ to the type space $T$. In this case, every node in the search tree is of a different type. Such a type system is not of interest for large state spaces and $d$-values because the prediction calculations would
be too costly. Unfortunately, type systems that are pure and compact are hard to obtain in practice. For instance, Zahavi et al.’s basic “two-step” model defined below (in our notation) is not pure, as verified in their experiments.

\[ T_h(s) = (h(parent(s)), h(s)) \]  

(3.4)

where \( parent(s) \) returns the parent of \( s \) in the \( UST \).

In a first attempt to improve \( CDP \)’s prediction accuracy we used “more informed” type systems, i.e., type systems that split every type in \( T_h \) into a set of types. Two new domain-independent type systems we introduce, which are “more informed” than \( T_h \), are:

\[ T_c(s) = (T_h(s), c(s, 0), \ldots, c(s, H)) \]  

(3.5)

where \( c(s, k) \) is the number of children of \( s \), considering parent pruning, whose \( h \)-value is \( k \), and \( H \) is the maximum \( h \)-value observed in the sampling process; and

\[ T_{gc}(s) = (T_c(s), gc(s, 0), \ldots, gc(s, H)) \]  

(3.6)

where \( gc(s, k) \) is the number of grandchildren of \( s \), considering parent pruning, whose \( h \)-value is \( k \).

For instance, two nodes \( s \) and \( s' \) will be of the same \( T_c \) type (where \( c \) stands for children) if \( h(parent(s)) = h(parent(s')) \) and \( h(s) = h(s') \), and, in addition, \( s \) and \( s' \) generate the same number of children with the same heuristic distribution. Similarly, two nodes \( s \) and \( s' \) are of the same \( T_{gc} \) type (where \( gc \) stands for grandchildren) if besides matching on the information required by the \( T_c \) type system, \( s \) and \( s' \) generate the same number of grandchildren with same heuristic distribution.

The intuitive concept of one type system being “more informed” than another is captured formally as follows.

**Definition 11.** Let \( T_1, T_2 \) be type systems. \( T_1 \) is a refinement of \( T_2 \), denoted \( T_1 \preceq T_2 \), if \( |T_1| \geq |T_2| \) and for all \( t_1 \in T_1 \) there is a \( t_2 \in T_2 \) with \( \{ s \mid T_1(s) = t_1 \} \subseteq \{ s \mid T_2(s) = t_2 \} \). If \( t_1 \in T_1 \) and \( t_2 \in T_2 \) are related in this way, we write \( T_2(t_1) = t_2 \).

Note that \( T_{gc} \preceq T_c \preceq T_h \), and so, by transitivity, \( T_{gc} \preceq T_h \).

**Example 5.** Consider the grid domain depicted in Figure 3.2. In this domain an agent lies on an infinite grid and wants to arrive at the goal position; Figure 3.2 shows the agent starting at position \( (3, 3) \) and the goal at position \( (0, 0) \). The agent can move to one of the four adjacent positions,
except when the position is blocked by a wall; in Figure 3.2 a gray square represents a wall. If Manhattan Distance is the heuristic function used in this domain, then the heuristic value of the agent’s state is 6 (3 from the x-coordinate plus 3 from the y-coordinate).

Consider a type system in which nodes with the same heuristic value are of the same type. In this case, the nodes representing the states in which the agent is at positions A, B, C, and D would be of the same type. Note, however, that nodes representing these four states are not necessarily of the same $T_h$ type. Recall that $T_h$ uses both the heuristic value of the node and of the node’s parent in the UST. A, B, C, and D will be of the same $T_h$ type if they are generated by $P_A$, $P_B$, $P_C$ and $P_D$, respectively. In this case, A, B, C, and D have a heuristic value of 3 and are generated by nodes with heuristic value of 4, resulting in the $(4, 3)$ type.

Consider again nodes A, B, C, and D when they are generated by parents $P_A$, $P_B$, $P_C$ and $P_D$, respectively, and are therefore of the same type—$(4, 3)$—according to $T_h$. The $T_c$ type system, which is a refinement of $T_h$, further partitions the nodes that are of the same type according to $T_h$. In our example, according to the $T_c$ type system, nodes A and D are of different type than B and C. A and D are of the same $T_c$ type because, with parent-pruning, they both generate two children with heuristic value of 4 (for A these are grid cells $(-1, 3)$ and $(1, 3)$) and one child with heuristic value of 2 (for A this is grid cell $(0, 2)$). B and C are of another $T_c$ type: with parent-pruning both generate one child with heuristic value of 4 and one child with heuristic value of 2.

Intuitively, if $T_1 \preceq T_2$ one would expect predictions using $T_1$ to be at least as accurate as the predictions using $T_2$, since all the information that is being used by $T_2$ to condition its predictions
is also being used by $T_1$ ([84], p. 59). However, our experiments show that this is not always true. The underlying cause of poorer predictions by $T_1$ when $T_1 \preceq T_2$ is the discretization effect, which we will now describe.

### 3.2.2 The Discretization Effect

In this section we identify a source of error in CDP’s predictions that has previously gone unnoticed, which we call the discretization effect. Understanding this source of error allows us to propose a method to counteract it—the $\epsilon$-truncation method that is fully described in the next section.

Consider the state space shown in the left part of Figure 3.3. Each circle is a state, and the number inside a circle is its heuristic value. All states in this space have two neighbors. There is a chain containing $c + 2$ states, terminating at each end with a self-loop, with two goal states at one end of the chain having a heuristic value of 0 and the remaining $c$ states having a heuristic value of 1. In this example we ignore parent pruning and we use the following type system: $T(s) = h(s)$. Hence there are only two types: $t_0$ is the type of the nodes with heuristic value 0, and $t_1$ is the type of the nodes with heuristic value 1. The key feature of this construction is that the probability of a node of type $t_1$ generating a node of type $t_0$ can be made arbitrarily small by making $c$ sufficiently large. Table 3.1 shows the exact probabilities of each kind of transition between types. CDP’s sampling would estimate these; Table 3.2 shows that the estimates (to two decimal places) based on sampling all 12 states when $c = 10$ are equal to the theoretical values.

We are interested in the prediction for a single start state, the $k^{th}$ node with heuristic value 1. Note that the solution depth for this state is $d = k$. The IDA* search tree for start state $k = 3$ and cost bound $d = 3$ is shown in the right part of Figure 3.3. Dashed lines represent nodes that are
Table 3.1: Exact type-transition probabilities for the graph shown in Figure 3.3.

| $p(t_0|t_1)$ | $\frac{1}{2c}$ |
| $p(t_1|t_1)$ | $\frac{2c-1}{2c}$ |
| $p(t_0|t_0)$ | $\frac{3}{4}$ |
| $p(t_1|t_0)$ | $\frac{1}{4}$ |

generated but not expanded because their $f$-value exceeds $d$. When $d = k$, as in the figure, level $i$ contains $2^i$ expanded nodes, for $0 \leq i < d$, and level $d$ contains one expanded node (the one with heuristic value 0 is counted as being expanded), so the total number of expanded nodes is $2^d$.

Table 3.2: Transition probabilities estimated by sampling the state space in Figure 3.3 when $c = 10$.

| $p(t_0|t_1)$ | 0.05 |
| $p(t_1|t_1)$ | 0.95 |
| $p(t_0|t_0)$ | 0.75 |
| $p(t_1|t_0)$ | 0.25 |

For start state $k = 4$, cost bound $d = 4$, and $c = 10$, IDA* expands $2^4 = 16$ nodes but CDP, using the exact transition probabilities (see Table 3.2), predicts it will expand 17.0264, an error of 1.0264. Table 3.3 summarizes CDP predictions at each level. We see that CDP’s predictions of the total number of nodes expanded at each level (rightmost column) is perfect at all levels except the last. The cause of the error can be seen in the middle two columns, which show the predicted number of nodes expanded at each level of a particular type. At every level CDP is overestimating the number of nodes of type $t_0$ and correspondingly underestimating the number of nodes of type $t_1$. This occurs because one of the ten possible start states of type $t_1$ (namely, $k = 1$) would generate one child of type $t_0$, while all the others would generate none. This is represented in CDP’s predictions by saying that every start state of type $t_1$ generates 0.1 children of type $t_0$. For start states other than $k = 1$, probability mass is being drawn away from the true prediction by an event that happens rarely for that type. Moreover, the error is compounded at each successive level in the tree: already at level 3, the percentage of nodes of type $t_0$ has risen to more than 10% of the nodes at that level, whereas at level 1 only 5% of the nodes are predicted to be of type $t_0$. These errors are invisible until IDA*’s pruning starts to treat nodes of type $t_0$ different than nodes of type $t_1$. In the example, this happens at level 4, where nodes of type $t_1$ are pruned but nodes of type $t_0$ are not.

Note that we would obtain a smaller prediction error if we were to totally ignore the rare event of $t_1$ generating a child of type $t_0$ by artificially setting the $p(t_0|t_1)$ entry in Table 3.2 to 0.0 and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>level</th>
<th>$t_0$</th>
<th>$t_1$</th>
<th>total by level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>7.124</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.0264</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.0264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>3.3424</td>
<td>13.684</td>
<td>17.0264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: CDP prediction level by level when $c = 10$, $k = 4$, and $d = 4$. The dash represents a type and level that was pruned off.

renormalizing $p(t_1|t_1)$ (it would become 1.0). With this change CDP would get exactly the right total number of nodes on all levels except level 4, where it would predict that 0 nodes are expanded (since it thinks they are all of type $t_1$). This is an error of 1.00 compared to the error of 1.0264 obtained using the actual values in Table 3.2.

The method in the next section is based on this idea of altering the estimated probabilities so that rare events are ignored and common events correspondingly have their probabilities increased. However, we do this in a more sophisticated manner than having a global threshold to identify rare events. We use an optimization method to define a threshold, $\epsilon_i$, to be used at level $i$. This allows different levels to have different definitions of “rare event”. Applied to the example in this section, our method will set $p(t_0|t_1)$ to 0 at levels 0 to 3, but will leave it as 0.05 at level 4. This keeps the predictions perfect at levels 0 to 3 and predicts that there will be 0.8 (0.05 \cdot 8 \cdot 2) nodes expanded at level 4, for an error of 0.2.

3.2.3 The $\epsilon$-Truncation Prediction Method

Our ultimate goal is to minimize the error in predicting the number of nodes expanded by IDA*. Section 3.2.2 suggests that this requires avoiding the discretization effect—by ignoring small probabilities of generating nodes of a certain type. The CDP system does not ignore small fractional numbers. By contrast, there is a chance that minimizing the absolute error for type allocation vectors might force the system to ignore some of these harmful small numbers.

It is hence natural to consider modifying the $\pi$-values used as estimates in CDP according to the following procedure (P1).

**Procedure (P1):**

For each type $u \in T$ do:

1. Compute a redistribution of $\pi(t|u)$ values, by solving the following optimization problem for each level $i$. 

30
Find a type allocation vector \((a_1, \ldots, a_{|T|})\) that minimizes:

\[
\sum_{t \in T} \sum_{j=0}^{|N(i, u, s^*, d) \cdot \beta_u|} \text{pr}(j, t, u, [N(i, u, s^*, d) \cdot \beta_u]) \cdot |(a_t - j)| \tag{3.7}
\]

subject to the following constraints:

\[
\sum_{t \in T} a_t = [N(i, u, s^*, d) \cdot \beta_u] \quad \text{and} \quad a_t \geq 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t \in T.
\]

Here \(\text{pr}(j, t, u, N)\) is short for the estimated probability of generating exactly \(j\) children of type \(t\) from \(N\) many parents of type \(u\), i.e.,

\[
\text{pr}(j, t, u, N) = \pi(t|u)^j(1 - \pi(t|u))^{N-j}.
\]

2. For each \(t' \in T\), replace \(\pi(t'|u)\) by \(a_{t'}/\sum_{t \in T} a_t\).

However, Procedure (P1) is flawed. For any type \(t\), it ignores the possibility that a large number of states of distinct types occurring at one level can all generate a state of type \(t\) with low probability, summing up to a large probability of having a state of type \(t\) at the next level.

**Example 6.** Suppose at prediction level \(i\) one node each of 100 different types \(t_1, \ldots, t_{100}\) occurs. Suppose further that each of these 100 types generates one node of type \(t\) with probability 0.01. Procedure (P1) would correspond to solving at least 100 optimization problems (one for each type), potentially replacing \(\pi(t|t_i)\) by 0 for all \(i \in \{1, \ldots, 100\}\). Consequently, the prediction system might suggest that no node of type \(t\) occurs at level \(i + 1\). However, it would be better to consider the interaction of the 100 types \(t_1, \ldots, t_{100}\) at level \(i\) and to predict that one node of type \(t\) will occur at level \(i + 1\).

In order to take into account that, for some type \(t\), nodes of different types \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) may both generate nodes of type \(t\) at any level of prediction, we need to reformulate Procedure (P1) using a system of “supertypes.”

**Supertypes**

Intuitively, a supertype at level \(i\) is a set of pairs \((t, u)\) of types where type \(t\) occurs at level \(i\) and type \(u\) is generated at level \(i + 1\).

**Example 7.** We now illustrate the concept of supertypes with the example of the grid domain shown in Figure 3.2. We adopt the \(T_h\) type system in this example. Consider that at a given level of search we see node \(B\) of type \((4, 3)\), with \(B\) being generated by moving the agent from \(P_{B1}\) to \(B\), and node
Let $T_{gc}(s_1)$ and $T_{gc}(s_2)$, respectively, occur at level $i$ of the prediction. The types $t_1$ and $t_2$ can potentially generate pairs of type $t_3 = T_{gc}(s_3)$ and pairs of type $t_4 = T_{gc}(s_4)$ at level $i + 1$ (following the left branches of tree $1$ and tree $2$, framed in boxes in the figure). Hence we would like to put $(t_1, t_3)$ and $(t_2, t_3)$ in one supertype for level $i$; similarly we would put $(t_1, t_4)$, and $(t_2, t_4)$ in one supertype for level $i$.

- Any type $u$ at level $i + 1$ will be generated by a single supertype at level $i$. This is achieved by taking information from a coarser type system into account. If $t_1$ and $t_2$ at level $i$ can generate type $u_1$ and $u_2$, respectively, at level $i + 1$, and $u_1$ and $u_2$ are indistinguishable in a fixed coarser type system, then $(t_1, u_1)$ and $(t_2, u_2)$ will be in the same supertype for level $i$.

In the example in Figure 3.4, both $s_1$ (of type $t_1$) and $s_2$ (of type $t_2$) generate nodes of type $T_c(s_1) = T_c(s_2)$ in the coarser type system $T_c$ (see the framed boxes in tree $1$ and tree $2$). These state pairs at level $i + 1$ (see the framed boxes in tree $3$ and tree $4$) could be of type $t_3$ or $t_4$ in the (refined) type system $T_{gc}$. Thus $(t_1, t_3)$, $(t_2, t_3)$, $(t_1, t_4)$, and $(t_2, t_4)$ will all be in a single supertype for level $i$.

Formally, we define supertype systems as follows.

**Definition 12.** Let $T, T'$ be type systems, $T \preceq T'$, and $t' \in T'$. For all $i$, the supertype $st(t', i, s)$ over $T$ contains exactly the pairs $(t_1, t_2) \in T \times T$ for which $T'(t_2) = t'$ and $t_1$ occurs at level $i$ starting the prediction from $s$. The supertype system $ST(i, s)$ over $T$ with respect to $T'$ is defined by $ST(i, s) = \{st(t'_1, i, s), \ldots, st(t'_k, i, s)\}$ where $T' = \{t'_1, \ldots, t'_k\}$. We write $st$ instead of $st(t', i, s)$ whenever $t', i, s$ are clear from context.

Let $T, T'$ be type systems such that $T \preceq T'$ that induce the supertype $ST(i, s^*)$. In order to adapt CDP and Procedure (P1) to supertypes, we estimate, for each node $s^*$, level $i$, cost bound $d$,
Figure 3.4: Four potential search subtrees for a search problem. Numbers inside the nodes denote $h$-values. For $j \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$, tree $j$ determines the type $T_{gc}(s_j)$. The subtrees framed in boxes determine the type $T_c(s'_1) = T_c(s'_2) = T_c(s_3) = T_c(s_4)$.

type $t$, and supertype $st \in ST(i, s^*)$, the probability of generating a node of type $t$ from a node of supertype $st$ at level $i$. We denote this estimate by $\pi_{s^*,d}^{i,t}(t|st)$, defined by

$$
\pi_{s^*,d}^{i,t}(t|st) = \frac{\sum_{(t_p, t_c) \in st} \pi(t|t_p)\beta_{t_p} N(i, t_p, s^*, d)}{\sum_{(t_p, t_c) \in st} \beta_{t_p} N(i, t_p, s^*, d)}.
$$

We write $\pi(t|st)$ instead of $\pi_{s^*,d}^{i,t}(t|st)$, whenever $i$, $d$, and $s^*$ are clear from the context.

The number of nodes $N_{ST}(i, st, s^*, d)$ of a supertype $st \in ST$ at a level $i$ of prediction is given by

$$
N_{ST}(i, st, s^*, d) = \sum_{(t_p, t_c) \in st} N(i, t_p, s^*, d)\beta_{t_p}.
$$

(3.8)

We then reformulate the CDP formula equivalently, computing $N(i, t, s^*, d)$ by

$$
N(i, t, s^*, d) = \sum_{st \in ST} N_{ST}(i - 1, st, s^*, d)\pi_{s^*,d}^{i-1}(t|st)P(t, i, d),
$$

(3.9)

instead of Equation (3.3). Note that, in contrast with Equation (3.3), Equation (3.9) does not include any $\beta$-values as factors, due to the fact that those are already incorporated in the calculation in the $N_{ST}$ values in Equation (3.8).

Procedure (P1) would then be adapted to the following procedure (P2).

**Procedure (P2):**

For each supertype $st \in ST$ at any level $i$ do:

1. Compute a redistribution of $\pi(t|st)$ values, by solving the following optimization problem.

   *Find a type allocation vector $(a_1, \ldots, a_{|T|})$ that minimizes:*
\[
\sum_{t \in T} \sum_{j=0}^{[N_{ST}(i, st, s^*, d)]} pr(j, t, st, [N_{ST}(i, st, s^*, d)]) \cdot |(a_t - j)|
\]

subject to the following constraints:

\[
\sum_{t \in T} a_t = [N_{ST}(i, st, s^*, d)] \text{ and } a_t \geq 0 \text{ for } t \in T.
\]

Here \(pr(j, t, st, N)\) is short for the probability of generating exactly \(j\) children of type \(t\) from \(N\) many parents of supertype \(st\), i.e.,

\[
pr(j, t, st, N) = \pi(t|st)^j (1 - \pi(t|st))^{N-j}.
\]

2. For each each \(t' \in T\), replace \(\pi(t'|st)\) by \(a_{t'} / \sum_{t \in T} a_t\).

\(\epsilon\)-Truncation as a Preprocessing Step

Ideally, one would now follow Procedure (P2) at every step of the prediction. However, although the optimization problem can be solved in polynomial time, solving distinct instances at every step of prediction is computationally prohibitive. For example, in an experiment we ran on the (4x4) 15 sliding-tile puzzle, following Procedure (P2) at every step of the prediction was almost three orders of magnitude slower than CDP without the optimization. We hence developed a method that sacrifices the optimality of the optimization problem in Procedure (P2) for feasibility, by redistributing \(\pi(t|st)\) values and \(\pi(t|u)\) values only in a pre-processing step. The goal of this pre-processing step is to find, for each level \(i\), a cutoff value \(\epsilon_i\), below which \(\pi(t|u)\) values will be set to zero. Our approach, called \(\epsilon\)-truncation, can be summarized as follows.

1. As before, sample the state space to obtain \(\pi(t|u)\) and \(\beta_u\) for each \(t, u \in T\).

2. For each level \(i \in \{1, \ldots, d\}\) compute a cutoff value \(\epsilon_i\). \((This \ step \ will \ be \ explained \ in \ detail \ below.\)

3. For each level \(i\) and each \(t, u \in T\), replace the estimate \(\pi(t|u)\) by an estimate \(\pi_i(t|u)\) that is specific to level \(i\). \(\pi_i(t|u)\) is determined as follows.

   (a) If \(\pi(t|u) < \epsilon_i\) then \(\pi_i(t|u) = 0\).

   (b) If \(\pi(t|u) \geq \epsilon_i\) then

   \[
   \pi_i(t|u) = \frac{\pi(t|u)}{\sum_{v \in T, \pi(v|u) \geq \epsilon_i} \pi(v|u)}.
   \]

Thus the \(\pi(t|u)\) values not smaller than \(\epsilon_i\) are scaled so that they sum up to 1.
4. In computing CDP use $\pi_i(t|u)$ at level $i$ instead of $\pi(t|u)$.

The key step in this process is Step 2, the calculation of the $\epsilon_i$ values.

2. For each level $i \in \{1, \ldots, d\}$ compute a cutoff value $\epsilon_i$ as follows.

   (a) Solve a (small) specified number $z$ of instances of Equation (3.10) for level $i$.

   (b) For every previously estimated value $\pi(t|st)$, compute the fraction of times that this $\pi(\cdot|\cdot)$-value was set to zero in the $z$ solutions to Equation (3.10) for level $i$.

   In Figure 3.5 the set of values that $\pi(t|st)$ can assume corresponds to the $x$-axis. The fraction of times a $\pi(\cdot|\cdot)$-value was set to zero is the corresponding value on the $y$-axis.

   (c) Compute a candidate cutoff value $\hat{\epsilon}_i$ as follows. $\hat{\epsilon}_i$ is the largest $\pi(t|st)$ for which all values $\pi \leq \pi(t|st)$ were set to zero in at least 50% of the $z$ instances at level $i$.

   In Figure 3.5 this is the smallest $x$-value at which the curve intersects the horizontal $y=0.5$ line. We thus suggest to ignore (i.e., set to zero) only probabilities $\pi(\cdot|\cdot)$ that were set to zero in the majority of the $z$ solutions to the optimization problem.

   (d) Compute the actual cutoff value $\epsilon_i$ as follows:

      i. If for each type $u \in T$ there is at least one type $t \in T$ such that $\pi(t|u) \geq \hat{\epsilon}_i$, let $\epsilon_i = \hat{\epsilon}_i$.

         In this case, it is safe to use $\hat{\epsilon}_i$ as a cutoff value, since for each $u \in T$ there will be some $\pi(\cdot|u)$-value that is not set to zero.

      ii. If for some type $u \in T$ there is no type $t \in T$ such that $\pi(t|u) \geq \hat{\epsilon}_i$, let $\epsilon_i$ be the largest value $\delta_i < \hat{\epsilon}_i$ such that, for all $u \in T$ there is some $t \in T$ such that $\pi(t|u) \geq \delta_i$.

         In this case, we cannot use $\hat{\epsilon}_i$ as a cutoff value, since this would imply setting all $\pi(\cdot|u)$ values to zero, for type $u$.

For illustration, Table 3.4 shows the $\epsilon_i$ values calculated using 10,000 randomly generated start states for the 8-puzzle with Manhattan Distance. The value of 0.05 for level 15 in Table 3.4 means that, out of the 10,000 searches, the majority of types that were generated with probability of 0.05 or lower at level 15 had their values of $p(\cdot|\cdot)$ set to zero by the optimization algorithm. In this table, as in all the experiments in this paper, the $\epsilon_i$ values approach zero as $i$ gets larger.

CDP is applicable only in situations in which one is interested in making a large number of predictions, so that the time required for sampling is amortized. We show in the next section that the
$\epsilon$-truncation procedure can substantially increase the accuracy of the CDP predictions. However, this improvement in accuracy comes at the cost of an increased preprocessing time. Namely, $\epsilon$-truncation roughly doubles the preprocessing time. For instance, it takes approximately 10 hours to sample one billion random states to approximate the values of $p(t|u)$ and $b_u$ for the 15-puzzle using the $T_{gc}$ type system. The $\epsilon$-truncation procedure adds another 15 hours of preprocessing for finding the value of $\epsilon_i$. In the experiments described in the next section we assume one is interested in making a sufficiently large number of predictions that the preprocessing time required by $\epsilon$-truncation is amortized.

### 3.2.4 Experimental Results on $\epsilon$-Truncation

This section presents the results of experiments showing that: (a) refining a type system often reduces prediction accuracy; (b) $\epsilon$-truncation often substantially improves predictions; (c) $\epsilon$-truncation of a refinement of a type system usually gives greater improvements than $\epsilon$-truncation of the basic type system, and (d) $\epsilon$-truncation rarely reduces the prediction accuracy. Each experiment will use two type systems, a basic one and a refinement of the basic one, and will compare the predictions made by CDP with each type system and with $\epsilon$-truncation applied to both type systems.
Experimental Setup

Our experiments are run on three domains: the sliding-tile puzzle, the pancake puzzle, and Rubik’s Cube. For a description of these domains see Section 2.4.

The choice of the set of start states will be described in the specific sections below, but we always applied the same principle as Zahavi et al. [84]: start state \(s\) is included in the experiment with cost bound \(d\) only if IDA* would actually have used \(d\) as a cost bound in its search with \(s\) as the start state; Zahavi et al. called this selection of \(s\) and \(d\) the restricted selection and showed that if the selection of \(s\) and \(d\) is not restricted, the number of nodes expanded by the IDA* in the experiments would be substantially different than the number of nodes expanded by the algorithm in real situations (cf. Table 5 of Zahavi et al. [84]). Like Zahavi et al., we are interested in verifying the accuracy of the predictions in real situations, thus we also adopt the restricted selection. As mentioned in Section 3.2, unlike an actual IDA* run, we count the number of nodes expanded in the entire iteration for a start state even if the goal is encountered during the iteration.

The number of start states used to determine the \(\epsilon_i\) values is closely related to the value of \(r\) that will be used in the experiment — recall that the value of \(r\) determines the level at which \(\text{CDP}\) collects states to seed the prediction. For example, the number of states at level 10 of the 8-puzzle is expected to be much lower than the number of states at level 25 of the 15-puzzle. Therefore, in order to find suitable \(\epsilon\)-values for the 8-puzzle we have to use more start states than are required to determine \(\epsilon\)-values for the 15-puzzle. The number of states used to determine the \(\epsilon_i\) values is stated below for each experiment.

Error Measures. We report the prediction results using three different measures: Relative Signed Error, Relative Unsigned Error, and Root Mean Squared Relative Error (RMSRE).

- Relative Signed Error – For each prediction system we will report the ratio of the predicted number of nodes expanded, averaged over all the start states, to the actual number of nodes expanded, by IDA*. Let \(PI\) be the set of problem instances used in an experiment; \(\text{CDP}(s, d, h, T)\) is the predicted number of nodes expanded by IDA* for start state \(s\), cost bound \(d\), heuristic function \(h\), and type system \(T\); \(A(s, d)\) is the actual number of nodes expanded by IDA* when \(s\) is the start state with cost bound \(d\). The relative signed error for experiment with \(PI\) is calculated as follows.

\[
\frac{\sum_{s \in PI} \text{CDP}(s, d, h, T)}{\sum_{s \in PI} A(s, d)}
\]
This ratio will be rounded to two decimal places. Thus a ratio of 1.00 does not necessarily mean the prediction is perfect, it just means the ratio is closer to 1.00 than it is to 0.99 or 1.01. This ratio we call the relative signed error. It is the same as the “Ratio” reported by Zahavi et al. [84] and is appropriate when one is interested in predicting the total number of nodes that will be expanded in solving a set of start states. It is not appropriate for measuring the accuracy of the predictions on individual start states because overestimations are cancelled by underestimations. If these exactly balance out, a system will appear to have no error (a ratio of 1.00) even though there might be substantial error in every single prediction.

• Relative Unsigned Error (RUE) – To evaluate the accuracy of individual predictions, an appropriate measure is relative unsigned error, calculated as follows.

\[
\frac{\sum_{s \in PI} |CDP(s,d,h,T) - A(s,d)|}{|A(s,d)|}
\]

A perfect score according to this measure is 0.00.

• RMSRE – Another error measure we use to compare predictions for individual start states is the root mean squared relative error (RMSRE), which is calculated as follows.

\[
\sqrt{\frac{\sum_{s \in PI} \left( \frac{CDP(s,d,h,T) - A(s,d)}{A(s,d)} \right)^2}{|PI|}}
\]

A perfect score according to this measure is 0.00.

All of our experiments were run on an Intel Xeon CPU X5650, 2.67GHz.

Sliding-Tile Puzzles

We use three sizes of the sliding-tile puzzle: two that are small enough that the entire reachable portion of the state space can be enumerated and used in lieu of “sampling” — the 8-puzzle, and the (3 × 4)-puzzle — and one that is large enough to be non-trivial — the 15-puzzle. The small domains are an important element of the experiments because phenomena witnessed in them cannot be attributed to sampling effects.

We used the same type system as Zahavi et al. [84], which is a refinement of \( T_h \) we call \( T_{h,b} \). \( T_{h,b} \) is defined by \( T_{h,b}(s) = (T_h, blank(parent(s)), blank(s)) \) where \( blank(s) \) returns the kind of location (corner, edge, or middle) the blank occupies in state \( s \). For instance, if we assume that the left-hand state in Figure 2.1 (let us call it \( s \)) was generated by moving the 5 tile to the right, then we
would have the following \( T_{h,b} \) type for \( s \): \((14, 15, C, E)\). The 14 in the tuple stands for the heuristic value of the parent of \( s \) (we assume the heuristic being used is Manhattan Distance); the 15 stands for the heuristic value of \( s \); the \( C \) tells us that the blank position of the parent of \( s \) was in a corner; finally, the \( E \) means that the blank is in an edge position in \( s \).

For the (3x4)-puzzle there are two kinds of edge locations that \( \text{blank}(s) \) needs to distinguish—edge locations on the short side (length 3) and edge locations on the long side (length 4). \( T_{gc,b} \) is defined analogously. For square versions of the puzzle, \( T_{gc} \) is exactly the same as \( T_{gc,b} \) and therefore \( T_{gc} \preceq T_{h,b} \). However, for the (3x4)-puzzle, \( T_{gc} \) and \( T_{gc,b} \) are not equal. We used the following coarse type systems to define the supertypes.

- for \( T_{gc} \) we use \( T_c \);
- for \( T_{gc,b} \) we use \( T_c \) augmented with the kind of blank location of the parent of the node;
- for \( T_{h,b} \) we use \( T_{p,b}(s) = (h(s), \text{blank}(s)) \).

For the 8-puzzle we used 10,000 random start states to determine the \( \epsilon_i \) values and every solvable state in the space to measure prediction accuracy. The upper part of Table 3.5 shows the results for the Manhattan Distance heuristic, which is admissible and consistent, with \( r=10 \). The bold entries in this and all other tables of results indicate the best predictions for a given error measure. Here we see a few cases of the informativeness pathology (Signed Error with \( d \geq 21 \)): \( T_{gc} \)'s predictions are worse than \( T_{h,b} \)'s, despite its being a refinement of \( T_{h,b} \). Applying \( \epsilon \)-truncation substantially reduces \( T_{gc} \)'s prediction error for all three error measures.

We also ran experiments on the 8-puzzle using the inconsistent heuristic defined by Zahavi et al. [84]. Two pattern databases (PDB) [13] were built, one based on the identities of the blank and tiles 1–4 (tiles 5–8 were indistinguishable), and another based on the identities of the blank and tiles 5–8 (tiles 1–4 were indistinguishable). The locations in the puzzle are numbered in increasing order left-to-right and top-to-bottom and the first PDB is consulted for states having the blank in an even location; the second PDB is consulted otherwise. Since the blank’s location changes parity every time it moves, we are guaranteed that the heuristic value of a child node will be taken from a different PDB than that of its parent. Heuristics defined by PDBs are admissible and consistent, but as we are alternating the lookup between two different PDBs the resulting heuristic is admissible but inconsistent. Again we used 10,000 random start states to determine the \( \epsilon_i \) values and every solvable state in the space to measure prediction accuracy. The results of this experiment, with \( r=1 \), are shown in the middle part of Table 3.5. They exhibit the informativeness pathology and demonstrate that \( \epsilon \)-
truncation can substantially reduce prediction error. $\epsilon$-truncation produces slightly worse predictions when using the coarser type system for some of the cost bounds when measuring unsigned error or RMSRE (see $d=20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26$ in the middle part of Table 3.5). Note, however, that this decrease in accuracy is not observed when signed error is measured. Large overestimations and underestimations of the actual number of nodes expanded might cancel each other out when the signed error is measured, giving the impression that the predictions are accurate even if they are not. The decrease in performance caused by $\epsilon$-truncation disappears for larger values of $r$ as shown in the bottom part of Table 3.5. The improvements in accuracy by $\epsilon$-truncation are still observed in the bottom part of Table 3.5.

For the (3x4)-puzzle we used 10 random start states to determine the $\epsilon_i$ values and 10,000 to measure prediction accuracy. The upper part of Table 3.6 shows the results for $\epsilon_i$ values and 10,000 to measure prediction accuracy. The upper part of Table 3.6 shows the results for $\epsilon_i$ values and 10,000 to measure prediction accuracy.

### Table 3.5: CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation on the 8-puzzle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$T_{h,b}$</th>
<th>$T_{gc,b}$</th>
<th>$T_{gc}$</th>
<th>$T_{h,b}$</th>
<th>$T_{gc,b}$</th>
<th>$T_{gc}$</th>
<th>$r=10$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Same Inconsistent Heuristic, $r=10$. |
|-------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| 18  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.00   | 0.00   | 0.00   |
| 19  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.04   | 0.04   | 0.04   |
| 20  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.05   | 0.05   | 0.05   |
| 21  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.07   | 0.07   | 0.07   |
| 22  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.08   | 0.08   | 0.08   |
| 23  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.09   | 0.09   | 0.09   |
| 24  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.11   | 0.11   | 0.11   |
| 25  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.12   | 0.12   | 0.12   |
| 26  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.13   | 0.13   | 0.13   |
| 27  | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 1.00   | 0.14   | 0.14   | 0.14   |
predictions for $T_h$.

For the 15-puzzle, we used 5 random start states to determine the $\epsilon_i$ values and 1,000 to measure prediction accuracy. To define $\pi$'s, one billion random states were sampled and, in addition, we used the process described by Zahi et al. [84] to non-randomly extend the sampling: we sampled the child of a sampled state if the type of that child had not yet been sampled. We call this process biased sampling. Table 3.7 shows the results when Manhattan Distance is the heuristic and $T_{h,b}$ and $T_{gc}$ are the type systems. Here again we see the informativeness pathology ($T_{h,b}$'s predictions are better than $T_{gc}$'s) which is eliminated by $\epsilon$-truncation. Like for the (3x4)-puzzle, $\epsilon$-truncation does not modify the predictions when using the coarser type system.

Table 3.6: CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation on the (3x4)-puzzle. $r=20$.

Table 3.7: CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation on the 15-puzzle. Manhattan Distance. $r=25$.

Table 3.8: CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation on the 15-puzzle. Inconsistent Heuristic. $r=1$. 
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Like for the 8-puzzle, an inconsistent heuristic for the 15-puzzle was created with one PDB based on the identities of the blank and tiles 1–7, and another that kept the identities of the blank and tiles 9–15, exactly as used by Zahavi et al. (see their Table 11). We alternate the PDB that is used for the heuristic lookup depending on the position of the blank as described for the 8-puzzle. The results with \( T_{h,b} \) and \( T_c \) as type systems are shown in Table 3.8. Here we see that even though \( T_{h,b} \) has a reasonable signed error, it has in fact a very large unsigned error and RMSRE, and once again \( \epsilon \)-truncation produced substantial improvement in prediction accuracy—in this case for both the coarse and refined type systems. These prediction results could be improved by increasing the \( r \)-value used. However, we wanted our results to be comparable to those in Zahavi et al.’s Table 11.

**Pancake Puzzle**

For the 15-pancake puzzle, we used 10 random start states to determine the \( \epsilon_i \) values and 1,000 to measure prediction accuracy. We used \( T_h \) and \( T_c \) as the type systems. The coarser type systems used to define the supertypes for \( T_h \) and \( T_c \) were \( T_p \) and \( T_h \), respectively. To define \( \pi(t|u) \) and \( \beta_t \), 100 million random states were sampled and, in addition, we used the biased sampling process described for the 15-puzzle. The results with \( r=4 \) and a PDB heuristic that keeps the identities of the smallest eight pancakes are shown in the upper part of Table 3.9. The lower part of the table shows results when the heuristic is multiplied by 1.5 (and hence is inadmissible and inconsistent). In both cases \( T_c \) outperforms \( T_h \) but is also substantially improved by \( \epsilon \)-truncation. As in the previous experiment, here \( \epsilon \)-truncation does not modify the predictions for the coarser type system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signed Error</th>
<th>Unsigned Error</th>
<th>RMSRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>( T_h )</td>
<td>( \epsilon T_h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>44,771.2</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>346,324.5</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,408,281.6</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20,168,716.0</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>127,411,357.4</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: CDP with \( \epsilon \)-truncation on the 15-pancake puzzle. \( r=4 \).

**Rubik’s Cube**

For the \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) Rubik’s Cube we used 10 random start states to determine the \( \epsilon_i \) values and 1,000 to measure prediction accuracy. We sampled 100 million random states and, in addition, we used the biased sampling process described for the 15-puzzle. The random states were generated by random
walks from the goal state, whose length was randomly selected between 0 and 180 steps. We prune redundant moves in the main search as described by Korf [46], which reduces the branching factor from 18 to approximately 13.35. Korf considered two kinds of redundant move pruning. First, he noted that twisting the same face twice in a row leads to redundant states; second, twisting the front face and then the back face leads to the same state as twisting the faces in opposite order. We used the same procedure described by Zahavi et al. [84] to implement redundant move pruning during sampling: the last operator in the random walk is used as a basis to prune redundant moves. We used $T_h$ and $T_c$ as the type systems. The coarser type systems used to define the supertypes for $T_h$ and $T_c$ were $T_p$ and $T_h$, respectively. The heuristic we used was a PDB of the 8 corner cubies [46] over an abstraction on the sides of the puzzle. The abstraction was built by mapping three colors to one color and the other three colors to a second color, in such a way that, in the abstract goal state, two opposite sides of the cube always differ in color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d</th>
<th>IDA*</th>
<th>$T_h$</th>
<th>$\epsilon T_h$</th>
<th>$T_c$</th>
<th>$\epsilon T_c$</th>
<th>$T_h$</th>
<th>$\epsilon T_h$</th>
<th>$T_c$</th>
<th>$\epsilon T_c$</th>
<th>RMSRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>119,506.2</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,626,583.9</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>21,985,207.8</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>295,893,415.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.10:** CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation on the $3 \times 3 \times 3$ Rubik’s Cube. $r=3$.

The upper part of Table 3.10 shows the results while using the PDB heuristic just described. Here, $T_h$ results in fairly accurate predictions, which are further improved when $T_c$ is used. $\epsilon$-truncation does not modify the predictions in this case.

The lower part of Table 3.10 shows the results when the PDB heuristic is multiplied by 1.5. The resulting heuristic is inadmissible and inconsistent. Again, CDP makes very accurate predictions and $\epsilon$-truncation does not modify the results.

### 3.2.5 Lookup CDP

We have demonstrated that $\epsilon$-truncation improves the accuracy of the CDP predictions. We now present Lookup CDP (L-CDP), a variant of CDP that improves its runtime; it can be orders of magnitude faster than CDP. L-CDP takes advantage of the fact that the CDP predictions are decomposable into independent subproblems. The number of nodes expanded by each node $s$ in the outermost summation in Equation 3.1 can be calculated separately. Each pair $(t, d)$ where $t$ is
type and \( d \) is a cost bound represents one of these independent subproblems. In the example of Figure 3.1, the problem of predicting the number of nodes expanded by IDA* for start state \( s_0 \) and cost bound \( d \) could be decomposed into two independent subproblems, one for \((u_1, d - 1)\) and another for \((u_2, d - 1)\); the sum of the solutions to these subproblems plus one (for the start state being expanded) gives the solution to the initial problem. In \( \text{L-CDP} \), the predicted number of nodes expanded by each pair \((t, d)\) is computed with dynamic programming in a preprocessing step and stored in a lookup table. The number of entries stored in the lookup table depends on the number of types \(|T|\) and on the number of different cost bounds \( d \). For instance, the type system we use for the 15-pancake puzzle has approximately 3,000 different types, and the number of different cost bounds in this domain is 16, which results in only \( 3,000 \times 16 = 48,000 \) entries to be precomputed and stored in memory. If the values of \( d \) are not known \textit{a priori}, \( \text{L-CDP} \) can be used as a caching system. In this case \( \text{L-CDP} \) builds its lookup table as the user asks for predictions for different start states and cost bounds. Once the solution of a subproblem is computed, its result is stored in the lookup table and it is never computed again.

The following procedure summarizes \( \text{L-CDP} \).

1. As in \( \text{CDP} \), we sample the state space to approximate the values of \( p(t'|t) \) and \( b_t \) and to compute the \( \epsilon_t \)-values needed for \( \epsilon \)-truncation.

2. We compute the predicted number of nodes expanded for each pair \((t, d)\) and store the results in a lookup table. This is done with dynamic programming: pairs \((t, d)\) with smaller values of \( d \) are computed first. This way, when computing the \((t, k)\)-values for a fixed \( k \), we can use the \((t, k')\)-values with \( k' < k \) that were already computed.

3. For start state \( s^* \) and cost bound \( d \) we collect the set of nodes \( C_r \). Then, for each node in \( C_r \) with type \( t \), we sum the entries of the \((t, d - r)\)-values from our lookup table. This sum added to the number of nodes expanded while collecting the nodes in \( C_r \) is the predicted number of nodes expanded by IDA* for \( s^* \) and \( d \).

The worst-case time complexity of a \( \text{CDP} \) prediction is \( O(|T|^2 \cdot (d - r) + Q_r) \) as there can be \(|T|\) types at a level of prediction that generate \(|T|\) types on the next level. \( d - r \) is the largest number of prediction levels in a \( \text{CDP} \) run. Finally, \( Q_r \) is the number of nodes generated while collecting \( C_r \).

The time complexity of an \( \text{L-CDP} \) prediction (Step 3 above) is \( O(Q_r) \) as the preprocessing step has reduced the \( \text{L-CDP} \) computation for a given type to a constant-time table lookup. The preprocessing \( \text{L-CDP} \) does is not significantly more costly than the preprocessing \( \text{CDP} \) does because the runtime
of the additional preprocessing step of L-CDP (Step 2 above) is negligible compared to the runtime of Step 1 above. Both CDP and L-CDP are only applicable when one is interested in making a large number of predictions so that the preprocessing time is amortized.

### 3.2.6 Experimental Results on Lookup CDP

We now compare the prediction runtime of CDP with that of L-CDP. Note that the accuracy of both methods is the same as they make exactly the same predictions. Thus, here we only report prediction runtime. We ran experiments on the 15-puzzle, 15-pancake puzzle, and Rubik’s Cube using the consistent heuristics described in Section 3.2.4. We used a set of 1,000 random start states to measure the runtime for each of the domains.

Table 3.11 presents the average prediction runtime in seconds for L-CDP and CDP for different values of \( r \) and \( d \). The bold values highlight the faster predictions made by L-CDP. For lower values of \( r \), L-CDP is orders of magnitude faster than CDP. However, as we increase the value of \( r \) the two prediction systems have similar runtime. For instance, with the \( r \)-value of 25 on the 15-puzzle L-CDP is only slightly faster than CDP as, in this case, collecting \( C_r \) dominates the prediction runtime.

### 3.3 Stratified Sampling

We now review a method introduced by Knuth [38] that was later improved by Chen [12] which can be used to predict the IDA* \( EST \) size.

The Knuth-Chen method, Stratified Sampling (SS), also uses the C&C paradigm. Chen used the term stratifiers instead of type systems. Like CDP, SS also assumes that nodes of the same type root subtrees of the same size.

Knuth [38] presents a method to predict the \( EST \) size by repeatedly performing a random walk from the start state. Each random walk is called a probe. Knuth’s method assumes that all branches have a structure similar to that of the path visited by the random walk. Thus, walking on one path is enough to predict the structure of the entire tree. Knuth noticed that his method was not effective when the tree being sampled is unbalanced. Chen [12] addressed this problem with a stratification of the search tree through a type system (or stratifier) to reduce the variance of the probing process.

Given an \( EST \) \( S = (N, E) \) and a numerical function \( z \) over \( N \), SS approximates a function

\[
\varphi(S) = \sum_{s \in N} z(s).
\]
For instance, if \( z(s) \) is the cost of processing node \( s \), then \( \varphi(S) \) is the cost of traversing the tree. If \( z(s) = 1 \) for all \( s \in N \), then \( \varphi(S) \) is the size of \( S \).

Instead of traversing the entire tree and summing all \( z \)-values, \( SS \) assumes that subtrees rooted at nodes of the same type will have equal values of \( \varphi \) and so only one node of each type, chosen randomly, is expanded. This is the key to \( SS \)’s efficiency since the search trees of practical interest have far too many nodes to be examined exhaustively.

Similar to CDP’s pure type systems, we define a perfect type system for \( SS \) as follows.

**Definition 13** (perfect type system). A type system \( T \) is perfect for a tree \( S \) iff for any two nodes \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) in \( S \), if \( T(n_1) = T(n_2) \), then the two subtrees of \( S \) rooted at \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) have the same value of \( \varphi \).

**Definition 14** (monotonic type system). [12] A type system is monotonic for \( S \) if it is partially ordered such that a node’s type must be strictly greater than its parent’s type.

Each probe \( p \) is described by a set \( A_p \) of representative/weight pairs \( \langle s, w \rangle \), where \( s \) is a representative for the type \( T(s) \) and \( w \) captures the estimated number of nodes of that type in \( S \). For each
Algorithm 4 Stratified Sampling, a single probe

Input: root $s^*$ of a tree, type system $T$, and cost bound $d$.
Output: array of sets $A$, where $A[i]$ is the set of pairs $(s, w)$ for the nodes $s$ expanded at level $i$.

1: initialize $A[0] \leftarrow \{(s^*, 1)\}$
2: $i \leftarrow 0$
3: while $i$ is less than search depth do
4:   for each element $(s, w)$ in $A[i]$ do
5:     for each child $s''$ of $s$ do
6:       if $h(s'') + g(s'') \leq d$ then
7:         if $A[i + 1]$ contains an element $(s', w')$ with $T(s') = T(s'')$ then
8:           $w' \leftarrow w' + w$
9:           with probability $w/w'$, replace $(s', w')$ in $A[i + 1]$ by $(s'', w'')$
10:       else
11:          insert new element $(s'', w)$ in $A[i + 1]$
12:     end if
13:   end for
14: end for
15: $i \leftarrow i + 1$
16: end while
17: return $A$

Probe $p$ and its associated set $A_p$ a prediction can be computed as:

$$\hat{\varphi}^{(p)}(S) = \sum_{(s, w) \in A_p} w \cdot z(s).$$

Algorithm 4 describes $SS$ for a single probe. The set $A$ is organized into “layers”, where $A[i]$ is a set of node/weight pairs at level $i$ of the search tree – processing level $i$ fully before $i + 1$ forces the type system to be monotonic. $A[0]$ is initialized to contain the root node with weight 1 (line 1).

In each iteration (lines 4 through 10), all nodes in $A[i]$ are expanded. The children of each node in $A[i]$ are considered for inclusion in $A[i + 1]$ if they are not to be pruned by the search algorithm based on cost bound $d$ (line 7). If a child $s''$ of node $s$ has a type $t$ that is already represented in $A[i + 1]$ by node $s'$, then a merge action on $s''$ and $s'$ is performed. In a merge action we increase the weight in the corresponding representative-weight pair of type $t$ by the weight $w$ of $s''$. $s''$ will replace $s'$ according to the probability shown in line 9. Chen [12] proved that this scheme reduces the variance of the estimation scheme. The nodes in $A$ form a sampled subtree of the EST.

Clearly, $SS$ using a perfect monotonic type system would produce an exact prediction in a single probe. In the absence of that we treat $\hat{\varphi}(S)$ as a random variable; then, if $E[\hat{\varphi}(S)] = \varphi(S)$, we can approximate $\varphi(S)$ by averaging $\hat{\varphi}^{(p)}$ over multiple sampled probes. And indeed, Chen [12] proved the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** [12] Given a set of probes $p_1, \cdots, p_u$ from a search tree $S$, and given a monotonic type system $T$, the average $\frac{1}{u} \sum_{j=1}^{u} \hat{\varphi}^{(p_j)}(S)$ converges to $\varphi(S)$.
The following lemmata will be used in later chapters for analyzing some of our C&C algorithms.

**Lemma 1.** Let $S$ be a search tree sampled by $SS$ using any type system. Every node $n \in S$ has a nonzero probability of being expanded in a probe of $SS$.

**Proof.** The proof is by induction. The base case deals with the root of $S$, which by definition is always expanded in any probe. We now assume that node $\hat{n} \in S$ is expanded in a probe. Every child $n$ of $\hat{n}$ in $S$ has a nonzero probability ($w > 0$ in line 9 of Algorithm 4) of becoming the representative node of type $T(n)$. Therefore, $n$ has a nonzero probability of being expanded. □

**Lemma 2.** Given a set of probes $p_1, \cdots, p_u$ from a search tree $S$, as the number of probes $u$ goes to infinity, the probability of any node $n$ in $S$ being expanded by at least one probe goes to one.

**Proof.** Let $P(n)$ be the probability of node $n \in S$ being expanded in a probe. According to Lemma 1 we have that $P(n) > 0$. The probability of $n$ not being sampled in $u$ probes is $(1 - P(n))^u$, which goes to zero as $u$ goes to infinity. This implies that the probability of $n$ being expanded in at least one probe goes to one as $u$ goes to infinity. □

**Inconsistent heuristics.** In the original $SS$, the process continues until $A[i]$ is empty; Chen was assuming the tree was naturally bounded. Chen used $SS$’s approximation of the number of nodes in a search tree whose $f$-value did not exceed the cost bound $d$ as an approximation of the number of nodes expanded by IDA* with cost bound $d$. However, when an inconsistent heuristic is used, there can be nodes in the search tree whose $f$-values do not exceed the cost bound $d$ but are never expanded by IDA* as one of their ancestors had an $f$-value that exceeded $d$. Predictions made by $SS$ as described by Chen [12] will overestimate the number of nodes expanded by IDA* when an inconsistent heuristic is used. We modify $SS$ to produce more accurate predictions when an inconsistent heuristic is employed by adding line 7 in Algorithm 4. Now a node is considered by $SS$ only if all its ancestors are expanded.

**Parent pruning.** In this chapter we are interested in using $SS$ to predict the number of nodes expanded by IDA* with parent pruning. Like CDP, when IDA* uses parent pruning, $SS$ makes more accurate predictions if using type systems that account for the information of the parent of a node. Thus, here we also use type systems that account for the information about the parent of node $s$ when computing $s$’s type (see Equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 on page 26).
3.3.1 Better Type Systems for SS

The prediction accuracy of SS, like that of CDP, depends on the type system used to guide its sampling [11]. Chen suggests a type system that counts the number of children a node generates as a general type system to be used with SS. We now extend Chen’s general type system to include information about the parent of the node so it makes more accurate predictions when parent pruning is considered. We define it as \( T_{nc}(s) = nc(s) \), where \( nc(s) \) is the number of children a node \( s \) generates accounting for parent-pruning. Recall that in our implementation of SS the depth of search is implicitly considered in any type system.

In order to reduce the variance of the size of subtrees rooted at nodes of the same type it is useful to include the heuristic value of the node in the type system. Intuitively, subtrees rooted at nodes with higher heuristic value are expected to have fewer nodes when compared to subtrees rooted at nodes with lower heuristic value as IDA* prunes nodes with higher heuristic value more quickly.

3.3.2 Comparison of SS with Different Type Systems

We now show empirically that using a type system that accounts for the information provided by a heuristic function instead of Chen’s substantially improves SS’s predictions.

**Definition 15** (Domination). We say that a prediction system \( V \) dominates another prediction system \( V' \) if \( V \) is able to produce more accurate predictions in equal or less time than \( V' \); we also say that \( V \) dominates \( V' \) if \( V \) is able to produce equally or more accurate predictions in less time than \( V' \).

In our tables of results we highlight the runtime and error of a prediction system if it dominates its competitor. The results presented in this section experimentally show that SS employing type systems that account for the heuristic value dominates SS employing the general type system introduced by Chen on the domains tested.

Here we measure prediction accuracy with the Relative Unsigned Error (RUE). In this experiment we also aim to show that SS produces accurate predictions when an inconsistent heuristic is employed. We show results for SS using \( T_{nc} \), which does not account for any heuristic value, and another type system (\( T_h, T_c, \) or \( T_{gc} \)) that accounts for at least the heuristic value of the node and its parent. The results were averaged over 1,000 random start states. The number of probes used in each experiment is shown in parentheses after the name of the type system used.

The results for the 15-puzzle when using the inconsistent heuristic created by Zahavi et al. [84] and defined in Section 3.2.4 are presented in the upper part of Table 3.12. We chose the number of probes so that we could show the dominance of \( T_h \) over \( T_{nc} \). For \( T_h \) we used 50 probes in each
prediction, while for $T_{nc}$ we used 5,000. Given the same number of probes as $T_h$ (50), $T_{nc}$ was faster than $T_h$, but produced predictions with error approximately three times higher than $T_h$. When the number of probes was increased to improve accuracy, $T_{nc}$ eventually became slower than $T_h$ before its accuracy equalled $T_h$'s. In addition to RUE, we show in our tables the cost bound $d$, the number of nodes expanded by IDA* for a given cost bound (column IDA*), and the runtime in seconds.

In Table 3.12 we see that when using a type system that considers the information provided by a heuristic function $SS$ produces more accurate predictions in less time than when employing $T_{nc}$. The dominance of $SS$ employing the type systems that account for the heuristic values over $T_{nc}$ is also observed in experiments run on the 15-pancake puzzle and on Rubik’s Cube. For both 15-pancake puzzle and Rubik’s Cube we used the consistent heuristics defined in Section 3.2.4. Improvements over $T_{nc}$ were observed not only when using $T_h$ or $T_c$, but also when using $T_{gc}$, in all three domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15-puzzle</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Error (RUE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>IDA*</td>
<td>$T_{nc}$ (5,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>562,708.5</td>
<td>1.9816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>965,792.6</td>
<td>2.0834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>1,438,694.0</td>
<td>2.1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>2,368,940.3</td>
<td>2.3058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>3,749,519.9</td>
<td>2.4465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>7,360,297.6</td>
<td>2.5575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>12,267,171.0</td>
<td>2.6160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>23,517,650.8</td>
<td>2.8032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15-pancake puzzle</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Error (RUE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>IDA*</td>
<td>$T_{nc}$ (1,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>44,771.2</td>
<td>0.1134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>346,324.5</td>
<td>0.1310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,408,281.6</td>
<td>0.1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20,168,716.0</td>
<td>0.1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>127,411,357.4</td>
<td>0.1974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rubik’s Cube</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Error (RUE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>IDA*</td>
<td>$T_{nc}$ (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>119,506.2</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,626,583.9</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>219,852,207.8</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>295,893,415.9</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.12: $SS$ employing different type systems.

### 3.4 Experiments with the Enhanced Versions of CDP and SS

Here we empirically compare our enhanced versions of CDP and SS: L-CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation and SS using CDP’s type systems. We analyze two scenarios and in both scenarios we assume
the user is interested in making predictions for a large number of problem instances, so that the preprocessing time of CDP is amortized. In the first scenario, after preprocessing, we are interested in making predictions very quickly. In the second scenario, we allow the prediction algorithms more computation time, expecting to get more accurate predictions. We run experiments on the 15-puzzle, 15-pancake puzzle and Rubik’s Cube with the consistent heuristics described in Section 3.2.4.

3.4.1 Fast Predictions

We obtained fast predictions by using a low \( p \)-value for SS (number of probes), and a low \( r \)-value for CDP (prediction lookahead). The results are shown in Table 3.13. The value in parentheses after the algorithm’s name indicates the value of \( r \) for L-CDP and the number of probes for SS. L-CDP is able to make almost instantaneous predictions even when using a large type system. On the other hand, SS does the sampling for each problem instance separately during prediction. Thus, in order to make fast predictions with SS we must use a smaller type system. We used \( T_h \) for SS in all three domains. For L-CDP we used \( T_{gc} \) in the experiment on the 15-puzzle, and \( T_c \) on the 15-pancake puzzle and Rubik’s Cube. Given the same type system as L-CDP, SS was in some cases even more accurate than L-CDP but always about 1,000 times slower; when it was speeded up (by being given the \( T_h \) type system) to be within an order of magnitude or two of L-CDP, its predictions were far worse. In all three domains L-CDP dominates SS.

3.4.2 Accurate Predictions

The results for accurate predictions are shown in Table 3.14. For these experiments, we used more informed type systems for both CDP and SS, namely \( T_{gc} \) for the 15-puzzle and \( T_c \) for the 15-pancake puzzle and Rubik’s Cube. We also increased the value of \( r \) used by L-CDP to increase its prediction accuracy.

Often the error of the CDP predictions increases as we increase the cost bound. For instance, the CDP error shown in Table 3.14 for the 15-puzzle is 0.05 for \( d = 50 \), and it grows to 0.26 for \( d = 57 \). SS’s error increased only by 0.01 for the same cost bounds. Recall that CDP samples the state space in a preprocessing step to approximate the values of \( p(t|u) \) and \( b_u \), and that these values might be different from the actual values of \( p(t|u) \) and \( b_u \) of the search tree. CDP is domain-specific, instead of instance-specific. We conjecture that noisy values of \( p(t|u) \) and \( b_u \) used by CDP insert errors in early stages of the prediction that compound as the depth increases. SS on the other hand is instance-specific and only nodes that are part of the search tree for the given instance are considered for sampling. SS has a similar error when predicting the size of shallow and deep search trees. For
the 15-puzzle and 15-pancake puzzle SS dominates CDP for larger cost bounds and it is no worse than CDP for lower cost bounds. Rubik’s Cube turned out to be an easy domain in which to make predictions. Both CDP and SS make almost perfect predictions in this domain.

### 3.4.3 Experiments on Large State Spaces

We now evaluate both CDP with $\epsilon$-truncation and SS on larger state spaces, namely the 24-puzzle and the 60-pancake puzzle.

In the experiments in this section we do not use L-CDP. This is because we use a relatively large value of $r$ to produce accurate predictions. Recall that L-CDP and CDP take approximately the same amount of time to produce predictions for larger values of $r$ (see Table 3.11 in Section 3.2.6).

**24-puzzle.** For the 24-puzzle we used the 6-6-6-6 disjoint PDBs [48]. One single random instance was used to compute the $\epsilon_i$-values. We used a value of $r$ of 25 and it took about 36 hours to sample one billion states for CDP. SS used 50 probes. Finally, for both CDP and SS we used the $T_{gc}$ type system. Table 3.15 shows the prediction results for the number of nodes generated during IDA*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IDA*</th>
<th>L-CDP (2)</th>
<th>SS (10)</th>
<th>L-CDP (2)</th>
<th>SS (10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>119,506.2</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,626,583.9</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>21,985,207.8</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>295,893,415.9</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.15: Fast predictions. L-CDP and SS.
searches on 200 start states. The trend that was observed in the experiment on the 15-puzzle shown in Table 3.14 is also observed here: as the search gets deeper, CDP’s prediction accuracy worsens. SS, on the other hand, makes accurate predictions across different cost bounds. For instance, for a cost bound of 110 SS has a relative unsigned error of only 0.10.

This experiment also shows that the prediction methods studied in this paper can be substantially faster than IDA* performing the actual search. For instance, IDA* takes approximately 90 hours on average to execute an iteration with cost bound of 110. SS takes only 37 seconds on average to make predictions with the same cost bound — a speedup of more than 8,700 times compared to the runtime of the actual IDA* search. CDP is not as fast as SS but it is still substantially faster than the actual IDA* search as CDP takes only little more than one hour on average to make predictions with the cost bound of 110.

**60-pancake.** For the 60-pancake puzzle we used the GAP heuristic [28]. SS tends to perform better on the 60-pancake puzzle when using the $T_h$ type system rather than when using the $T_c$ or

---

### Table 3.14: Accurate predictions. L-CDP and SS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15-puzzle</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Error (RUE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>IDA*</td>
<td>L-CDP (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8,909,564.5</td>
<td>3.0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>15,427,786.9</td>
<td>4.3697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>28,308,808.8</td>
<td>6.9573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>45,086,452.6</td>
<td>9.1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>85,024,463.5</td>
<td>14.5363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>123,478,361.5</td>
<td>17.4313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>261,945,964.0</td>
<td>23.4482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>218,593,372.3</td>
<td>23.4482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15-pancake puzzle</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Error (RUE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>IDA*</td>
<td>L-CDP (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>44,771.2</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>346,324.5</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,408,281.6</td>
<td>0.0784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>20,168,716.0</td>
<td>0.2898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>127,411,357.4</td>
<td>0.6071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rubik’s Cube</th>
<th>Runtime (s)</th>
<th>Error (RUE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>IDA*</td>
<td>L-CDP (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>119,506.2</td>
<td>0.0802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,626,583.9</td>
<td>0.4217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>21,985,207.8</td>
<td>1.6155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>295,893,415.9</td>
<td>3.1221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3Rong Zhou provided the number of nodes generated by IDA* in this experiment.
Table 3.15: \textit{CDP} and \textit{SS} on the 24-puzzle using the 6-6-6-6 PDB.

The results shown in Table 3.16 are averages over 340 start states. Both \textit{CDP} and \textit{SS} are able to quickly make accurate predictions on the 60-pancake puzzle — the relative unsigned error is at most 0.22 and the runtime is at most 0.26 seconds for both algorithms. \textit{IDA*} using the GAP heuristic takes approximately 30 seconds on average to solve a random instance of the 60-pancake puzzle. Thus \textit{CDP} and \textit{SS} produce accurate predictions more quickly than \textit{IDA*} can solve the problem. The
prediction methods are much faster if we compare the time required for IDA* to finish a complete iteration for a given cost bound — recall that IDA* terminates an iteration as soon as a goal is found. For instance, for a cost bound of 59, IDA* takes approximately 37 minutes to finish a complete iteration, ignoring the goal if one is found. Both CDP and SS make predictions for the same cost bound in about a quarter of a second — a speedup of more than 9,000 times over the runtime of IDA*.

3.4.4 Discussion

Our empirical results in Section 3.2.4 showed that by carefully ignoring rare events $\epsilon$-truncation can substantially improve the accuracy of CDP’s predictions. We conjecture that these harmful rare events come from noisy values of $p(t|u)$: the values of $p(t|u)$ represent the type transition probability averaged across the state space, which can be different from the type transition probability averaged across the search tree for a particular start state. As we mentioned before, Chen [12] proved that the expected value of an SS prediction is the actual number of nodes expanded, i.e., SS is an unbiased estimator. This is because SS samples the search tree being approximated. The same cannot be said about CDP. We observed empirical evidence that $\epsilon$-truncation reduces the prediction error inserted by noisy $p(t|u)$-values, but it does not guarantee unbiased predictions. On the other hand, being domain-specific allows CDP to store the prediction results in a lookup table as a preprocessing step and produce predictions much more quickly than SS.

We showed that SS using heuristic-based type systems can be used to make accurate predictions of the IDA* EST size, even on very large state spaces. We observed that SS can produce predictions much more quickly than IDA* can solve problem instances on the 24-puzzle and on the 60-pancake puzzle. For instance, SS is approximately 8,700 times faster than IDA* on the 24-puzzle using the 6-6-6-6 disjoint PDBs as heuristic function.

In contrast with CDP, to the best of our knowledge there is no general and efficient way of preprocessing SS’s predictions so that it produces almost instantaneous predictions. In fact, any preprocessing done for SS before knowing the start state would make SS quite similar to CDP.

3.5 Type Systems for Domains with Real-Valued Heuristics

Our experimental results presented in Section 3.4.3 show that SS using heuristic-based type systems is able to produce good predictions in domains with integer-valued heuristics. Nevertheless, in domains with real-valued heuristics, such as optimization queries over graphical models [69], a type system based on the comparison of floating-point heuristics might be too large to be practical.
Algorithm 5 k-means clustering for nodes in the search tree

Input: set of nodes $\mathcal{X}$ and number of clusters $k > 0$.

Output: partitions $\mathcal{X}$ into $k$ disjoint groups $\mathcal{X}_k$.

1: create $k$ different centroids.
2: while centroid assignment has not converged do
3: assign each node $n \in \mathcal{X}$ to the closest centroid.
4: adjust each centroid to be the mean of the value of their assigned nodes.
5: end while

3.5.1 The Constant C Approach

One could create effective heuristic-based type systems for domains with real-valued heuristics by multiplying the $h$-values by a constant $C$ and using the integer part of the resulting number to define the type system. Different values of $C$ result in type systems of different sizes. Although this approach works well in some cases (we use this approach in Chapter 4), it has a high experimental cost as it can be hard to find suitable values of $C$. Moreover, this approach usually requires different values of $C$ for different domains.

We propose a domain-independent method based on the k-means clustering algorithm [64] for creating type systems. In contrast with the constant $C$ approach, clustering-based type systems allow one to control exactly the number of nodes $\mathcal{S}\mathcal{S}$ expands at every level of search, independently of the domain.

3.5.2 Clustering-Based Type Systems

We treat the problem of creating type systems as a clustering problem. A clustering algorithm groups together objects that are more alike according to a measure of similarity. In a clustering-based type system, nodes $n$ and $m$ are of the same type if they are in the same cluster. We use the words cluster and type interchangeably hereafter.

Algorithm 5 shows the k-means clustering algorithm for nodes in the search tree. It receives as input a set of nodes $\mathcal{X}$ encountered at a given level of a $\mathcal{S}\mathcal{S}$ probe and a number of clusters $k > 0$. Algorithm 5 partitions $\mathcal{X}$ into $k$ disjoint clusters $\mathcal{X}_k$. The k-means algorithm requires a measure of similarity to compute the distance between the nodes in $\mathcal{X}$ and the $k$ centroids (line 3). We use the absolute difference between the nodes’s $f$-values as the measure of similarity. For nodes $m, n, v \in \mathcal{X}$, according to our measure of similarity, $m$ is closer to $n$ than to $v$ if $|f(m) - f(n)| < |f(m) - f(v)|$. By using a clustering-based type system one is able to control the number of node expansions at every level of the search tree. Specifically, $\mathcal{S}\mathcal{S}$ expands at most $k$ nodes at every level of search.
It is worth noting that, although only the $h$-value appears in the definition of the type systems used in the previous sections of this chapter, we were implicitly considering the node’s $f$-value in those cases. This is because we ran experiments on domains with unit-edge costs and by considering the level of the search tree as part of the type systems, like CDP and $SS$ do, we were implicitly considering the node’s $f$-value.

Before we empirically evaluate $SS$ using clustering-based type systems we introduce an algorithm we call Active $SS$, which is the application of active sampling to search trees.

### 3.6 Active Stratified Sampling

Active Stratified Sampling (Active $SS$) is a variation of $SS$ that uses the idea of active sampling [18] in search trees. With the aim of producing better predictions of the $EST$ size, Active $SS$ allocates more samples to the types with higher variance. In contrast with other active sampling methods, it is not immediately clear that Active $SS$ will perform better than $SS$. This is because Active $SS$ deals with search trees and it requires a relatively expensive procedure to keep track of the variance of the types.

#### 3.6.1 Sampling with Multiple Representatives

Active $SS$ uses a variation of $SS$ introduced by Chen [11] that explores multiple representative nodes of the same type in a single probe.

Chen suggested to add a random number to the type of a node so that $SS$ expands multiple representative nodes of the same type. For instance, in the multiple-representative setting, the $T_h$ type system is augmented with a random integer $\nabla$ drawn from the interval $[1, M]$, for some integer $M$. $SS$ using $T_h$ in the multiple-representative setting expands at most $M$ nodes of each $T_h$ type. We define $T_r(s) = (T(s), \nabla)$ as the multiple representative version of a base type system $T$.

**Purdom’s Algorithm**

The idea of sampling multiple representatives was first introduced by Purdom [72] as an improvement to Knuth’s algorithm. Random walks are unlikely to sample deep branches of tall and skinny search trees as a probe is likely to quickly encounter a leaf node. As a result, one has to perform a large number of probes with Knuth’s algorithm to produce accurate predictions. Instead of expanding one node at random at every level of search, Purdom’s algorithm expands at most $M > 1$ nodes at random at every level of search. Purdom explained that by sampling multiple nodes one would increase the probability of reaching deeper branches of the search tree. Note that Purdom’s strategy is
different than performing $M$ independent probes with Knuth’s algorithm. This is because one could sample the same branch multiple times across different probes. By sampling multiple branches at once, one does not sample the same branch more than once within a probe, which increases the chances of a probe reaching deeper branches of the EST. The same argument applies to SS.

Note that the strategy of expanding multiple representative nodes does not preclude SS neither Purdom’s algorithm from performing multiple probes.

**Unified Framework**

Algorithm 6 describes a single probe of SS using a multiple-representative clustering-based type system. The main differences between Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 6 are the following. In the latter we do not insert one node of each type directly into $A$, but we first insert all nodes into set $X$ with the weight of their parents (lines 5–11). We then use Algorithm 5 to cluster the nodes in $X$ into $k$ different types (line 12). In line 13 we select the maximum number of representative nodes $m_t$ of each type $t$ that will be expanded; for now we define $m_t = q/k$ for all $t$. Here, $q$ is an input parameter representing the total number of extra nodes SS is allowed to expand at every level in addition to one node of each type. The type of a node $s$ is defined by the cluster $X_t$ $s$ belongs to, and also by the random number between 1 and $m_t$ (line 15).

This version of SS, which is described in Algorithm 6, generalizes all three algorithms: Knuth’s, Purdom’s and Chen’s. If $k = 1$ and $q = 0$, then Algorithm 6 behaves like Knuth’s algorithm as it expands a single node at every level of search. If $k = 1$ and $q > 0$, then Algorithm 6 behaves like Purdom’s algorithm as it expands at most $q + 1$ nodes at every level of search. If $k > 1$ and $q > 0$, then Algorithm 6 behaves like SS with multiple representatives employing a clustering-based type system.

The differences between regular SS, which we call Passive SS hereafter, and Active SS are the following. First, instead of sampling $q/k$ extra nodes per type, Active SS uses the Adaptive Allocation of Samples algorithm ($AA$) [18] for allocating the $q$ extra samples among different types, with the aim of reducing the variance of the estimates. Second, Active SS calls a bookkeeping procedure after each probe to collect the statistics required by $AA$ about the types in the EST. We now describe the $AA$ and the bookkeeping procedures.

### 3.6.2 Adaptive Allocation of Samples

Let $\hat{Y}_{i}^{t}$ be the estimated size of the subtree rooted at a node of type $t$ at level $i$ of the EST. SS approximates the value of $\hat{Y}_{i}^{t}$ for all $i$ and $t$ encountered in the EST as a byproduct of its estimation.
Algorithm 6 Stratified Sampling with Clustering-Based Types and Multiple Representatives, a single probe

Input: start state $s^*$, number of types $k$, number of samples $q$, cost bound $d$, and a type system $T$.

Output: array of sets $A$, where $A[i]$ is the set of pairs $(s, w)$ for the nodes $s$ expanded at level $i$. A sampled subtree $A$ of the EST.

1: $A[0] \leftarrow \{(s^*, 1)\}$
2: $A' \leftarrow \emptyset$
3: $i \leftarrow 0$
4: while $i$ is less then search depth do
5:   for each element $(s, w)$ in $A[i]$ do
6:     for each child $s''$ of $s$ do
7:       if $h(s'') + g(s'') \leq d$ then
8:         insert $(s'', w)$ in $A'$
9:     end if
10:   end for
11: end for
12: partition nodes in $A'$ into $k$ types $X_t$ (Algorithm 5)
13: $m_t \leftarrow$ number of representative nodes for each type $t$ (dependent on $k$ and $q$)
14: for each element $(s, w)$ in $A'$ do
15:   $T(s) \leftarrow (t, \text{random}(1, m_t))$, for $s \in X_t$
16:   if $A[i + 1]$ contains an element $(s', w')$ with $T(s') = T(s)$ then
17:     $w' \leftarrow w' + w$
18:     with probability $w/w'$, replace $(s', w')$ in $A[i + 1]$ by $(s, w')$
19:   else
20:     insert new element $(s, w)$ in $A[i + 1]$
21:   end if
22: end for
23: $i \leftarrow i + 1$
24: clear $A'$
25: end while

of the EST’s size, $\hat{\varphi}(S)$. The value of $\hat{Y}_{i^*}^t$ estimated by SS depends on the representative node $n$ of type $t$ it expands at level $i$. Thus, we treat $\hat{Y}_{i^*}^t$ as a random variable. Clearly, $E[\hat{\varphi}(S)] = E[\hat{Y}_{i^*}^1]$, where $t_{s^*}$ is the type of the start state $s^*$ at the first level of the EST.

Intuitively, due to the tree structure, the variance of the estimated value of $E[\hat{Y}_{i^*}^1]$ produced by SS correlates with the variance of the estimated values of $E[\hat{Y}_{i}^t]$ for all $i$ and $t$ encountered in the EST. Thus, we are interested in reducing the variance of the estimates of $E[\hat{Y}_{i}^t]$ for all $i$ and $t$.

**Problem Formulation**

Given a collection of nodes $\mathcal{X}$ at level $i$ of the EST and a $k$-disjoint partition of $\mathcal{X}$, we are interested in allocating the $q$ samples among the $k$ types in $\mathcal{X}$ in a way that reduces the variance of the estimates of $E[\hat{Y}_{i}^t]$. 
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Algorithm 7 Adaptive Allocation of Samples

**Input:** number of samples $q$, a type system $T$, and a collection of types $U \subseteq T$ found at level $i$ of the EST

**Output:** number of samples $m_t$ for each $t \in U$

1. for each $t$ in $U$ do
   2. compute the empirical standard deviation $\hat{\sigma}_t$:
      $\hat{\sigma}_t \leftarrow \sqrt{\frac{1}{B_{t,p}^i} \sum_{a=1}^{B_{t,p}^i} (\hat{Y}_{i,t,a}^i)^2 - \left( \frac{1}{B_{t,p}^i} \sum_{a=1}^{B_{t,p}^i} \hat{Y}_{i,t,a}^i \right)^2}$
   3. compute the approximated probability mass $pr_t$:
      $pr_t \leftarrow \frac{w_t}{\sum_{u \in U} w_u}$
   4. end for
   5. for each $t$ in $U$ do
      6. compute the number of samples $m_t$:
         $m_t \leftarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
         \frac{q}{|U|} \frac{pr_t \hat{\sigma}_t}{\sum_{u \in U} pr_u \hat{\sigma}_u} & \text{if } \sum_{u \in U} pr_u \hat{\sigma}_u = 0, \\
         q & \text{otherwise}
         \end{array} \right.$
   7. end for

**The Algorithm**

$\texttt{AA}$, described in Algorithm 7, allocates the number of samples for each type $t$ proportionally to $\hat{Y}_{i,t}^i$'s variance (we describe how to get the samples on which $\hat{Y}_{i,t}^i$ is based in our bookkeeping procedure below). Types with higher variance should be sampled more often to reduce the variance of the predictions.

$\texttt{AA}$ takes as input a collection of types $U$ and a number of extra samples $q$ to be allocated among each type in $U$. $\texttt{AA}$ returns the number of samples $m_t$ that will be allocated for each type $t$ in $U$. First, $\texttt{AA}$ computes the empirical standard deviation $\hat{\sigma}_t$ for each type $t \in U$ (line 2). The value of $\hat{\sigma}_t$ is computed based on different samples of $\hat{Y}_{i,t}^i$. Here, $\hat{Y}_{i,t,a}^i$ is the $a$-th sample and $B_{t,p}^i$ is the total number of samples of type $t$ at level $i$ observed until probe $p$.

$\texttt{AA}$ assumes that the probability mass of each type $t \in U$, $pr_t$, is known. Although we do not know the $pr_t$-values exactly, we have estimates of their values given by the weight associated with each type (line 3). Recall that the weight associated with each type $t$ is the estimated number of nodes of type $t$ (see Algorithm 4). Once the values of $\hat{\sigma}_t$ and $pr_t$ are computed, $\texttt{AA}$ determines the number of samples $m_t$ according to the equation shown in line 6.

The $m_t$-values in Algorithm 7 are not defined as integers. Estore and Jourdain [18] show a complex scheme to compute integer values of $m_t$ that sum up to $q$. Grover [23] conjectured that rounding down the $m_t$-values and allocating the remaining samples to the options with the largest
**Algorithm 8** Active SS Bookkeeping

**Input:** sampled tree $A$, cost bound $d$, and type systems $T$ and $T_r$, where $T_r$ is $T$ augmented with a random integer.

**Output:** a collection $Z^i_u$ for each $u \in T$ of $\hat{Y}^i_t$-values with $t \in T_r$ encountered in $A$.

1: for $i \leftarrow$ tree depth to 1 do
2:   for each node $s$ in $A[i]$ do
3:     $\hat{Y}_T^i(s) \leftarrow 1$
4:     for each child $s''$ of $s$ do
5:       if $h(s'') + g(s'') \leq d$ then
6:         $\hat{Y}_T^i(s) \leftarrow \hat{Y}_T^i + \hat{Y}_{T_r}(s'')$
7:       end if
8:     end for
9:     insert $\hat{Y}_T^i(s)$ in $Z^i_T(s)$
10: end for
11: $i \leftarrow i + 1$
12: end for

Allocation ratios would perform as well as the original AA. We round up the $m_t$-values to the smallest integer greater than $m_t$ because our samples are relatively cheap to obtain.

### 3.6.3 Bookkeeping

We now show how to compute the values of $\hat{Y}^i_{t,a}$ used in Algorithm 7. $SS$ estimates the size of the $EST$ by summing up the $w$-values in $A$. We are able to compute the values of $\hat{Y}^i_t$ for all $i$ and $t$ with some bookkeeping. This is done with dynamic programming as shown in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8 receives as input the sampled subtree $A$ produced in a single probe of $SS$, the cost bound $d$ and two type systems: $T$ and $T_r$. Recall that $T_r$ is $T$ augmented with a random integer $\nabla$.

Algorithm 8 returns one collection $Z^i_u$ for each $u \in T$ of $\hat{Y}^i_t$-values with $t \in T_r$ encountered in $A$.

We iterate over the different levels of $A$ in reverse order, i.e., we go from the deepest level of the sampled subtree to the root (line 1). Then, we compute the values of $\hat{Y}^i_t$ based on the values of $\hat{Y}^i_{t+1}$ already computed (line 6).

Note that the $\hat{Y}^i_t$-values produced by Algorithm 8 are for types $t \in T_r$, but in Algorithm 7 we are interested in the $\hat{Y}^i_{t,a}$-values for types $u \in T$. That is why $Z^i_u$ is indexed by types $u \in T$ and not by types $t \in T_r$.

### 3.6.4 Overall Active Stratified Sampling

In summary, Active $SS$ is described by Algorithms 6, 7 and 8. Active $SS$ uses Algorithm 7 to define the values of $m_t$ (line 13 of Algorithm 6). Note that like Passive $SS$, Active $SS$ also uses the value of $q/k$ to set the values of $m_t$ during its first probe. Once the first probe is finished and the first $\hat{Y}^i_t$-values are stored in memory, Active $SS$ calls Algorithm 7 to define the $m_t$-values. Active $SS$
calls Algorithm 8 after each probe to store the new $\hat{Y}_t^i$-values in memory.

Passive $SS$ expands one node of each type at every level of the $EST$. In addition to that, in our implementation, Active $SS$ iterates once again over the nodes in the sampled tree $A$ in Algorithms 7 and 8. Thus, an Active $SS$ probe takes about twice as long as a Passive $SS$ probe. In the next section we verify empirically that Active $SS$’s computational overhead can result in better predictions.

3.6.5 Experiments with Active SS and Clustering-Based Type Systems

We run experiments on optimization problems over graphical models such as finding the most likely explanation in Bayesian networks [69]. Specifically, we are interested in predicting the $EST$ size of Depth-First Branch and Bound (DFBnB) with the mini-bucket heuristic [36] while proving a given solution to be optimal. As we explain in detail in Chapter 4, because we provide the optimal solution cost and DFBnB does not detect transpositions, our experimental setup is exactly the same as the one used in Section 3.4 when predicting the size of the IDA* search tree for a given cost bound.

Our experiments are run on three domains: protein side-chain prediction (pdb), randomly generated grid networks (grids), and computing haplotypes in genetic analysis (pedigree). In total, we have 164, 56 and 13 problems, for pdb, grids and pedigree, respectively.

In our experiments we measure the error and the runtime of different prediction schemes. The prediction error is measured with the relative unsigned error. We repeat each prediction task 10 times and, in our plots, we show the average relative unsigned prediction error on the $y$-axis and runtime in seconds on the $x$-axis for different numbers of probes. In addition to the average error, assuming the error follows a normal distribution, we also show the 95% confidence interval with error bars. Note that in some cases the error bars can hardly be noticed.

We compare three algorithms: Active $SS$, Passive $SS$, and Purdom’s algorithm. In preliminary results, Purdom’s algorithm produced much better predictions than Knuth’s algorithm. Thus, we compare Active and Passive $SS$ using clustering-based type systems to Purdom’s algorithm, the best prediction algorithm, to the best of our knowledge, that does not use a type system.

We use the following set of input values: $k = \{2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 25\}$ and $q = \{10, 100, 150\}$. Note that for Purdom’s algorithm $k$ always equals 1. The number of probes used in our experiments depends on the algorithm as the runtime of each probe differs from algorithm to algorithm. We choose the number of probes so that we can compare the accuracy and the runtime of the different prediction methods. First, we show average results for the different values of $q$ and $k$ (Figures 3.6, 4)

Note that when we write PDB with capital letters we mean pattern database, and when we write pdb with uncapsitalized letters we mean protein side-chain prediction.
3.7 and 3.8). Then, we show results for different values of $k$ and number of probes $p$, for $q = 100$ (Figure 3.9). Finally, we show results for different values of $q$ and $p$, for $k = 25$ (Figure 3.10). The results for $q = 100$ and $k = 25$ are representative in the sense that they are qualitatively similar to the prediction results when $q$ and $k$ assume other values.

We are interested in predictions that can be produced much quicker than the time required to run the actual search. Thus, we choose the input parameters $p$, $q$ and $k$ in a way that the algorithms can quickly produce predictions. The average search times (DFBnB’s runtime to prove a solution to be optimal) for the pdb, grids and pedigree domains is 11,008, 25,591, and 5,710,850 seconds, respectively. On the same machine, the predictions are produced within 8 seconds—a small fraction of the actual DFBnB runtime.

**Averaged Results**

![Figure 3.6: Average results for Active SS, Passive SS and Purdom’s algorithm on the pdb domain.](image)

Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 present the average results. Here, each point in the plots represents the prediction error and runtime averaged over all different values of $q$ and $k$ for a different value of $p$ (number of probes). Active SS performs best on average in all three domains: it produces more accurate predictions in less time than Passive SS and Purdom’s algorithm. In the pdb domain the difference between Active SS and other schemes is larger. Passive SS using clustering-based type systems performs better than Purdom’s algorithm in two out of three domains. In the pedigree domain Passive SS and Purdom’s algorithm produce predictions of similar quality.
Empirical Study of the Parameter $q$

Figure 3.9 shows the prediction results for $q$ in $\{10, 100, 150\}$ and $k = 25$. As we increase $q$, the predictions tend to become more accurate at the cost of increasing their runtime. Active $SS$ outperforms Passive $SS$ and Purdom’s algorithm except in the pedigree domain with $q$-values of 100 and 150, where the predictions produced by Active $SS$ and Purdom’s algorithm are of similar quality.

The results in Figure 3.9 suggest that Passive $SS$ is competitive with Purdom’s algorithm for lower values of $q$, but is outperformed for larger values of $q$. As an illustrative example, consider the following case. For very large values of $q$, all three algorithms will expand a number of nodes close to the actual EST size, and Purdom’s algorithm should be preferred in such cases as it does not have the computational overhead the $SS$ algorithms have for computing the types. However, in practice, in order to obtain fast predictions, one should use manageable values of $q$. Our results suggest that Active $SS$ is the algorithm of choice for lower values of $q$.

Empirical Study of the Parameter $k$

Figure 3.10 shows the empirical results for the $k$ in $\{2, 5, 15\}$ and $q = 100$. Since $k$ always equals 1 in Purdom’s algorithm, we repeat the curve for Purdom’s algorithm in plots of the same domain.

The results in Figure 3.10 suggest that Active $SS$ is more robust than Passive $SS$ to variations in the value of $k$. Although Active $SS$ presents some improvement when increasing the value of $k$, the gain is not substantial (e.g., in the pdb domain the prediction error goes from 0.27 to 0.22 when
increasing $k$ from 2 to 15 in predictions produced in approximately 2 seconds). Note that for larger values of $k$ the runtime of the k-means algorithm used for defining the type system increases. We conjecture that, despite the increase in runtime for computing the types, Active SS is able to use the extra knowledge provided by the larger number of clusters to allocate more samples in important parts of the search tree, i.e., the parts in which the uncertainty is higher. The same phenomenon is not observed with Passive SS. For instance, in the case of the grids domain, Passive SS tends to produce worse predictions as we increase the value of $k$.

### 3.6.6 Discussion

The bookkeeping required by the AA algorithm is not expensive for the general case of stratified sampling because one has immediate access to the value of a sample [2]. By contrast, the bookkeeping required by AA in the context of search trees is relatively expensive as one has to re-expand the nodes expanded by SS to compute the value of the samples. Thus, one probe of Active SS is about twice as slow as a probe of Passive SS. Our experimental results showed that although the bookkeeping of Active SS is somewhat expensive, because it carefully chooses the parts of the search tree that should be sampled more often, it produces better predictions than Passive SS.

Active SS is general and could be applied to other problems. For instance, Bresina et al. [7] used Knuth’s algorithm to measure the expected solution quality of scheduling problems. One could also use Active SS to reduce the variance of Bresina et al.’s algorithm. Assuming a type system is available, instead of measuring the variance of the size of the subtree rooted at nodes of the same
type, one would measure the variance of the quality of the solution found in the subtrees rooted at nodes of the same type.

Passive $SS$ produces better predictions than Active $SS$ when “very good” type systems are available. As an illustrative example, Passive $SS$ performs better than Active $SS$ when the type system used is perfect, i.e., nodes of the same type root subtrees of the same size. Clearly, with a perfect type system a single probe of Active or Passive $SS$ suffices to produce a perfect prediction. Therefore, one will be better off with the fastest algorithm. As a practical example, we showed that Passive $SS$ produces near-perfect predictions on domains with integer-valued heuristics such as the Sliding-Tile puzzle and the Pancake puzzle. We do not expect Active $SS$ to present gains over Passive $SS$ in those domains.

### 3.7 Related Work

Many other algorithms were developed based on Knuth’s ideas for predicting the $EST$ size. For instance, Kilby et al. [37] introduced an online estimator of the size of backtrack search trees of branch-and-bound search algorithms. Later Haim and Walsh [24] used Kilby et al.’s method as a feature for their machine-learned online algorithm for estimating the runtime of SAT solvers.
Allen and Minton [1] adapted Knuth’s algorithm for constraint satisfaction problems; Lobjoi and Lemaître [62] used Knuth’s algorithm to select the most promising branch-and-bound algorithm for a given problem; Bresina et al. [7] used Knuth’s algorithm to measure the expected solution quality of a scheduling problem. All these algorithms could potentially benefit from the idea of using a heuristic function (or some other source of information) to define type systems to reduce the variance of random probing.

Haslum et al. [26] used $\text{KRE}$ to evaluate different PDB heuristics for domain-independent planning. They posed the problem of selecting good abstractions to construct pattern databases as an optimization problem. A hill climbing search algorithm is then used with the $\text{KRE}$ formula as an evaluation function. Other methods such as $\text{CDP}$ and $\text{SS}$ could also be used for this purpose.

Breyer and Korf [8] showed how to use $\text{KRE}$ to make accurate predictions of the number of nodes expanded on average for the special case of consistent heuristics by the $\text{A}^*$ algorithm for the 15-puzzle. In order to make predictions of the number of nodes expanded by $\text{A}^*$, due to the transposition detection the algorithm does, one needs to know the number of nodes at a level $i$ in the brute-force search graph [8]. For domains in which the search graph cannot be enumerated, accurately predicting the number of nodes expanded by $\text{A}^*$ remains an open problem.
Burns and Ruml [10] presented IM, a prediction method that works in domains with real-valued edge costs. IM was developed to make online estimations of the number of nodes expanded by IDA* as the algorithm searches. Burns and Ruml’s goal was to avoid the poor performance of IDA* in domains with real-valued edge costs by setting a cost bound $d$ that would make IDA* expand an exponentially larger number of nodes in each iteration. IM works by learning the variation of the $f$-value between a node and its children. Like CDP, this is done based on a type system, i.e., IM learns the value $\Delta$ by which the $f$-value changes when a node of type $u$ generates a node of type $t$. In fact, CDP can be seen as a special case of IM, when the edges have unitary cost. The difference between CDP and IM is that IM implicitly incorporates the cost to generate a child in its type system, CDP assumes in its formulas that the cost is always one. Not surprisingly, Burns and Ruml verified empirically that in domains with unit edge-costs IM and CDP produce predictions with indistinguishable accuracy. Like CDP, IM could also benefit from $\epsilon$-truncation.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we improved the runtime and prediction accuracy of CDP and SS, two algorithms that were developed independently of each other for predicting the number of nodes expanded on an iteration of a backtrack search algorithm such as IDA*.

For the CDP algorithm, we have identified a source of prediction error that had previously been overlooked, namely, that low probability events can degrade predictions in certain circumstances. We call this the discretization effect. This insight led us to the $\epsilon$-truncation method for altering the probability distribution used for making predictions at level $i$ of the search tree by setting to zero all probabilities smaller than $\epsilon_i$, an automatically derived threshold for level $i$. Our experimental results showed that more informed type systems for prediction often suffer more from the discretization effect than less informed ones, sometimes leading to the pathological situation that predictions based on the more informed system are actually worse than those based on the less informed system. In our experiments $\epsilon$-truncation rarely degraded predictions; in the vast majority of cases it improved predictions, often substantially. In addition, we presented L-CDP, a variant of CDP that can be orders of magnitude faster than CDP and is guaranteed to make the same predictions as CDP.

For the SS algorithm, we showed that type systems employed by CDP can also be used as stratifiers for the SS algorithm. Our empirical results showed that SS employing CDP’s type systems substantially improves the predictions produced by SS as presented by Chen.

We compared empirically our enhanced version of CDP and SS using heuristic-based type sys-
tems. Our experimental results point out that if CDP’s preprocessing time is acceptable or can be amortized, it is suitable for applications that require less accurate but very fast predictions, while SS is suitable for applications that require more accurate predictions but allow more computation time.

We presented the clustering-based type systems as an alternative to the constant C approach for creating effective type systems for domains with real-valued heuristics. We tested the clustering-based type systems with SS by comparing it to Purdom’s algorithm, the best method, to the best of our knowledge, that does not use a type system. Our results showed that, although SS using clustering-based type system has the overhead of computing the types with the k-means algorithm, it tends to produce better predictions than Purdom’s algorithm.

Finally, we presented Active SS, a prediction algorithm that uses the ideas of active sampling in the context of search trees. In contrast with other active sampling approaches, it is not immediately clear that Active SS can perform better than Passive SS due to its relatively expensive bookkeeping procedure. Our empirical results showed that Active SS can perform better than Passive SS.
Chapter 4

Predicting the Size of Depth-First Branch and Bound Search Trees

4.1 Introduction

A frequently used heuristic search algorithm for solving combinatorial optimization problems is Depth-First Branch-and-Bound (DFBnB) [4]. Similarly to IDA*, predicting the DFBnB EST size could facilitate the choice of a heuristic on an instance by instance basis. Or, in the context of parallelizing search, a prediction scheme could facilitate load-balancing by partitioning the problem into subproblems of similar EST sizes [66].

4.1.1 Problem Formulation

Given a directed and implicitly defined search tree representing a state-space problem [65] rooted at start state $s^*$, called the underlying search tree (UST), we are interested in estimating the size of a subtree which is expanded by a search algorithm, called the Expanded Search Tree (EST), while seeking an optimal solution.

**Problem formulation.** Let $S = (N, E)$ be a tree representing an EST where $N$ is its set of nodes and for each $n \in N \text{ child}(n) = \{n'| (n, n') \in E\}$ is its set of child nodes. Our task is to estimate the size of $N$ without fully generating $S$.

4.1.2 Background

In Chapter 3 we showed that several methods, such as SS, have been developed for predicting the size of the search tree of backtracking and heuristic search algorithms such as IDA* [44]. These prediction schemes work by sampling a small part of the EST and extrapolating from it. The challenge in applying these sampling techniques to DFBnB lies in their implicit assumption of the “stable children” property. Namely, for every node in the EST, the set of EST children can be
Figure 4.1: Example of an underlying search tree (UST).

determined at the time of sampling. In the case of DFBnB, however, the set of children in the EST depends on \(c^b\), the cost value of the current best solution, which controls the pruning but is generally not known at prediction time because it can change during search (see Algorithm 3 on page 12).

The stable children property. A hidden assumption made by SS is that it knows the set of child nodes in the EST for every node in the EST. If used for predicting the DFBnB EST size, SS would have to assume that child nodes are pruned only if their \(f\)-value is greater than or equal to the initial upper bound \(c^b\), which is accurate for algorithms such as IDA*, for which the cost bound is fixed. However, as acknowledged by Knuth [38], this sampling scheme would not produce accurate predictions of the EST generated by DFBnB because the exact child nodes of nodes expanded by DFBnB are not known unless we fully run the algorithm.

**Definition 16** (stable children property). Given an EST \( S = (N, E) \) implicitly specified. The stable children property is satisfied iff for every \( n \in N \) in \( S \) along a path leading from the root, the set \( \text{child}(n) \) in \( N \) can be determined based only on the information along the path.

**Proposition 1.** The stable children property for the EST of DFBnB is guaranteed if and only if the initial upper bound \( c^b \) is already optimal.

**Proof.** By counter example. Assume a fixed bound \( c^b \) input to SS for estimating the search tree expanded by DFBnB exploring the search space in Figure 4.1. We assume DFBnB follows a left-first node ordering. Let \( c_{\text{left}} \) be the cost of the best solution found when exploring the left hand-side of this search tree. When the search algorithm considers child \( y \) of the root, then if \( f(y) \geq c_{\text{left}} \), \( y \) will not be expanded, and otherwise it will. In the former case, the EST will have only \( x \) as a child to the root and in the latter the EST will have both \( x \) and \( y \) as child nodes to the root; distinguishing between these two cases is not possible without actually executing DFBnB on the left-hand side of the search tree.

Weighted Backtrack Estimator

Kilby et al. [37] presented the Weighted Backtrack Estimator (WBE), a method that ensures the stable children property by running alongside the DFBnB search and using the explored branches to
predict unvisited ones and through that the DFBnB $EST$ size. Because $WBE$ visits the nodes in the $EST$ in the same order DFBnB does, it knows exactly the value of $c^b$ when visiting each node in the tree. This strategy ensures that the stable children property holds for $WBE$. Moreover, because it fully explores the $EST$, $WBE$ is guaranteed to produce perfect predictions when the search finishes.

On the down side, as we show in our empirical results, $WBE$ usually only produces accurate predictions when the DFBnB search is about to finish. In practical scenarios one is interested in accurate predictions that can be produced much quicker than the actual search.

4.1.3 Contributions

Most of the content of this chapter is published in the Proceedings of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (2013) [56]. In this chapter we make the following contributions.

- We present Two-step Stratified Sampling ($TSS$), an algorithm for predicting the $EST$ size of DFBnB. The algorithm performs multiple “$SS$ runs” followed by a constrained DFBnB execution and exploits memory to cope with the stable children issue. We show that when given sufficient time and memory the prediction produced by $TSS$ converges to the actual $EST$ size.

- We apply our prediction scheme to optimization queries over graphical models, such as finding the most likely explanation in Bayesian networks [69] (known as MPE or MAP). In particular, we are interested in predicting the $EST$ size of DFBnB using the mini-bucket heuristic [36]. In addition to comparing against pure $SS$, we compare $TSS$ to $WBE$. Empirical results show that, if memory allows, our prediction is effective and overall far superior to earlier schemes.

4.1.4 Chapter Outline

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 we explain Two-Step Stratified Sampling ($TSS$). The empirical results are presented in Section 4.3, which is followed by a discussion in Section 4.4. Finally, we make concluding remarks in Section 4.5.

4.2 Two-Step Stratified Sampling

In order to cope with the lack of the stable children property, we extend $SS$ to approximate the actual set of child nodes in DFBnB’s $EST$ using a two-step algorithm.

$SS$ was presented in Chapter 3, but we repeat it here in Algorithm 9 with the following minor changes to accommodate predictions of the DFBnB $EST$ size.
• We note that the output of Algorithm 9, $A$, forms a subtree $ST$ of the $UST$.

• We use the term “upper bound” instead of the term “cost bound” used in Chapter 3.

• We implement pruning with a “less than” sign (see line 6 of Algorithm 9) instead of a “less than or equal to” sign used in Chapter 3. This is because now we know a solution with cost $c^b$ and DFBnB is interested in expanding nodes that could lead to solutions strictly better than the current best solution.

In the first step we use SS to generate a subtree $ST$ of the $UST$, assuming a fixed upper-bound $c^b$ which is derived by some preprocessing (e.g., local search). In the second step we prune $ST$ by simulating a run of DFBnB restricted to nodes in $ST$. As we are going to see later in the chapter, our predictions will be more accurate when $ST$ is closer to the $UST$. However, our algorithm will require more memory and time to produce predictions for larger subtrees $ST$.

This two-step procedure yields our two-step Stratified Sampling algorithm ($TSS$). In contrast to SS, $TSS$ is guaranteed to eventually converge to correct predictions of the size of the $EST$ of DFBnB. $TSS$ also uses the C&C paradigm and it assumes that nodes of the same type root isomorphic subtrees. This is because $TSS$ is interested not only in the size of the search tree, but also in the distribution of solution costs in a given subtree.

For clarity, we describe a naive version of the second step of $TSS$ first, and then present an improved version.

### 4.2.1 Naive Second Step

Algorithm 10 describes a naive second step of $TSS$. It uses an array $SIZE[:\cdot]$ indexed by types, where $SIZE[T(s)]$ is the estimated size of the subtree rooted at node $s$ representing type $t$ in $ST$. Like DFBnB, we explore the $UST$ in a depth-first manner, pruning nodes based on $c^b$ (line 7) and updating the value of $c^b$ (line 3). However, in contrast to DFBnB, we restrict the algorithm to only expand node $s$ representing the type of child node $s'$ in $ST$ (line 8). Hence Algorithm 10 explores only one node of each type in a depth-first fashion while keeping track of the value of the upper bound $c^b$. If the value of $SIZE[T(s)]$ has not been computed, i.e., $SIZE[T(s)] = 0$, then $TSS$ computes it by calling $SecondStep$ recursively (line 10).

**Limitation of the Naive Approach**

Algorithm 10 corrects (to some extent) for $SS$’s lack of access to the actual child nodes in $EST$ as it searches depth-first and updates the upper bound $c^b$. However, Algorithm 10 is not sufficiently
Algorithm 9 Stratified Sampling, a single probe

**Input:** root $s^*$ of a tree, type system $T$ and initial upper bound $c^b$.

**Output:** array of sets $A$, where $A[i]$ is the set of pairs $\langle s, w \rangle$ for the nodes $s$ expanded at level $i$, which forms a subtree $ST$ of the search tree being sampled.

1: initialize $A[0] \leftarrow \{ \langle s^*, 1 \rangle \}$
2: $i \leftarrow 0$
3: while $i$ is less than search depth do
4: for each element $\langle s, w \rangle$ in $A[i]$ do
5: for each child $s''$ of $s$ do
6: if $h(s'') + g(s'') < c^b$ then
7: if $A[i + 1]$ contains an element $\langle s', w' \rangle$ with $T(s') = T(s'')$ then
8: $w' \leftarrow w' + w$
9: with probability $w/w'$, replace $\langle s', w' \rangle$ in $A[i + 1]$ by $\langle s'', w' \rangle$
10: else
11: insert new element $\langle s'', w \rangle$ in $A[i + 1]$
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: $i \leftarrow i + 1$
17: end while

Sensitive to the bound updates when estimating the size of subtrees rooted at nodes of the same type.

**Example 8.** Assume two nodes $n_1$ and $n_2$ of type $T(n_1) = T(n_2)$ that root identical subtrees in the UST; given an initial upper bound $c^b$, DFBnB might expand fewer nodes when exploring $n_2$’s subtree than when exploring $n_1$’s subtree if $n_1$ is explored first, because it might find a solution that yields a tighter upper bound $c'$. Thus, when exploring $n_2$’s subtree the value of $c'$ found in $n_1$’s subtree will allow extra pruning.

4.2.2 Using Histograms

In order to handle the above problem and to get a more accurate knowledge we propose to collect more information as follows. We consider the distribution of $f$-values in the subtree rooted at the nodes representing types in our prediction scheme. The distribution of $f$-values under a node $n$ is stored as a histogram, which will initially be indexed by types.

**Definition 17 (Histogram).** Let $ST$ be the sampled tree generated by SS based on type system $T$ and initial upper bound $c^b$. The histogram of a type $t$, $\text{hist}_t$, is a set of pairs $(k, r)$ for each observed $f$-value $k$ in the subtree rooted at node $n \in ST$ whose type is $t$, and $r$ is the estimated number of nodes whose $f$-value is $k$ in $n$’s subtree.

**Example 9.** Consider the UST shown in Figure 4.1 and a type system where $T(x) = T(y)$, $f(x) = f(y) = 1$, $f(w) = f(q) = 3$, $f(z) = f(p) = 2$, and an initial upper bound $c^b = 4$. SS
Algorithm 10 SecondStep(s*, T, ST, c^b), naive version

Input: root of a tree s*, type system T, and sampled tree ST, initial upper bound c^b
Output: estimated size of the search tree rooted at s*

1: Initialize once: ∀t ∈ T, SIZE[t] ← 0.
2: if s* is a solution node with cost better than c^b then
3: update upper bound c^b
4: end if
5: SIZE[T(s*)] ← 1
6: for each child s' of s* do
7: if g(s') + h(s') < c^b then
8: s ← node representing T(s') ∈ ST
9: if SIZE[T(s)] = 0 then
10: SecondStep(s, T, ST, c^b)
11: end if
12: SIZE[T(s*)] ← SIZE[T(s*)] + SIZE[T(s)]
13: end if
14: end for
15: return SIZE[T(s*)]

produces a sampled tree ST with either the right or the left branch, since T(x) = T(y). Assume SS produces the left branch with nodes x, w, and z. After exploring the subtree rooted at x, we store the histogram: hist_{T(x)} = {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1)}, as the subtree contains one node whose f-value is 1 (node x), one with f-value of 2 (node z), and one with f-value of 3 (node w). Let us ignore how the histogram is computed for now (this is explained in detail in Algorithm 11 below). We also update the upper bound c^b to 2, which is the value of the solution found in node z.

When we backtrack to the subtree rooted at y, we use the histogram hist_{T(y)} to estimate the size of the subtree of y because T(x) = T(y). This is done by summing up all the r-values of the entries of hist_{T(y)} whose f-value is less than 2, the current upper bound. Thus, we estimate that the subtree rooted at node y has one node (the entries (2, 1) and (3, 1) of hist_{T(x)} are pruned), which is exactly DFBnB’s EST size. Using Algorithm 10 would yield SIZE(T(x)) = 3, however.

4.2.3 Union over Multiple Sampled Trees

Before describing the full second step of TSS, we propose another extension of SS that is orthogonal to the use of histograms. Instead of applying the second step to a single subtree generated by SS, we propose to run m independent probes of SS and take the union of the m subtrees into a single tree called UnionST. For every path in UnionST there exists a path in at least one of the sampled trees. The aim is to provide the second step of TSS with a subtree that is closer to the UST. The number of probes of SS is a parameter that controls the first step. In the second step we compute histograms for nodes in UnionST. UnionST could have multiple nodes representing the same type. Thus, in contrast with Example 9, in the second step of TSS we are going to index the histograms by nodes.
Algorithm 11 SecondStepHist\( (s^*, T, \text{UnionST}, c^b) \)

**Input:** root of a tree \( s^* \), type system \( T \), \( \text{UnionST} \leftarrow \) union of \( m \) sampled trees, initial upper bound \( c^b \)

**Output:** histogram \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \) and estimate of the EST’s size.

1: Initialize once: \( \forall s \in \text{UnionST}, \text{hist}_s \leftarrow \emptyset \).
2: \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \leftarrow \{(f(s^*), 1)\} \)
3: if \( s^* \) is a solution node with cost better than \( c^b \) then
4: update lower bound \( c^b \)
5: end if
6: for each child \( s \) of \( s^* \) do
7: if \( g(s) + h(s) < c^b \) then
8: if \( s \) is not in \( \text{UnionST} \) then
9: \( s \leftarrow \) random \( n \in \text{UnionST} \) with \( T(n) = T(s) \)
10: end if
11: if \( \text{hist}_s \neq \emptyset \) then
12: \( \text{histPruned}_s \leftarrow \text{prune}(\text{hist}_s, c^b) \)
13: \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \leftarrow \text{hist}_{s^*} + \text{histPruned}_s \)
14: else
15: \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \leftarrow \text{SecondStepHist}(s, T, \text{UnionST}, c^b) \)
16: \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \leftarrow \text{hist}_{s^*} + \text{hist}_s \)
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: return \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \) and the sum of the \( r \)-values of \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \).

in \( \text{UnionST} \) instead of types and allow multiple histograms for the same type. We now describe the actual second step of \( \text{TSS} \).

### 4.2.4 Overall TSS

Algorithm 11 describes the second step of \( \text{TSS} \). It includes a recursive procedure that computes the histograms for nodes in \( \text{UnionST} \) that are generated in the first step. The sum of the \( r \)-values of the histogram of the start state is the \( \text{TSS} \) prediction of the size of the EST.

\( \text{TSS} \) first generates \( \text{UnionST} \) which is the union of \( m \) trees \( \text{ST} \) generated by \( \text{SS} \). It then applies DFBnB restricted to the nodes in \( \text{UnionST} \) while computing the histograms and doing the appropriate pruning. The histogram of the start state, \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \), initially contains only one entry with value of one for the \( f \)-value of \( s^* \) (line 2). The histogram \( \text{hist}_{s^*} \) is computed recursively by computing the histogram of each child \( s \) of \( s^* \) and combining these histograms’ entries into a single histogram (lines 13 and 16).

The combined histogram \( \text{hist}_3 \) of two histograms \( \text{hist}_1 \) and \( \text{hist}_2 \) has one entry for each \( k \)-value found in \( \text{hist}_1 \) and \( \text{hist}_2 \). The \( r \)-value of each \( k \) in \( \text{hist}_3 \) is the sum of the corresponding \( r \)-values of \( \text{hist}_1 \) and \( \text{hist}_2 \).

If the histogram of \( s \) was already computed and stored in memory, i.e., \( \text{hist}_s \neq \emptyset \) (line 11),
then we “prune” $hist_s$ according to the current $c^b$ (line 12), as shown in Example 9. The function $prune(\cdot, \cdot)$ receives as parameters the histogram $hist_s$ and the current upper bound $c^b$. It returns a histogram, $hist_{Pruned_s}$, that contains all entries in $hist_s$ for which the $k$-value is lower than $c^b$, as illustrated in Example 9.

If TSS generates a node $s$ that is in $UnionST$, then we use the histogram of $s$ itself as an estimate of the size of the subtree rooted at $s$. If $s$ is not in $UnionST$, we use the histogram of any node representing $T(s)$ in $UnionST$, chosen randomly (line 9).

4.2.5 Type Systems

As described in Chapter 3, a type system can be defined based on any feature of the nodes. In our experiments we use the $f$-value of the nodes as types. Namely, nodes $n$ and $n'$ are of the same type if they are at the same depth and have the same $f$-value.

As discussed in Section 3.5, the cost function input and the derived heuristic bounds are real-valued in optimization problems over graphical models. As a result, a type system built on floating point equality might be far too large for producing efficient predictions. In this chapter we address this issue by using the constant $C$ approach, i.e., we multiply an $f$-value by a constant $C$ and truncate it to the integer portion to compute a node’s type; different values of $C$ yield type systems of different sizes. Note that one could also use the clustering-based type systems we described in Section 3.5.2 with TSS. Finally, we note in this context that we use the same strategy to control the size of the histograms, which are also determined by the number of different $f$-values.

4.2.6 Theoretical Analysis of TSS

We assume that all type systems used with TSS are $f$-preserving type systems, which we now define.

**Definition 18 ($f$-Preserving Type System).** A type system $T$ is said to be $f$-preserving if for every $t \in T$, all nodes of type $t$ have the same $f$-value.

**Proposition 2.** Let $T$ be an $f$-preserving type system. Then, the size of any histogram computed by TSS is at most $|T|$.

**Proof.** The largest size a histogram computed by TSS can assume is the number of different $f$-values encountered in the search tree $SS$ samples. The minimum size of a $f$-preserving type system is the number of different $f$-values encountered in the search tree $SS$ samples. This number is upper-bounded by $|T|$. 
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**TSS** is efficient because it explores only one node of each type in the search tree sampled by a single probe of SS.

**Theorem 2 (Complexity).** Given a type system $T$ and a number of probes $m$, the memory complexity of TSS is $O(m \times |T|^2)$, where $|T|$ is the size of $T$. The time complexity of TSS is $O(m \times |T|^2 \times b)$, where $b$ is the branching factor of the UST.

*Proof.* TSS stores in memory the subtree $ST$ and one histogram $hist_t$ for each type $t$ encountered in $ST$. The size of the type system $|T|$ bounds the size of $ST$ and from Proposition 2 we know that $|T|$ also bounds the size of the histograms. Therefore, TSS’s memory complexity is $O(m \times |T|^2)$.

In the first step TSS expands one node of each type while generating the subtree $ST$. In the second step TSS expands the same nodes expanded in the first step as it computes the histogram for each node in $ST$. While computing the histogram of each node in $ST$, TSS combines $b$ different histograms, where $b$ is the UST’s branching factor. While combining two histograms TSS iterates once over each element of the histograms. Therefore, the time complexity of TSS is $O(m \times |T|^2 \times b)$.

One could run TSS with $m = 1$ multiple times and average the results, like SS does with its probes. However, this approach is not guaranteed to converge to the correct value. As the number of probes $m$ goes to infinity, TSS converges properly to the correct value, simply because the subtree accumulated in $UnionST$ approaches a superset of nodes in the actual DFBnB EST in the limit.

**Lemma 3.** If $UnionST \supseteq EST$, Algorithm 11 computes the DFBnB EST size exactly.

*Proof.* Because $UnionST$ contains all nodes in the EST, Algorithm 11 expands the same nodes and in the same order as DFBnB. Thus, Algorithm 11 stores one histogram for each node in the EST and computes exactly the size of the EST.

Consequently, we have the following.

**Theorem 3.** Let $S$ be an EST generated by DFBnB using any heuristic function. The probability of TSS perfectly predicting the size of $S$ goes to one as the number of probes $m$ goes to infinity.

*Proof.* According to Lemma 2, the probability of $UnionST \supseteq EST$ goes one as $m$ goes to infinity. Then, it follows from Lemma 3 that the probability of TSS perfectly predicting the size of $S$ goes to one.

In practice, however, we are interested in evaluating predictions using a small $m$ for time and memory efficiency reasons.
4.3 Experimental Results

We evaluate TSS and competing schemes by predicting the EST size of DFBnB when using the mini-bucket heuristic (BBMB) [36], on the same three domains used in Section 3.6.5: protein side-chain prediction (pdb), computing haplotypes in genetic analysis (pedigree), and randomly generated grid networks (grids). For each domain we experiment with different mini-bucket $i$-bounds, yielding different strengths of the heuristic. Every pair of problem instance and $i$-bound represents a different prediction problem. In total, we have 14, 26, and 54 problems, for pdb, pedigree, and grids, respectively. All experiments are run on 2.6 GHz Intel CPUs with a 10 GB memory limit. We present individual results on selected single problem instances and summary statistics over the entire set.

In addition to SS, we also compare TSS to WBE [37]. We implemented WBE in the context of BBMB. Kilby et al. presented another prediction algorithm, the Recursive Estimator (RE), whose performance was similar to WBE’s in their experiments. Both WBE and RE were developed to predict the size of binary trees, but in contrast to WBE it is not clear how to generalize RE to the non-binary search trees we have in our domains.

4.3.1 Results on Single Instances

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the prediction results for TSS, SS, and WBE on six problem instances for each problem domain. These instances are representative in the sense that they highlight different aspects of the prediction methods. For each plot we show the $i$-bound used. The $x$-axis represents the runtime in seconds required to produce the predictions. The DFBnB search time is implied by a plot’s rightmost $x$-value. The $y$-axis represents, in log-scale, the ratio between the predicted and the actual EST size. A perfect prediction has a ratio of 1, indicated in each plot by a horizontal line. For TSS and SS we show the average ratio over five independent runs, i.e., we run TSS or SS five independent times and compute the average ratio as $\frac{\text{predicted}}{\text{actual}}$ if $\text{predicted} > \text{actual}$ and as $\frac{\text{actual}}{\text{predicted}}$, otherwise—that way we avoid overestimations and underestimations canceling each other out when averaging. We note that the cases in which TSS or SS underestimates the actual EST size are rare. WBE also almost always overestimates the actual EST size. Out of the 18 instances shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, WBE underestimates the actual EST size only briefly on the 75-16-6 instance (see Figure 4.4) of the grids domain with $i = 10$.

Assuming the error follows a normal distribution, we show the 95% confidence interval with error bars (note that these are hardly noticeable in the plots). For each problem we first run a
Figure 4.2: TSS, SS and WBE results on single instances of the pdb domain.

limited-discrepancy search [25] with a maximum discrepancy of 1 to find an initial bound $c^b$ which is provided to both DFBnB and to the prediction algorithms. We use $C = 50$ for pdb and $C = 100$ for pedigree and grid instances. We control the prediction runtime and accuracy for TSS and SS with different number of probes, i.e., each point in the plots represents the result for a given number of probes. Note that some plots have more points than others. This is because TSS runs out of memory in a few cases. WBE was set to produce a prediction every 5 seconds.

4.3.2 Results on the Entire Set of Problems

Table 4.1 presents summary results across the entire set of benchmarks. We display the average ratio of the results of TSS using different numbers of probes $m$ and different values of $C$ averaged across different problems. We report TSS’s running time through the average percentage of the DFBnB search time (column %). For instance, a %-value of 10 means that the prediction was produced in
Figure 4.3: TSS, SS and WBE results on single instances of the pedigree domain.

10% of the full DFBnB runtime. For each prediction produced by TSS in $x$ seconds we report one prediction produced by WBE in $y$ seconds such that $y$ is the lowest value greater than $x$ (thereby giving WBE a slight advantage).

Column $n$ shows TSS’s coverage, i.e., the number of problems for which TSS is able to produce predictions. Namely, TSS does not produce results either if it takes more time than the actual DFBnB search or if it runs out of memory. Instances for which TSS did not produce results are not included in the averages in Table 4.1, since neither SS nor WBE produced reasonable results on those instances either.

Finally, we highlight in Table 4.1 those entries of TSS where TSS produces more accurate predictions in less time than WBE. SS is not included in the table because it produced unreasonable predictions even when granted more time than the actual DFBnB search.
4.4 Discussion

The results in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 suggest that TSS is far superior to both WBE and SS in most of the cases. WBE often produces accurate predictions only when DFBnB is about to finish (DFBnB search time is implied by a plot’s rightmost x-value). For instance, in Figure 4.4, on the 75-17-6 grid instance with $i = 13$, WBE is accurate only after more than one hour of computation time, while TSS is able to produce accurate predictions in a couple of minutes.

As anticipated, SS also tends to produce poor predictions. However, if the initial upper bound $c^b$ is in fact the optimal cost, then SS will also produce accurate predictions – in this case the stable children property is satisfied because a full DFBnB run would never update $c^b$. Although rare, this is depicted in the plot of pdb1jер with $i = 3$ in Figure 4.2.

There are a few instances in which no method was able to produce accurate predictions. See for
example pdb1e44 with $i = 3$ in Figure 4.2 and pedigree1 with $i = 6$ in Figure 4.3.

Instance 75-16-6 with $i = 10$ in Figure 4.4 shows a rare case in which WBE produces better predictions than TSS. Instance 75-17-6 with $i = 10$ also in Figure 4.4 shows the WBE results for a case in which TSS runs out of memory. Note that although WBE produces predictions for this instance, it only produces accurate predictions when the search is about to finish.

Overall, we see that TSS is the only robust method which is able to produce good predictions in a timely fashion. In particular, Table 4.1 shows that TSS can produce predictions orders of magnitude more accurate than WBE on average. WBE yields accurate predictions on the pedigree domain, providing average ratios of 3.94 and 2.79. These are produced, however, when DFBnB is about to finish exploring the whole EST: 81% and 94% of the search is complete, respectively. Table 4.1 also demonstrates the tradeoff between quality and runtime of TSS: as expected, predictions are more accurate with time, namely they get more accurate when $m$ and $C$ grow. A similar expected tradeoff is also observed between accuracy and coverage (see column $n$).

The main difference between WBE and TSS is that the former is restricted to sample the branches of the EST currently explored by DFBnB, while the latter has the freedom to sample different parts of the EST guided by the type system. In fact, WBE and TSS could have almost opposite sampling behaviors if DFBnB is implemented to explore the subtrees rooted at nodes with lower $f$-value first (which is standard since nodes with lower $f$-value tend to be more promising). Thus, WBE tends to explore first the subtrees rooted at nodes of same or “similar” type, while TSS explores subtrees rooted at nodes of different types. Our experimental results suggest that TSS’s diversity in sampling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pdb (total of 14 problems)</th>
<th>pedigree (total of 25 problems)</th>
<th>grids (total of 54 problems)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TSS ($C = 100$)</td>
<td>WBE</td>
<td>TSS ($C = 100$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ratio %</td>
<td>ratio %</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>66.4 3.07</td>
<td>8.05e+03 5.37</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.3 8.26</td>
<td>4.37e+20 9.21</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.1 13.5</td>
<td>2.98e+20 14.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.1 12.2</td>
<td>8.12e+07 12.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>- - 12.7</td>
<td>- - 1.26 9.78</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Summary of experiments on three domains. “ratio” denotes the average ratio between the predicted and the actual EST size, % is the corresponding average prediction time relative to the runtime of complete DFBnB.
can be effective in practice.

One might find paradoxical the fact that by running TSS we find tighter bounds $c^h$ that can be used to feed DFBnB to search a smaller part of the UST, which automatically outdates the TSS prediction. In this case TSS is likely to provide an upper bound on the size of the DFBnB search tree. However, if one uses TSS to select parameters such as the heuristic function to be used in a set of similar problems of DFBnB-based solvers, then running TSS on part of the problem instances could be enough to determine the best heuristic function to be used in the entire set. For this kind of application the paradox automatically disappears.

4.5 Conclusions

In summary, our empirical results showed that, if memory allows, TSS produces very reasonable predictions, far superior to competing schemes. Yet, TSS is a memory-intensive method. With more time and memory it produces better results, with the memory bound effectively limiting its applicability. Secondly, the UST sampled by SS in the first step of TSS is sometimes far larger than the actual DFBnB EST. In such a case even the first step could take a prohibitive amount of time. We observed this phenomenon especially when no initial upper bound $c^b$ was provided. Clearly, TSS works best in domains with high solution density.

In this chapter we presented Two-Step Stratified Sampling or TSS, a prediction algorithm able to produce good estimates of the size of the Expanded Search Tree (EST) of Depth-first Branch and Bound (DFBnB) for optimization problems over graphical models. Building upon Chen’s Stratified Sampling (SS) [12], TSS modifies SS so it can handle the lack of the stable children property in the EST of DFBnB.
Chapter 5

Predicting Optimal Solution Cost of State-Space Search Problems

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, heuristic search algorithms such as IDA* [43] and DFBnB [4] are designed to find a least-cost path from a start state to a goal state. The optimal solution cost is found as a byproduct of finding an optimal solution path. In this chapter we are interested in applications in which one only needs to know the optimal solution cost or an accurate estimate of the optimal solution cost—the solution path is not needed. For example, consider an owner of a construction company that is required to quickly assess the monetary cost of a project for bidding purposes. In such a case, only the cost of executing the project is needed. The actual construction plan could be formulated later, if the bid is won.

Thus, an important question to be answered is the following. Can one accurately and efficiently predict the optimal solution cost of a problem without finding the sequence of actions from the start to a goal? In fact, Korf, Reid and Edelkamp [50] stated: “Predicting the optimal solution cost for a given problem instance (...) is an open problem”. In this chapter we present two algorithms that efficiently and accurately predict the optimal solution cost of a problem instance.

5.1.1 Problem Formulation

Given a directed and implicitly defined search tree representing a state-space problem [65] rooted at start state $s^*$, called the underlying search tree ($UST$), we are interested in estimating the optimal solution cost of a path from $s^*$ to a goal node without necessarily finding an actual path from $s^*$ to a goal node. In this chapter we assume state-space problems with unit-edge costs.
5.1.2 Background

The heuristic function \( h(\cdot) \) used by heuristic search algorithms is in fact an estimate of the optimal solution cost. A considerable amount of effort has been devoted to creating admissible heuristics [13, 29, 80, 82] and inadmissible heuristics [17, 35, 76, 81]. As shown in the experimental results of this chapter, admissible heuristics usually provide inaccurate predictions of the optimal solution cost as they are biased to never overestimate the actual cost. In some cases, even inadmissible heuristics are biased towards admissibility [17, 76].

Regardless of admissibility, heuristics share a property: the heuristic evaluation must be fast enough to be computed for every node generated during the search,\(^1\) while the solution cost predictor is run only on the start state. In fact, often heuristic functions sacrifice accuracy for speed. By contrast, the algorithms presented in this chapter aim at accurately predicting the optimal solution cost of a problem instance. While algorithms for predicting the optimal solution cost can be viewed as a heuristic, they differ from a heuristic conceptually in that: 1) they are not required to be fast enough to guide search algorithms; 2) they do not favor admissibility; and 3) they aim at making accurate predictions and thus our measure of effectiveness is prediction accuracy, in contrast to the solution quality and search time used to measure the effectiveness of heuristic functions.

5.1.3 Contributions

The content of this chapter is published in the Proceedings of the Symposium on Combinatorial Search (2011) [53] and (2012) [60], and in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling (2012) [52]. In this chapter we make the following contributions.

- We present Solution Cost Predictor (SCP), a prediction method based on CDP, able to produce fairly accurate predictions of the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems.

- We present Bidirectional Stratified Sampling (BiSS), a bidirectional variation of SS that produces good predictions of the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems. BiSS has two advantages over SCP: (1) it entirely avoids the time-consuming preprocessing required by SCP; and (2) unlike SCP, BiSS is guaranteed to return the optimal solution cost in the limit as its sample size goes to infinity. On the other hand, BiSS has two disadvantages SCP does not have: (1) BiSS as presented in this chapter requires the ability to reason backwards about an operator so that the backward search is doable; (2) BiSS only produces predictions for domains with single goal states.

\(^1\)In some settings it is more efficient to perform heuristic calculations lazily during node expansion [74].
We show empirically that BiSS scales to state spaces much larger than can be solved optimally. In particular, we predict the average solution cost for the Sliding-Tile puzzles up to the 8x8 configuration, which has more than $10^{88}$ reachable states, and provide indirect evidence that BiSS's predictions for these huge state spaces are accurate.

Finally, we show how to quickly learn strong heuristics from predictions produced by BiSS. We show that it is possible to reduce the time required for learning strong heuristic functions from days to minutes by using BiSS’s predictions to label the training set.

5.1.4 Chapter Outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present SCP, a solution cost predictor based on CDP. In Section 5.3 we introduce BiSS, a bidirectional variant of SS for predicting the optimal solution cost. In Section 5.4 we present the C&C assumption used to develop SCP and BiSS. In Section 5.5 we show how BiSS can be used for generating data for learning strong heuristic functions. Finally, in Section 5.6 we draw the concluding remarks.

5.2 Solution Cost Predictor

We now describe the Solution Cost Predictor, SCP, a C&C method based on CDP for estimating the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems. We state the C&C assumption SCP makes for the type system it uses later on in the chapter, in Section 5.4.

5.2.1 Preliminaries

SCP requires the type system to have special types containing only goal nodes. We call this kind of type a goal type, and define it as follows.

Definition 19 (Goal Type). A type $t_g \in T$ is a goal type if for all nodes $s \in t_g$, $s$ is a goal node.

During sampling, whenever we reach a state $s$, we perform a goal test on $s$. If $s$ is a goal, then its type becomes a goal type. There can be as many goal types as different goal nodes in a UST.

We say that a type $t$ generates a type $t'$ if there exist two nodes $s$ and $s'$ such that $s \in t$, $s' \in t'$, and $s$ is the parent of $s'$ in the UST. We use the term type space to denote the graph whose vertices are the types, and where every two types $t$ and $t'$ have a directed edge between them if at least one node of type $t$ generates at least one node of type $t'$. The weight of an edge between types $t$ and $t'$ in the type space is given by the probability of a node of type $t$ generating a node of type $t'$; note that these probabilities are the $\pi(\cdot|\cdot)$-values learned during CDP’s sampling.
Like the type systems considered in Chapter 3, the type systems we use in this chapter are heuristic-preserving (see Definition 8 in Chapter 3). Moreover, the type systems we consider are based on admissible heuristics. Thus, we have that \( h(t_g) = 0 \) for any goal type \( t_g \).

In this chapter we also use the type systems defined in Equations 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 of Chapter 3, repeated here in Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 for the reader’s convenience.

\[
T_h(s) = (h(parent(s)), h(s)), \tag{5.1}
\]

where \( parent(s) \) returns the parent of \( s \) in the UST.

\[
T_c(s) = (T_h(s), c(s, 0), \ldots, c(s, H)), \tag{5.2}
\]

where \( c(s, k) \) is the number of children of \( s \), considering parent pruning, whose \( h \)-value is \( k \), and \( H \) is the maximum \( h \)-value observed in the sampling process.

\[
T_{gc}(s) = (T_c(s), gc(s, 0), \ldots, gc(s, H)), \tag{5.3}
\]

where \( gc(s, k) \) is the number of grandchildren of \( s \), considering parent pruning, whose \( h \)-value is \( k \).

### 5.2.2 The SCP Prediction Formula

Like \( \text{CDP} \), \( \text{SCP} \) also samples the state space of a given problem with respect to a type system as a preprocessing step to find the values of \( \pi(t|u) \) and \( \beta_u \) (see Section 3.2). After sampling, \( \text{SCP} \) predicts the optimal solution cost for a given start state \( s^* \) based on the values of \( \pi(t|u) \) and \( \beta_u \).

The basic building block of \( \text{SCP} \) is a formula for estimating the probability of at least one goal node existing at a level of the \( UST \) (a goal node \( n \) exists at level \( i \) of the \( UST \) rooted at \( s^* \) if there is a path of cost \( i \) from \( s^* \) to \( n \)). \( \text{SCP} \) estimates the probability of a goal node existing at a level of search by approximating the probability of a node of a goal type existing at a level of search. This probability is estimated by extending the \( \text{CDP} \) prediction formula, as explained next.

The probability that a node of a goal type exists at the \( i^{th} \) level of the search tree depends on (a) the probability that nodes exist at level \( i - 1 \) that can potentially generate a goal node; and (b) the probability that at least one node at level \( i - 1 \) indeed generates a goal node. In general, we define \( p(i, t, s^*, d) \) as the approximated probability of finding at least one node of type \( t \), in a search tree rooted at state \( s^* \), at level \( i \), with cost bound \( d \). While computing \( p(i, t, s^*, d) \) we assume the variables \( \pi(\cdot|\cdot) \) to be independent.
Figure 5.1: Types at level $i$ are used to calculate the approximated probability of $t_4$ existing at level $i+1$.

**Example 10.** We now illustrate how $p(i, t, s^*, d)$ is calculated with the example shown in Figure 5.1. Assume that only nodes of types $t_1, t_2$ and $t_3$ can generate a node of type $t_4$. In other words, for any type $t \not\in \{t_1, t_2, t_3\}$, we have that $\pi(t_4|t) = 0$. A node of type $t_4$ exists at level $i+1$ iff at least one of the nodes of types $t_1, t_2$ or $t_3$ at the previous level generates one or more instances of the type $t_4$.

We now describe exactly how $p(i, t, s^*, d)$ is calculated. Let $\phi(M, t, t')$ be the probability of $M$ nodes of type $t$ generating no nodes of type $t'$, assuming $\beta_t = 1$. Given $\pi(t'|t)$, $\phi$ is computed as follows.

$$\phi(M, t, t') = (1 - \pi(t'|t))^M$$

We define $p(i, t \to t', s^*, d)$ as the approximated probability of one or more nodes of type $t$ existing at level $i$ and generating at least one node of type $t'$ at level $i+1$. $p(i, t \to t', s^*, d)$ is calculated from $p(i, t, s^*, d)$ and $\phi(N(i, t, s^*, d) \cdot \beta_t, t, t')$ as follows:

$$p(i, t \to t', s^*, d) = p(i, t, s^*, d)(1 - \phi(N(i, t, s^*, d) \cdot \beta_t, t, t'))$$

(5.4)

Recall that $N(i, t, s^*, d)$ is the number of nodes of type $t$ at level $i$ of an IDA* search tree rooted at $s^*$ with cost bound $d$. In Equation 5.4 the term we subtract from 1 is the probability that none of the $N(i, t, s^*, d) \cdot \beta_t$ nodes generated by nodes of type $t$ are of type $t'$; this subtraction gives us the probability of at least one node of type $t'$ being generated by nodes of type $t$.

Finally, $p(i, t, s^*, d)$ can be formally defined as follows.

$$p(i, t, s^*, d) = 1 - \prod_{u \in T} (1 - p(i - 1, u \to t, s^*, d))$$

(5.5)

Here, the term $1 - p(i - 1, u \to t, s^*, d)$ gives us the approximated probability of no nodes of type $t$ being generated at level $i$ by nodes of type $u$. By multiplying this probability for every $u$ in $T$ we get the approximated probability of no nodes of type $t$ being generated at level $i$. Finally, when
we subtract this resulting multiplication from 1 we get \( p(i, t, s^*, d) \), the approximated probability of there existing at least one node of type \( t \) at level \( i \).

Note that Equations 5.4 and 5.5 are recursive as \( p(i, t \rightarrow t', s^*, d) \) depends on \( p(i, t, s^*, d) \), which in turn depends on \( p(i-1, u \rightarrow t, s^*, d) \). The base of the recursion is defined for \( i = 1 \) where we know exactly the probability of finding a node of a given type as this corresponds to the type of the children of the start state.

\[
p(1, t, s^*, d) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if there exists a child } s \text{ of } s^* \text{ such that } T(s) = t, \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \tag{5.6}
\]

We write \( N(i, t) \), \( p(i, t \rightarrow t') \), and \( p(i, t) \) instead of \( N(i, t, s^*, d) \), \( p(i, t \rightarrow t', s^*, d) \), and \( p(i, t, s^*, d) \) whenever \( s^* \) and \( d \) are clear from the context.

Next, we describe the \texttt{SCP} algorithm, which uses Equation 5.5 presented above for estimating the probability of an instance of type \( t \) existing at level \( i \) of a search tree bounded by cost \( d \).

### 5.2.3 The SCP Algorithm

\texttt{SCP} predicts the optimal solution cost as follows:

1. First, set the cost bound \( d \) to the heuristic value of the start state.

2. For every level \( i \), estimate the probability of finding a goal type at that level in a search tree bounded by cost \( d \), using Equation 5.5.

3. Terminate returning \( d \) as the predicted optimal solution cost when a goal type exists at level \( i \) with probability higher than a threshold value \( c \) provided by the user. Otherwise, increase the cost bound \( d \) by one and go to step 2.

\texttt{SCP} searches iteratively in the type space, incrementing the cost bound by one in case a goal type is not found with probability higher than \( c \). This process is similar to how IDA* searches in the original state space. Algorithm 12 and Algorithm 13 provide the pseudocode for \texttt{SCP}. The \texttt{SCP} algorithm starts in Algorithm 12. Initially, \texttt{SCP} uses the heuristic value of the start state \( s^* \) to initialize the cost bound \( d \) (line 1 of Algorithm 12). Initializing \( N(1, t) \) and \( p(1, t) \) (line 2) is done according to the children of the start state as shown in Equations 3.2 and 5.6 for \( N(1, t) \) and \( p(1, t) \), respectively. \( N(1, t) \) is the number of nodes of type \( t \) among the children of \( s^* \). \( p(1, t) \) is one if there is an instance of type \( t \) among the children of \( s^* \), or zero otherwise.

For every level \( i \) (ranging from 2 to \( d \)), \texttt{SCP} calculates the values of \( N(i, t) \) and \( p(i, t) \) of every type \( t \) by calling Algorithm 13 (line 6 of Algorithm 12). Algorithm 13 computes the values of
Algorithm 12 SCP

Input:  start state \(s^\star\), threshold value \(c\), type system \(T\)

Output: predicted optimal solution cost

1: \(d \leftarrow h(s^\star)\)
2: initialize \(N(1,t)\) and \(p(1,t)\)
3: loop
4: for \(i = 2\) to \(d\) do
5:    for all \(t \in T\) do
6:        \(p(i,t) \leftarrow \text{compute-probability}(i, t, d)\) // see Algorithm 13
7:        if \(t\) is a goal type AND \(p(i,t) \geq c\) then
8:            return \(d\)
9:    end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: \(d \leftarrow d + 1\)
13: end loop

Algorithm 13 compute-probability

Input: level \(i\), type \(t \in T\), cost bound \(d\)

Output: the estimated probability of existing a node of type \(t\) at level \(i\) of the search tree

1: if \(h(t) + i > d\) then
2:    \(p(i,t) = 0, N(i,t) = 0\)
3: end if
4: \(n \leftarrow 0\)
5: \(p \leftarrow 1\)
6: for all \(u \in T\) do
7:    \(n \leftarrow n + N(i-1,u) \cdot \pi(t|u) \cdot \beta_u\)
8:    \(p(i-1,u \rightarrow t) \leftarrow p(i-1,u)(1 - \phi(N(i-1,u) \cdot \beta_t, \pi(u|t), 0))\)
9:    \(p \leftarrow p \cdot (1 - p(i-1,u \rightarrow t))\)
10: end for
11: \(p(i,t) = 1 - p\)
12: \(N(i,t) = n\)
13: return \(p(i,t)\)

\(N(i,t)\) as shown in line 7 and \(p(i,t)\) as shown in line 9. Algorithm 13 returns \(p(i,t)\). Every node of type \(t\) at level \(i\) for a given cost bound \(d\) will be pruned by the search if \(i + h(t) > d\). Thus, in such cases we set \(N(i,t)\) and \(p(i,t)\) to zero (line 2 in Algorithm 13).

After every call to Algorithm 13 for a type \(t\), if \(t\) is a goal type and \(p(i,t)\) is above the user-defined threshold parameter \(c\), the prediction halts and \(d\) is returned (line ??) as SCP’s optimal solution cost prediction. The reason SCP returns \(d\) and not \(i\) is explained in the next section.

5.2.4 The Cost Bound Equality Property of SCP

Next, we show that if a heuristic-preserving type system is based on a consistent heuristic, the value of \(i\) when SCP reaches line 8 of Algorithm 12 will always be equal to the current cost bound \(d\) — we call this property the cost bound equality property.
**Definition 20.** Let $u \in T$ and $i, q \geq 1$. We say that type $t \in T$ at level $q$ cannot modify the value of $p(i, u)$ if the computation of $p(i, u)$ is independent of the value of $N(q, t)$, i.e., changes in $N(q, t)$ do not affect the value of $p(i, u)$.

Let $T$ be a heuristic-preserving type system built from a consistent heuristic $h(\cdot)$. Further, let $f(q, t) = q + h(t)$ where $q$ is the level at which type $t \in T$ is observed in the search tree.

**Lemma 4.** Let $t_g \in T$ be a goal type. Let $i, q \geq 1, i \geq q$. If $f(q, u) > i$ for type $u \in T$ at level $q$ of the search tree, then $u$ cannot modify the value of $p(i, t_g)$.

**Proof.** Since $T$ is a heuristic-preserving type system built from a consistent heuristic $h(\cdot)$, each type $t \in T$ can only generate types $t'$ (i.e., $\pi(t'|t) > 0$) for which $h(t')$ is one of the values $h(t), h(t) + 1,$ and $h(t) - 1$. In particular,

$$\pi(t'|t) > 0 \implies h(t') \geq h(t) - 1. \tag{5.7}$$

Let $f(q, u) > i$. Suppose $u$ can modify the value of $p(i, t_g)$. Thus, type $u$ can generate a goal type at level $i$. In particular, there must exist a type sequence of length $i - q + 1$, say $(t_{i-q}, t_{i-q-1}, t_{i-q-2}, \cdots, t_1, t_g)$, such that $t_{i-q} = u$ and $\pi(t_{i-q-1}|t_{i-q}) > 0, \cdots, \pi(t_g|t_1) > 0$. Since $h(t_g) = 0$, Equation 5.7 yields

$$h(u) = h(t_{i-q}) \leq h(t_g) + i - q = i - q.$$ 

The latter in turn implies $f(q, u) = q + h(u) \leq q + i - q = i$ in contradiction to $f(q, u) > i$. Hence $u$ cannot modify the value of $p(i, t_g)$.

**Theorem 4.** If SCP uses a heuristic-preserving type system $T$ built from a consistent heuristic $h$, then, for any value of $c$, the value of $i$ in line 8 of Algorithm 12 is always equal to the current cost bound $d$.

**Proof.** Let us first consider the case of the first iteration of the algorithm, when $d = h(s^*)$. By analogy with the proof of Lemma 4, when replacing $q$ by 0, there exists a sequence of types $(t_i, t_{i-1}, \cdots, t_1, t_g)$ such that $\pi(t_{i-1}|t_i) > 0, \cdots, \pi(t_g|t_1) > 0$. Since $h$ is consistent, Equation 5.7 yields $h(s) \geq h(parent(s)) - 1$ for every node $s$. Since $h(t_g) = 0$, we obtain $i \geq h(s^*) = d$. Line 4 of Algorithm 12 implies $i \leq d = h(s^*)$, and thus $i = d$.

Next, consider the case $d > h(s^*)$. During an iteration with $d = U$, SCP will expand all the types that were expanded during the iteration with $d = U - 1$, and also the types $u$ with $f(u) = d$ that were not expanded in the previous iteration. Lemma 4 states that no type $t$ with $f(q, t) = U$
can modify the probability $p(i, t_g)$ for goal type $t_g$ at a level $i < U$. Therefore, for $i = U - 1$, if $SCP$ does not find a goal type $t_g$ with $p(i, t_g) \geq c$ in the iteration with $d = U - 1$, then $SCP$ will not find a goal type $t_g$ with $p(i, t_g) \geq c$ in the iteration with $d = U$ either. So, for the test in line 7 of Algorithm 12 to be successful, $i$ has to equal $d$.

\[ \square \]

**Type Systems Based on Inconsistent Heuristics**

If the type system is based on an inconsistent heuristic, Theorem 4 does not necessarily hold. That is, type $u \in T$ at level $q$ of the search tree with $f(q, u) > i$ can potentially modify the value of $p(i, t_g)$ for goal type $t_g$. Thus, when using a type system built from an inconsistent heuristic, if returning $i$ instead of $d$, Algorithm 12 could return a value smaller than the current cost bound $d$. In fact, $SCP$ could even return a value of $i$ that is lower than the heuristic value of the start state.

![Figure 5.2](image.jpg)

**Figure 5.2**: States and edges in the original state space, their corresponding types in the type system space, and a possible “shortcut” path in the type system space.

**Example 11.** Consider the example shown in Figure 5.2. Here we use the $T_h$ type system. We represent a type of a node $n$ as $t_{x,y}$, where $x$ is the heuristic value of the parent of $n$, and $y$ is the heuristic value of $n$. Figure 5.2(a) shows states and edges of two paths to the goal in the original state space. The value in brackets in each circle is the heuristic value of the corresponding state – note the heuristic inconsistency between nodes A and B, when the heuristic value changes by more than one (edge cost). Figure 5.2(b) shows the corresponding types for the states and edges shown in Figure 5.2(a). Now, assume that $SCP$ is run on state A from Figure 5.2(a). State A has a heuristic
value of 6, and thus the optimal solution cost is at least 6. However, \( \text{SCP} \) might return 3, since as shown in Figure 5.2(c) there is a path of cost 3 in the type system space from type \( t_{7,6} \) – during sampling, \( \text{SCP} \) has seen a node of type \( t_{7,6} \) that generates a node of type \( t_{6,2} \), which generates a node of type \( t_{2,1} \), and in a different part of the state space \( \text{SCP} \) has sampled a node of type \( t_{2,1} \) that generates a goal node.

We have observed in our experiments that returning \( d \) instead of \( i \) in line 8 of Algorithm 12 yields slightly more accurate predictions when the type system is built from an inconsistent heuristic.

### 5.2.5 Reducing the Size of Type Systems Built from Inconsistent Heuristics

We observed in our experiments that the number of types in a type space can be too large to be practical when using an inconsistent heuristic. This is because with an inconsistent heuristic, the number of different combinations of heuristic values in subtrees considered in type systems such as \( T_c \) or \( T_{gc} \) is much larger than what is observed when a consistent heuristic is used. Recall that when the heuristic is consistent the heuristic value of nodes connected by an edge in the search tree differ by at most one, when the heuristic is inconsistent, heuristic values of neighbor nodes might differ by any value, which increases the size of the \( T_c \) and \( T_{gc} \) type systems.

When using a type system that is very large, it may be difficult to properly sample all types. For example, a \( T_c \) type system for the 15-pancake puzzle was built based on the inconsistent heuristic that takes the maximum of the regular and the dual lookup of a PDB [20, 85]. Even after sampling 100 million random states and using biased sampling, there were types that were not sampled.

We use a process similar to bidirectional pathmax (BPMX) [20] to shrink the size of type systems based on inconsistent heuristics. This is done as follows. For every sampled state \( s \), the heuristic values of its children are increased by propagating the heuristic values from other nodes while computing the type of \( s \).

**Example 12.** Figure 5.3 illustrates this process. The children of the highlighted state in (a) with heuristic values of 2 and 1 can be raised to 4 as there is a child with heuristic value of 6. This is computed by subtracting the cost of the shortest path between the two siblings from the highest heuristic value among the children (6 − 2 = 4). The same process is applied to the highlighted state in (b): the states with heuristic value of 1 can be raised to 4. Therefore, two states that would belong to different types in \( T_c \) after applying the heuristic propagation now belong to the same type. Consequently, this process reduces the size of the type system.

Although not shown in the example, we also use the heuristic value of the sampled node (the
Figure 5.3: Example of how we readjust the heuristic values of the children of the highlighted state while computing that state’s type. This process reduces the size of a type system. The highlighted states in (a) and (b) end up being of the same type after propagating the heuristic values among the children. The heuristic propagation could be extended to the highlighted states and their parents, but by propagating only among the children we get the desired reduction of the type system size.

nodes highlighted in Figure 5.3) and of the parent of the sampled node to adjust the heuristic value of the children of the sampled node. In this case we propagate the heuristic value of the parent or of the grandparent downward to the children. Note that we could use a similar strategy to increase the heuristic value of the highlighted nodes in Figure 5.3 and further shrink the size of the type system. However, we get type systems of good sizes by adjusting only the value of the children of the highlighted nodes. We use this technique only with the $T_c$ type system.

5.2.6 SCP Runtime Behavior

The runtime behavior of SCP is exactly the same as that of CDP and it depends on the size of the type system used. That is, in the worst-case SCP will expand $|T|$ types at every level of prediction, and it will generate another $|T|$ types on the next level of prediction.

Often the number of nodes expanded by a search algorithm for finding the optimal solution path grows exponentially with the solution cost. By contrast, assuming a predicted optimal solution cost of $c^*$, SCP will expand only $c^* \times |T|$ types to produce a prediction.

5.2.7 Accuracy Experiments

We test SCP with different type systems based on different heuristic functions. We compare the accuracy of SCP with the accuracy of the heuristic functions used to define the type systems used by SCP. Finally, in one of the tested domains we compare SCP to a Bootstrap heuristic [35], a machine-learned estimator found in the literature. The system for generating Bootstrap heuristics will be described later in the chapter, in Section 5.5.1.
Experimental Setup

Problem domains. We run experiments on three domains: the 15-puzzle, 15-pancake puzzle, and Towers of Hanoi (12-disk, 4-peg). For a description of these domains see Section 2.4.

Parameter setting. In all the experiments in this section we set the user-defined threshold parameter $c$ to 0.99. In Section 5.2.8 we empirically study the influence of different $c$-values on the prediction accuracy. Analogously, in Section 5.2.9 we show empirically the effect of different $r$-values and in Section 5.2.10 the effect of $\epsilon$-truncation in SCP’s prediction accuracy.

The depth of the prediction lookahead (i.e., the $r$-value shown in Section 3.2) was set to 1 ($r = 1$) in most of the experiments in this section; on the 15-puzzle we also experiment with $r = 25$. When experimenting with $r > 1$ we also make a prediction lookahead for the heuristic estimates, i.e., use the lowest heuristic value among the nodes at distance $r$ from the start state. In Section 5.2.9 we show experiments with different values of $r$ and we analyze how this parameter affects the runtime and accuracy of SCP’s predictions.

Error measure. We use the relative unsigned error to measure the prediction accuracy. The relative unsigned error of an instance with optimal cost $C$ and predicted cost $P$ is $\frac{|P-C|}{C}$, i.e., the absolute difference between the predicted and the optimal cost, normalized by the optimal cost. A perfect score according to this measure is 0.00. Note that the relative unsigned error represents the percentage by which a predictor overestimates (or underestimates) the actual optimal solution cost. For instance, an error of 0.1 for a single prediction represents a prediction that overestimates (or underestimates) the optimal solution cost by 10%. In our plot of results we present the relative unsigned error in terms of percentage.

Results are presented in plots such as Figure 5.4. The $x$-axis groups start states by their optimal solution costs and the $y$-axis represents the relative unsigned error of the predictions. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval based on the assumption that the prediction error for a given optimal solution cost follows a normal distribution.

Type systems. Ideally we would employ the $T_{gc}$ type system in all our experiments as it strictly contains more information than $T_c$ and $T_h$. However, depending on the domain and on the heuristic used, a $T_{gc}$ type system can have a prohibitively large number of types, which prevents sampling of all types in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, the choice of the type system used in each experiment is closely related to (1) the heuristic function used and also to (2) the problem domain. For instance, employing $T_{gc}$ with an inconsistent heuristic for the 15-puzzle the size of the type systems.
system could become too large for sampling to be done in a reasonable amount of time. Usually inconsistent heuristics produce larger $T_c$ and $T_{ge}$ type systems as there is a larger variety of heuristic values among the children and grandchildren of a node. The branching factor of a domain also influences the size of a type system. For instance, the 15-pancake puzzle, which has a much larger branching factor than the 15-puzzle, will likely have larger $T_c$ and $T_{ge}$ type systems due to the larger number of heuristic values considered. The type system used in each experiment is specified below.

The Sliding-Tile Puzzle

For the 15-puzzle we solved optimally and performed the SCP prediction for 1,000 random solvable states to measure prediction accuracy. To define $\pi(t|u)$ and $\beta_t$, one billion random states were sampled and, in addition, we use the biased sampling process described in Chapter 3, in which we sample the child of a sampled state if the type of that child had not yet been sampled.

Type Systems. Predictions with three different type systems were performed. We use the following type systems/heuristic functions.

- Manhattan Distance (MD) – This is a popular and easy-to-implement heuristic function for the sliding-tile puzzles. It sums the Manhattan Distance of the individual tiles to their goal position (excluding the blank tile). This heuristic is consistent and we use the $T_{ge}$ type system with it. The predictions using this type system will be referred to by SCP-MD.

- 7-8 Additive PDBs (APDB) – The 7-8 additive pattern database is an effective heuristic for the 15 puzzle [19, 48]. It consists of the sum of two disjoint pattern databases, one based on tiles 1-7 and the other based on tiles 8-15. The APDB is inconsistent\(^2\) and the type system we use with it is the $T_c$ type system. Predictions using this type system will be referred to by SCP-APDB.

- Double Inconsistent PDB (DPDB) – This is the same heuristic used by [84]. Two PDBs were created, one based on tiles 1-7 and another one based on tiles 9-15. For states with the blank in a location with an even number according to the goal state (see Figure 2.4) the first PDB is consulted, the other PDB is consulted otherwise. As the blank always changes from even to odd or odd to even from one state to a neighbor, the PDB that is consulted alternates from parent to child. This generates inconsistency. The type system we use is $T_c$. Predictions using this type system will be referred to by SCP-DPDB.

\(^2\)See footnote 1 in [19]. We built the same PDBs.
In addition to comparing SCP predictions with the heuristics used to build the type systems, we compare SCP predictions with the inadmissible Bootstrap heuristic [35]. The Bootstrap algorithm iteratively improves an initial heuristic function by solving a set of successively more difficult training problems in each iteration. This process was shown to create effective heuristics for a variety of domains [35, 81].

Figure 5.4 presents the results. First, the results show the well-known fact that the Manhattan Distance (MD) heuristic is less accurate than the Additive PDB (APDB) heuristic. Second, SCP is able to produce accurate predictions, with errors less than 10% of the optimal solution cost. Note that by comparison, all the tested admissible heuristics, MD, DPDB and APDB, tend to make inaccurate estimates, having an error of approximately 30%, 25% and 15%, respectively. This corresponds to the intuitive observation mentioned earlier in the chapter that admissible heuristics tend to make poor estimates as they are biased to never overestimate the optimal cost. It is clear in this experiment that SCP using a type system based on a heuristic function produces more accurate predictions than the heuristic itself. We also observe in Figure 5.4 that SCP’s prediction error is about half of Bootstrap’s for problems with optimal solution cost of 51 or less.

According to the results shown in Figure 5.4 the accuracy of the heuristic used to build a type system does not seem to affect SCP’s prediction accuracy much. SCP-MD, SCP-DPDB, and SCP-APDB are of similar accuracy, even though APDB is more accurate than MD and DPDB.
Figure 5.5: 15-puzzle \((r=25)\).

there is no definite explanation for this phenomenon, the results indicate that a type system does not necessarily have to be built from an accurate heuristic to allow SCP to make accurate predictions.

We also compare SCP’s prediction accuracy with the accuracy of Bootstrap when using the prediction lookahead. Figure 5.5 presents the results. For convenience we repeat the results of Bootstrap with no prediction lookahead \((r=1)\) shown in Figure 5.4. It is interesting to see that the prediction lookahead substantially reduces Bootstrap’s prediction accuracy. SCP, on the other hand, tends to benefit from the prediction lookahead as it is seeded with the exact distribution of types at distance \(r\) from the start state. SCP-DPDB and SCP-APDB are more accurate than Bootstrap using either \(r = 1\) or \(r = 25\). In Section 5.2.9 we study the tradeoff between prediction accuracy and prediction runtime of the prediction lookahead.

**The Pancake Puzzle**

For the 15-pancake puzzle we use 1,000 random solvable states to measure prediction accuracy. To define \(\pi(t|u)\) and \(\beta_t\), 100 million random states were sampled and, in addition, we use the biased sampling process described in Chapter 3. In this experiment, in order to sample the goal types and states in the neighborhood of the goal types, 10,000 out of the 100 million states sampled were generated with random walks of length 10 from the goal state.

**Type Systems.** As with the 15-puzzle, we use three different heuristic functions to define the
type systems used in this experiment. The type systems used were based on the $T_c$ type system.

- **PDB** – We created a PDB based on the location of the eight leftmost pancakes. The resulting PDB is consistent. The predictions using this type system will be referred to by SCP-PDB.

- **Dual-PDB** – For this type system we use a heuristic that makes a regular and a dual lookup on a PDB based on the leftmost eight pancakes and returns the maximum of them [20, 85]. The resulting heuristic is inconsistent. For the Dual-PDB there were types that were not sampled even after sampling 100 million random states. Thus, we used the process described in Section 5.2.5 to shrink the size of the type system so that all types could be sampled at least once with 100 million random states.

- **Weakened GAP** – GAP is a very accurate hand-crafted consistent heuristic for the pancake puzzle [28].\(^3\) As the GAP heuristic already provides accurate cost estimates, it is not interesting to build a type system for SCP with such an accurate heuristic. Thus, we use a weakened version of it to build a type system. In our weakened version of GAP we use the number of adjacent pancakes whose number differs by more than one except for the rightmost pancake. We show the accuracy of GAP and its weakened version.

\(^3\)See also http://tomas.rokicki.com/pancake/
Figure 5.6 shows the results for the 15-pancake puzzle. As seen in the previous experiment, using SCP with a type system based on a given heuristic produces substantially more accurate predictions than using the heuristic itself as a predictor. This can be seen by the difference between PDB and SCP-PDB, Dual-PDB and SCP-Dual-PDB, and Weakened GAP and SCP-Weakened-GAP. SCP using a type system built from Dual-PDB is accurate and competitive with GAP.

The results in Figure 5.6 also show that the PDB based on the eight leftmost pancakes is the least accurate estimator, giving estimates with errors of about 25%. The type system built with the consistent PDB clearly fails to offer a good partition of the state space. As a consequence, SCP-PDB is the least accurate of the SCP predictions. SCP-Dual-PDB and SCP-Weakened-GAP on the other hand produce very accurate predictions – the errors indicate that the predictions are less than one move longer than the average optimal number of moves. Interestingly, SCP with Dual-PDB as well as SCP with Weakened GAP produce predictions of similar accuracy even though the estimates of Dual-PDB are much less accurate than the estimates of Weakened GAP.

Towers of Hanoi

For the 12-disk 4-peg Towers of Hanoi we used 5,000 random solvable states to measure prediction accuracy. To define \( \pi(t|u) \) and \( \beta_t \), one million random states were sampled and, in addition, we used the biased sampling process described in Chapter 3. Random instances for sampling were generated with random walks from the goal with a random length between 100 and 10,000 steps, while the random instances used to measure the accuracy were generated with random walks of fixed length of 500 steps. The type systems used in this experiment were all based on \( T_{gc} \).

Type Systems. We use two different type systems based on different PDB heuristics. In our implementation a state of the 12-disk 4-peg Towers of Hanoi is represented with 48 binary variables, one variable for each possible peg a disk might be on (12 for each of the 4 pegs). The variable \( v_{dp} \) is set to one in a state if disk \( d \) is on peg \( p \), and to zero otherwise. The way we build simplified versions of the puzzle to create PDB heuristics is by projecting out some of these variables. When we project out a variable \( v_{dp} \) of a state we cannot distinguish whether \( v_{dp} \) carries a value of zero or one. The more variables we project out the more “simplified” will be the resulting puzzle. The choice of the PDBs we use for this domain in our experiments is arbitrary. That is, we arbitrarily selected two sets of variables to be projected out so that we would have two different PDBs. The type system we use is \( T_{gc} \).

- **PDB1** – We created a PDB built by projecting out 20 of the 48 state variables. Namely, we
project out the even disks from pegs 1 and 2, disks 2, 8, and 10 from peg 3, and disks 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 from peg 4. The resulting PDB is consistent. Predictions using this type system will be referred to by SCP-PDB1.

- **PDB2** – We created another PDB by projecting out 19 of the 48 state variables. Namely, we projected out from pegs 1 and 2 the same disks we did for PDB1; from peg 3 we projected out the same disks as in PDB1 with the exception of projecting out disk 12 instead of disk 8; from peg 4 we also projected out the same disks as in PDB1, with the exception of disk 10, which was not projected out.

Figure 5.7 shows the results for the Towers of Hanoi. The least accurate estimations of the solution cost are given by PDB1, followed by PDB2. A major improvement is observed with the SCP predictions. For instance, the error drops from around 50% to about 5% when comparing PDB2 with SCP-PDB2.

**Discussion**

There are several trends that are observed in all three domains. First, for every domain and every heuristic, using SCP with a given heuristic always produces predictions that are substantially more accurate than the heuristic used to build the type system. This shows the benefit of using SCP to predict the optimal cost over using heuristics. Furthermore, we have observed that SCP is able to
make accurate predictions of the optimal solution cost even when the type system being employed is built from an “inaccurate” heuristic function. We have also observed in some cases that SCP might produce inaccurate predictions, such as SCP-PDB1 in Figure 5.7, where the error is about 30% of the optimal solution cost. However, even in that case SCP is substantially more accurate than the heuristic function used to build the type system, which in that case produces estimates with errors of about 70% of the optimal solution cost.

### 5.2.8 Empirical Study of the Threshold Parameter

In Section 5.2.7 SCP was tested for a fixed set of parameters. Namely, we used a threshold parameter $c$ of 0.99. In this section we discuss the effect of this $c$-value on the accuracy of SCP. We experimentally show the algorithm’s accuracy with a $c$-value of 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99.
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**Figure 5.8:** Robustness to the parameter $c$ for the 15-puzzle. SCP-MD.

Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 present SCP’s prediction errors for different $c$-values for the 15-puzzle. Different curves correspond to different values of $c$. As can be observed, the effect of different $c$ values is minor, and the curves are clustered together; there is no substantial difference in prediction accuracy for the different $c$-values used. The accuracy of SCP is relatively robust to the choice of $c$. Similar results were observed on the 15-pancake-puzzle and on the 12-disk 4-peg Towers of Hanoi.

### 5.2.9 Empirical Study of the Prediction Lookahead

CDP is known to improve its accuracy by increasing the $r$-value [84]. Here we observe a similar effect for SCP. To focus only on the effect of the $r$-values, we did not use $\epsilon$-truncation in the following experiment.
Table 5.1 shows prediction results of SCP using the $T_{gc}$ type system with MD as the heuristic function for five different values of $r$. Each row in Table 5.1 presents results for start states with a given optimal solution cost, shown in the first column of the table. Besides the relative unsigned error (Error), we also show the maximum ($t_{max}$) and the minimum ($t_{min}$) of the prediction runtime in seconds of start states in a set of 1,000 random problem instances.

The first observation in Table 5.1 is that the error decreases as the value of $r$ increases. Larger values of $r$ result in SCP being seeded with types of nodes farther from the start state. Like CDP, SCP emulates a search tree in the type space where states in the actual state space are compressed into types. While this compression into types makes the process of predicting the optimal solution cost
faster, it makes the prediction subject to error. For instance, SCP’s predicted distribution of types at distance \( x \) from the start state (i.e., the values of \( N(x, t) \) and \( p(x, t) \)) is only an approximation of the actual distribution. When using \( r = x \), SCP uses the actual distribution of types at that level. Therefore, larger values of \( r \) reduce the error of the type distribution at a given distance from the start state, which, as suggested by Table 5.1, also reduce the prediction error.

On the other hand, larger values of \( r \) increase the prediction runtime. In the extreme case, if one makes \( r = c^* \), where \( c^* \) is the optimal solution cost of a given problem instance, the SCP prediction is guaranteed to correctly predict the optimal solution cost as a goal node will be expanded while collecting the nodes at distance \( r \) from the start state. However, all nodes \( n \) in the UST for which \( f(n) \leq c^* \) will have to be expanded. It can be observed that the maximum runtime when \( r = 21 \) is substantially higher than the other maximum runtimes.

However, contrary to common intuition, SCP is not fastest when \( r = 1 \). SCP makes quicker predictions for the \( r \)-values of 9, 12, and 15. The type system’s compression does not payoff for the first levels of search – the number of types is roughly the same as the number of nodes in the search tree and initially it is cheaper to expand the nodes in the actual state space rather than the types in the type space.

### 5.2.10 Empirical Study of \( \epsilon \)-truncation with SCP

Next, we check the effect of \( \epsilon \)-truncation on the accuracy of SCP predictions. We isolate the effect of \( \epsilon \)-truncation, in the subsequent experiment by setting the \( r \)-value to one. Table 5.2 shows the relative unsigned error of SCP with and without \( \epsilon \)-truncation, on 1,000 random 15-puzzle instances.

Results are shown for each of the type systems described for the 15-puzzle in Section 5.2.7. For convenience we drop the prefix “SCP” from the name of the type systems, and, in addition, we add an \( \epsilon \) to the name of the type system if SCP uses \( \epsilon \)-truncation. We highlight an \( \epsilon \)-truncation entry in

---

**Table 5.1: Effect of different \( r \)-values on SCP’s prediction accuracy and runtime for the 15-puzzle.**

We show the relative unsigned error and the minimum and maximum runtimes in seconds for a set of 1,000 random start states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>( t_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>( t_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>( t_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>( t_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( t_{\text{max}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Table 5.2: Effect of $\epsilon$-truncation on SCP’s prediction accuracy for the 15-puzzle.

As can be observed in Table 5.2, $\epsilon$-truncation substantially improves the prediction accuracy of SCP in the 15-puzzle. $\epsilon$-truncation was designed to carefully ignore rare and harmful events observed during the CDP sampling (see Section 3.2.3). For instance, if a type $t$ rarely generates a type $t'$, then CDP improves its prediction accuracy by completely ignoring this rare event. The rare events also seem to be harmful to SCP as carefully ignoring them improves SCP’s prediction accuracy. We conjecture that rare events create “shortcuts” to the goal type in the type space, making SCP find the goal type prematurely.

In some domains the rare events are not observed, and in such domains $\epsilon$-truncation does not change CDP’s prediction accuracy. We observed the same phenomenon in our experiments with SCP. $\epsilon$-truncation does not change SCP’s prediction accuracy for the 15-pancake puzzle and for Towers of Hanoi when using the heuristic functions described above. Moreover, like with CDP, $\epsilon$-truncation has a larger impact on the SCP predictions for lower values of $r$.

5.3 Bidirectional Stratified Sampling

In this section we present another C&C algorithm, a bidirectional adaptation of SS, which we call Bidirectional Stratified Sampling (BiSS) for predicting the optimal solution cost of a problem instance. We state the C&C assumption BiSS makes for the type system it uses in Section 5.4.

BiSS has two advantages over SCP: (1) it entirely avoids the preprocessing required by SCP; and (2) unlike SCP, it is guaranteed to return the optimal solution cost in the limit as its sample size goes to infinity. These two advantages allow BiSS to produce accurate predictions even for very large state spaces, as our empirical results demonstrate.

On the other hand, as we shall see, BiSS has two disadvantages over SCP: (1) it requires there to be a single goal state and is therefore not suitable for domains in which a set of goal conditions is
given instead of an actual goal state; and (2) in our implementation of \textit{BiSS} we assume the ability to reason backwards about an operator so that the backward search is doable.

### 5.3.1 Using SS for Optimal Solution Cost Prediction

Before explaining \textit{BiSS} we mention another possible approach for using \textit{SS} for predicting the optimal solution cost: one could run \textit{SS} and have it stop when a goal state is generated. The cost of the path found to the goal state is an upper bound on the optimal solution cost, so the minimum of these upper bounds over a set of runs gives an estimate of the optimal solution cost. However, in an experiment we ran on the 24-puzzle using the same heuristic function and the same number of probes we use in our experiments below, the predictions produced by this approach were less accurate than the relatively inaccurate Manhattan Distance heuristic. We are going to use such approach with a few enhancements in the next chapter, when we discuss algorithms for finding suboptimal paths from the start state to a goal state.

### 5.3.2 The BiSS Prediction Algorithm

\textit{BiSS} is a bidirectional variant of \textit{SS} for predicting optimal solution costs. It interleaves the execution of two copies of \textit{SS}, one proceeding forwards from the start state, the other proceeding backwards (using inverse operators) from the goal state. We switch between the two searches after completing an \textit{SS} “step” in a given direction. One “step” in a particular direction corresponds to the expansion of all the representative nodes at a given level. When referring to the array $A$ in the \textit{SS} algorithm, we will use a superscript to distinguish the array used in the forward search ($A^F$) from the one used in the backward search ($A^B$). For example, $A^B[3]$ is the set of (node,weight) pairs for the nodes expanded at level 3 of the backward search.

![Figure 5.11: Hypothetical example of bidirectional sampling.](image)

Figure 5.11 illustrates the situation after three steps in each direction. Nodes around both the start state $s$ and goal state $g$ are shown. The filled nodes are those that \textit{BiSS} expands in its first three steps from $s$ and its first three steps from $g$. 
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Stopping Condition

The stopping condition for bidirectional state-space search, when an optimal solution path is required, involves testing if a state has been generated in both directions. Since $A^F$ and $A^B$ contain individual states that have been generated by SS in each direction, the same test could be used in BiSS. However, $A^F[n]$ and $A^B[m]$ contain only one state of each type, chosen at random, so if the number of distinct types is much smaller than the number of states this test is doomed to failure unless the number of probes is prohibitively large. We therefore base our stopping condition on the set of types that have occurred at each level of the searches and define $\tau^F_F[n] = \{T(s) | \langle s, w \rangle \in A^F_F[n] \}$, the set of types of the nodes expanded at level $n$ by the copy of the SS algorithm searching forward from the start state, and $\tau^B_B[m] = \{T(s) | \langle s, w \rangle \in A^B_B[m] \}$.

The naive stopping condition would be to stop as soon as $\tau^F_F[n]$ and $\tau^B_B[m]$ have a type in common, where $n$ and $m$ are the most recently generated levels. The problem with this approach is that, often in practice, the type system being used is inaccurate and states of the same type might occur close to the start and the goal even if the start and goal are far apart. In Figure 5.11, for example, states $a$ and $b$ might have the same type ($T(a) = T(b)$) even though the actual distance between start and goal is greater than 6 (the combined distance from start to $a$ and from goal to $b$).

We therefore use a more elaborate condition to decide when to stop the bidirectional search, requiring the type sets at the frontiers of the two searches to overlap for several consecutive levels. We call this stopping condition a match between the two searches, defined as follows.

Definition 21. (match) – For any $n$ and $m$ we say that $\tau^F_F[n]$ and $\tau^B_B[m]$ match if $\tau^F_F[n + v] \cap \tau^B_B[m - v] \neq \emptyset$ for all $v \in \{0, 1, \ldots, K\}$ where $K = \max\{ \lfloor \gamma \cdot m \rfloor, 1 \}$. Here $\gamma \in [0, 1)$ is an input parameter.

After each step in each direction we test if the same type occurs in both $\tau^F_F[n]$ and $\tau^B_B[m]$, where $n$ and $m$ are the most recently generated levels in the respective search directions. If this happens, we extend the forward search up to level $n + K$ so that a match, as defined in Definition 21, can be fully tested. This concept of match is illustrated in Figure 5.12 for $K = 2$. Each circle in the figure represents a set of types at a level of search ($\tau^F_F[.]$ or $\tau^B_B[.]$); each $t_v$ denotes just one of the types in the corresponding set. The forward search has a state of type $t_0$ at level $n$; the backward search has a state of the same type at level $m$. The forward search continues for $K$ more levels, producing (among others) a node of type $t_1$ at level $n + 1$ and a node of type $t_2$ at level $n + 2$. This yields a match since there are nodes of type $t_1$ and $t_2$ at levels $m - 1$ and $m - 2$, respectively, of the search.
backwards search.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5.12: Illustration of a match for $K = 2$. Each circle represents a set of types at a level of search ($\mathcal{T}_F^{}[\cdot]$ or $\mathcal{T}_B^{}[\cdot]$); each $t_i$ denotes just one of the types in the corresponding set. A match occurs for $K = 2$ as $t_v \in \mathcal{T}_F^{}[n + v] \cap \mathcal{T}_B^{}[m - v]$ for $v \in \{0, 1, 2\}$.

If a match occurs at step $n$ from the start state and at step $m$ from the goal state, then the searches terminate and $n + m$ is returned as an estimate of the optimal solution cost. If a match does not occur, then the searches resume from levels $n + 1$ and $m$, or from levels $n$ and $m + 1$ depending on which frontier advanced last before checking for the match.

When a type system makes use of properties of the children and/or grandchildren of a node the definition of match only makes sense if the children/grandchildren are computed in the backward search using the forward version of the operators. Otherwise, the forward and backward searches might assign different types to the same state, thus making it impossible for a match to occur (even if $K = 0$). Also, in contrast with SCP, we do not use the information of the parent of a node $n$ when computing $n$’s type. We define the type systems used in our experiments with BiSS below.

**Multiple Probes**

The procedure just described represents one probe of our algorithm. We now describe how the information obtained from a set of $p$ probes can be aggregated to produce a more accurate solution cost prediction. Let the type frontiers generated by probe $i$ be denoted $\mathcal{T}_F^i[n_i]$ and $\mathcal{T}_B^i[m_i]$, where $n_i$ is the depth of the last level generated in the forward direction by probe $i$ and $m_i$ is the depth of the last level generated in the backwards direction by probe $i$. Let $\mathcal{T}_F^i[n]$ denote the union of all the $\mathcal{T}_F^i[n]$, for $0 \le n \le \max_i\{n_i\}$ and let $\mathcal{T}_B^i[m]$ denote the union of all the $\mathcal{T}_B^i[m]$, for $0 \le m \le \max_i\{m_i\}$. We treat $\mathcal{T}_F^i[n] = \emptyset$ if BiSS did not reach level $n$ during the $i$-th probe of the forward search. Likewise, we treat $\mathcal{T}_B^i[m] = \emptyset$ if BiSS did not reach level $m$ during the $i$-th probe of the backward search.

To compute the final estimate of the optimal solution cost we set $m$ and $n$ to zero and gradually increment them, checking for a match between $\mathcal{T}_F^i[n]$ and $\mathcal{T}_B^i[m]$ after each increment; $n + m$ is returned as the predicted optimal solution cost when the first match occurs.

Chen assumes an SS probe eventually terminates by reaching leaf nodes of the search tree. We
also assume that each of BiSS’s probes eventually terminates. In our case a probe will finish if it either reaches leaf nodes \(A^F[n]\) or \(A^B[m]\) is empty, or if a match is found between the forward and backward frontiers. If the former happens, it means this BiSS probe predicts there is no path from start to goal. If the latter happens, this BiSS probe produces an estimate of the optimal solution cost. In all our experiments every BiSS probe finished by finding a match between the forward and backward frontiers.

5.3.3 Theoretical Analysis

Assuming a BiSS probe always terminates, we now prove that, as the number of probes goes to infinity, the probability of BiSS producing perfect predictions approaches one.

**Definition 22.** Let \(BFSF[n]\) be the set of types of all nodes at distance \(n\) from the start state, and \(BFSB[m]\) be the set of types of all nodes at distance \(m\) from the goal state.

For instance, in Figure 5.11, \(BFSB[1]\) is the set of types of the states one step from \(g\).

**Lemma 5.** Given any value \(\gamma \in [0, 1]\), for every level \(n\) expanded by BiSS in the forward search and every level \(m\) expanded by BiSS in the backward search, the probability of \(T^F_*[n]\) being equal to \(BFSF[n]\) and \(T^B_*[m]\) being equal to \(BFSB[m]\) approaches one as the number of probes \(p\) goes to infinity.

**Proof.** Let \(NE[n]\) be the set of nodes at level \(n\) of the UST rooted at the start state. According to Lemma 2 the probability of BiSS’s forward search expanding every node in \(NE[n]\) goes to one as the number of probes goes to infinity. The same argument is also true for BiSS’s backward search and the UST rooted at the goal state. Therefore, the probability of \(T^F_*[n]\) being equal to \(BFSF[n]\) and \(T^B_*[m]\) being equal to \(BFSB[m]\) approaches one as the number of probes \(p\) goes to infinity.

**Lemma 6.** Given start state \(s\) with optimal solution cost \(c^*\), goal state \(g\), type system \(T\), any value \(\gamma \in [0, 1]\), and a number \(p\) of probes, the probability of BiSS producing an estimate \(\hat{c}^*\) with \(\hat{c}^* \leq c^*\) approaches one as the number of probes \(p\) goes to infinity.

**Proof.** If there exists a path from \(s\) to \(g\) with cost \(c^*\), then, for some \(v\), bidirectional Breadth-First Search would find a state that occurs both in the forward frontier of depth \(v\) starting from \(s\) and in the backward frontier of depth \(v'\) starting from \(g\), where \(v' \in \{v, v - 1\}\) and \(c^* = v + v'\). This means that \(BFSF[v]\) and \(BFSB[v']\) have at least one type in common. Hence, for any \(\gamma \in [0, 1]\), as the number of probes \(p\) goes to infinity, it follows from Lemma 5 that BiSS finds the level \(n\) and
the level $m$ for which $T^F_\ast[n]$ and $T^B_\ast[m]$ match with respect to $\gamma$ with probability approaching one. Since the candidate values for $n$ and $m$ are gradually increased, the first such values $n$ and $m$ found must fulfill that the probability of having $\hat{c}^* = n + m \leq c^*$ approaches one.

By mapping the goal state $g$ to a special unique goal type (see Definition 19), denoted here as $t_g$, and setting $\gamma = 1.0$, we prove that, as the number of probes $p$ goes to infinity, the probability of BiSS producing a perfect prediction goes to one.

**Theorem 5.** Given a start state $s$, a goal state $g$, a type system $T$ mapping $g$ to a goal type, $\gamma = 1.0$, and a number $p$ of probes, the probability of BiSS producing an estimate $\hat{c}^*$ with $\hat{c}^* = c^*$ approaches one as the number of probes $p$ goes to infinity.

**Proof.** Let $\hat{c}^* = n + m$ where $T^F_\ast[n]$ and $T^B_\ast[m]$ is the first match found by BiSS for $\gamma = 1.0$. The probability of having $n + m \leq c^*$ approaches one as $p$ goes to infinity follows from Lemma 6.

We now prove that the probability of having $n + m \geq c^*$ also approaches one as $p$ goes to infinity. Note that $T^B_\ast[0]$ contains only the goal type $t_g$. Thus, with $\gamma = 1.0$, a match between $T^F_\ast[n]$ and $T^B_\ast[m]$ occurs only if $t_g \in T^F_\ast[n + m]$. Since $t_g$ contains only the goal state $g$, $g$ must be on a path of cost $m + n$ from $s$, which according to Lemma 5 happens with probability approaching one as $p$ goes to infinity. Since $c^*$ is the optimal solution cost for $s$, this implies that, in this case, $m + n \geq c^*$. Consequently, the probability of having $m + n = c^*$ approaches one as $p$ goes to infinity.

The proof of Theorem 5 assumes that BiSS’s probing expanded states of all possible types in every level before checking for a match between $T^F_\ast[.]$ and $T^B_\ast[.]$. This theorem proves that BiSS correctly predicts the optimal solution cost when $\gamma = 1.0$ and the number of probes goes to infinity.

In the next section we show empirically that BiSS also produces accurate predictions with a limited number of probes and lower $\gamma$-values.

**Time Complexity**

What dictates the time complexity of BiSS is $|T|$, the size of the type system being used, $b$, the problem’s branching factor, $p$, the number of probes, and $C = \max \{n_i + m_i\}$, the largest $n_i + m_i$ value returned by the probes. We assume the representative-weight pairs (maintained by all the collections such as $A^F[.]$, $A^B[.]$) are stored in a hash table and that the insert and search operations on the table are made in constant time. We further assume a probe will terminate with a match of the two frontiers. BiSS generates $|T| \cdot b$ nodes at each step of the forward or backward frontiers in the worst case. Therefore, BiSS generates up to $|T| \cdot b \cdot C$ nodes during each probe. In the worst case, when checking for a match between the two frontiers there will be a nonempty intersection between
$T^F[.]$ and $T^B[.]$ for all values of $v$ (as in Definition 21) except the last one. When $\gamma = 1.0$ this results in $|T| \cdot C^2$ comparisons until the match is found and the probe terminates. Therefore, in the worst case $\text{BiSS}$ has a running time of $O(p \cdot (|T| \cdot b \cdot C + |T| \cdot C^2))$.

**Memory Complexity**

The size of the type system $|T|$ and $C = \max_i \{n_i + m_i\}$ determine the memory complexity of $\text{BiSS}$. We again assume a probe will always finish with a match between the two frontiers. In the worst case there will be $|T|$ states at each level of both forward and backward frontier. We can approximate the number of representative-weight pairs to be stored in memory when $\gamma = 1.0$ as $C \cdot |T| + \frac{C}{2} \cdot |T|$. The first term in the sum accounts for the pairs in the forward frontier, and the second for the pairs in the backward frontier. Recall that the memory requirement for the forward frontier is larger as this is the frontier we advance while looking for a match. Thus, $\text{BiSS}$ has a worst-case memory complexity of $O(C \cdot |T|)$.

### 5.3.4 Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate empirically the accuracy and runtime of $\text{BiSS}$.

**Experimental Setup**

**Problem domains.**

Our experiments are run in three domains: the Blocks World, the Sliding-Tile puzzle, and the Pancake puzzle. We use two sizes for each domain, a smaller size used to compare $\text{BiSS}$ to $\text{SCP}$ and a larger size to demonstrate the scalability of $\text{BiSS}$. $\text{SCP}$ cannot be run on the large versions of the domains as its preprocessing step would be prohibitively time-consuming.

**Heuristic functions.** As stated earlier in the chapter, while not designed to, heuristic functions themselves can be used as predictors of the optimal solution cost if they are applied to the start state. They are typically faster but less accurate than predictors designed exclusively to predict the optimal solution cost. To show this we also compare the accuracy of $\text{BiSS}$’s predictions with the accuracy of two heuristic functions. First, it is natural to compare $\text{BiSS}$ to the heuristic used to define its type system. In our experiment, this heuristic is always admissible. However, as we observed in our experiments with $\text{SCP}$, admissible heuristic functions are known as poor estimators of the optimal solution cost compared to inadmissible heuristics. For examples of inadmissible heuristics see, e.g., Bonet and Geffner [6], Hoffmann and Nebel [30], and Richter, Helmert, and Westphal [75]. Like we did in the $\text{SCP}$ experiments, we choose the Bootstrap heuristic [35] to represent the class...
of inadmissible heuristics for two reasons. First, IDA* with the Bootstrap heuristic was found to produce near-optimal solutions while expanding relatively few nodes, which suggests the heuristic is providing accurate estimates of the optimal solution cost. Second, the Bootstrap heuristic was shown to be superior to some of the inadmissible heuristics mentioned above on the Blocks World (Jabbari Arfaee et al. [35]).

Type systems. We use the type systems defined in Equations 3.5 and 3.6. However, in contrast with the experiments with CDP and SCP, we do not consider the heuristic value of the parent of node \( n \) when computing \( n \)’s type. We redefine such type systems as \( T'_c \) and \( T'_gc \) below.

\[
T'_c(s) = (h(s), c(s,0), \ldots, c(s,H)),
\]

where \( h(s) \) is the heuristic value of node \( s \), \( c(s,k) \) is how many of \( s \)’s children have heuristic value \( k \), and \( H \) is the maximum heuristic value a node can assume;

\[
T'_gc(s) = (T'_c(s), gc(s,0), \ldots, gc(s,H)),
\]

where \( gc(s,k) \) is how many of \( s \)’s grandchildren have heuristic value \( k \).

We run BiSS with the same set of input parameters for all the experiments. In particular, we use 2 probes and \( \gamma = 0.5 \). As \( K \) also depends on the number of steps \( m \) (see Definition 21), BiSS is able to make accurate predictions in domains with different average solution costs while using the same \( \gamma \)-value. SCP was run with the input parameter that produced the best results among a large set of parameters we tested. For BiSS the type system and the set of input parameters (\( p \) and \( \gamma \)) were chosen so that BiSS would make predictions quickly. For instance, BiSS’s predictions are more accurate using the larger \( T'_gc \) type system. However, using \( T'_gc \) in domains with large branching factor could result in very large type systems, which would result in slow prediction computations. Thus, \( T'_c \) will be preferred in that case. Besides \( T'_c \) and \( T'_gc \) one could also create type systems “in between” those two by evaluating only a subset of the children or a subset of the grandchildren of a node while calculating its type. Another alternative for controlling the size of the type system is to use the clustering-based type systems described in Chapter 3. The type system used in each experiment is specified below. When using a type system \( T \) for BiSS we used the same \( T \) for SCP, but with the heuristic value of the parent node added.

As in the SCP experiments, predictions are compared using relative unsigned error

The results will be presented in tables like Table 5.3. The first column shows the optimal solution cost, followed by the relative unsigned error of different predictors. We compare BiSS with SCP,
Table 5.3: BiSS and SCP predictions on the 15 blocks world

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Relative Unsigned Error</th>
<th>Percentage Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>SCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bootstrap (BS), and the heuristic (h) used to define the type system for BiSS and SCP. We also show the percentage of problem instances for which a predictor makes perfect predictions ($\hat{c}^* = c^*$). The best values in each row are in bold.

**Blocks World**

We ran experiments on smaller problems with 15 blocks and larger ones with 20 blocks, using 1,000 uniformly random instances to measure the accuracy of the predictors. Optimal solutions were obtained with Slaney and Thiebaux’s [78] solver. In both cases, for ease of comparison to SCP and Bootstrap, the goal state is fixed and has all blocks in a single stack. The type system used is $T'_c$, built with the very weak “Out of Place” heuristic, which counts the number of blocks not in their goal position, cf. Jabbari Arfaee et al. [35]. SCP was run with the type system $T'_c$, sampling 10 million states in its preprocessing step, and using 10 uniformly random instances to calculate the required $\epsilon$-values.

Our results on 15 blocks are shown in Table 5.3. BiSS is very accurate for this domain; its predictions are nearly perfect. Bootstrap and SCP’s errors vary considerably with the optimal solution cost of the problem instances and are much higher than BiSS’s error. For 20 blocks (Table 5.4), again BiSS makes nearly perfect predictions and is far more accurate than the Bootstrap heuristic. BiSS’s predictions are also substantially more accurate than the values of the heuristic used to build the type system. For example, for problem instances with optimal solution cost of 37 BiSS makes perfect predictions, while the heuristic has an error of 47%.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>BiSS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>Percentage Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: BiSS predictions on the 20 Blocks World

**Sliding-Tile Puzzle**

The smaller size of the sliding-tile puzzle we experimented with was the 4x4 puzzle (15-puzzle). Accuracy was measured over 1,000 uniformly random instances. We used $T'_c$ with Manhattan Distance (MD) as the type system. Table 5.5 shows the results. MD underestimates the actual solution cost by about 30%. The Bootstrap heuristic, SCP and BiSS with our default set of parameters (2 probes and $\gamma = 0.5$) are all very accurate for this domain. SCP is slightly more accurate than BiSS with small costs but the trend shifts for larger costs. However, in results not shown, if the number of probes and the $\gamma$-value are increased, BiSS and SCP make predictions of similar accuracy for the small costs too. Both predictors are more accurate than the Bootstrap heuristic.

The larger puzzle version used, the 5x5 puzzle (24-puzzle), has $25! / 2$ states reachable from the goal. Here accuracy was measured over 433 uniformly random start states, which were solved optimally using the 6-6-6-6 disjoint pattern database with reflection along the main diagonal [42]. We used $T'_c$ with MD as the type system. Table 5.6 shows the results. BiSS is substantially more accurate than Bootstrap. For example, for instances with optimal solution cost of 100, BiSS’s predictions are only 3 moves ($0.03 \times 100$) different than the true optimal solution cost, on average, whereas Bootstrap’s are 8 moves different.

**Pancake Puzzle**

For the pancake puzzle we also compare to the “GaP” heuristic [28], a highly accurate hand-crafted admissible heuristic for this domain.
The smaller size of the pancake puzzle we used was the 10-pancake puzzle, which has 10! states reachable from the goal state. We used 5,000 uniformly random instances to compute the accuracy of the predictions. The heuristic used to construct the type systems was the maximum of the regular and the dual lookups [85] of a pattern database built by keeping the identity of the four smallest pancakes and turning the other pancakes into “don’t cares”. Here the type system used is $T'_c$. Table 5.7 shows that even GaP is not as accurate as BiSS for the 10-pancake.

The larger size of the pancake puzzle we used was the 35-pancake, which has 35! states reachable from the goal state. We used 1,000 uniformly random instances to measure accuracy and solved them optimally using the GaP heuristic. The heuristic used in the experiment was the 5-5-5-5-5-5-5 additive pattern database heuristic [82], which we used to construct a “coarser” version of the $T'_c$ type system and to provide features for the Bootstrap heuristic [35]. Even though very accurate, BiSS’s prediction computations were slow when using the $T'_c$ type system. In order to speed up the predictions, we reduced the size of the type system by accounting for the heuristic value of only the three children generated by the first three actions available to a node according to our implementation. This is in contrast with the regular $T'_c$ type system which accounts for the heuristic values of all the children. Table 5.8 shows the results. For an optimal solution cost larger than 32, the results for BiSS, Bootstrap, and GaP are similar. Here we observe that all three methods produce accurate predictions in this domain, and BiSS was never worse than any other tested method. Moreover, BiSS tends to have a higher percentage of problem instances predicted perfectly. Note that as the Pancake puzzle gets larger the relative unsigned error of the GaP heuristic gets smaller.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Relative Unsigned Error</th>
<th>Percentage Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: BiSS predictions on the 24-puzzle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Relative Unsigned Error</th>
<th>Percentage Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>GaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>0.06</strong></td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: BiSS and SCP predictions on the 10-pancake

**Empirical Runtime**

BiSS’s runtime is polynomial in the size of the type system, the predicted solution cost, the number of probes, and the branching factor. Table 5.9 shows how this time complexity translates into actual runtime by showing the fastest (min), slowest (max), and the average (mean) prediction runtimes for the set of problem instances used in the accuracy experiment above. Table 5.9 shows the runtime for \( p = 2 \) and \( \gamma = 0.5 \) (using an Intel Xeon CPU X5650, 2.67GHz).

BiSS is thus considerably faster than solving the problem suboptimally; the mean times for Bootstrap (also using a 2.67GHz machine) to suboptimally solve one single instance were 3h 49 mins, 14 mins 5 s, and 2 h 29 mins, respectively, for the three domains in Table 5.9 [35]. The advantage becomes even more evident when comparing to optimal solving time. For instance, Korf et al. [50] predicted it would take 51,454 years to solve one 24-puzzle instance of average solution cost with IDA* guided by Manhattan Distance. BiSS takes about 30 seconds on average to make
### Table 5.8: BiSS predictions on the 35-pancake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Relative Unsigned Error</th>
<th>Percentage Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: BiSS predictions on the 35-pancake

### Table 5.9: BiSS runtime for \( p = 2, \gamma = 0.5 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 Blocks World</td>
<td>26s</td>
<td>57s</td>
<td>41s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Sliding-Tile Puzzle</td>
<td>18s</td>
<td>48s</td>
<td>30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Pancake Puzzle</td>
<td>19s</td>
<td>30s</td>
<td>24s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: BiSS runtime for \( p = 2, \gamma = 0.5 \).

very accurate predictions of the optimal solution cost when using Manhattan Distance to build its type system.

#### 5.3.5 Predictions for Very Large State Spaces

We also used BiSS (again using \( p = 2, \gamma = 0.5 \), and the \( T_{gc} \) type system with MD) to predict the optimal solution cost of problem instances for the \( n^2 \) Sliding-Tile puzzle with \( n \in \{6, 7, 8\} \), i.e., state spaces much too large to be solved optimally by any known technique in a reasonable time. The number of instances for which predictions were made and the average time (in minutes) taken by BiSS to compute one prediction are shown in the first two rows of Table 5.10. We have no way to verify the accuracy of the individual predictions directly, but we did devise a way to evaluate the accuracy of the average predicted optimal solution cost on these sets of instances; the average predictions are shown in the third row of Table 5.10.

Parberry [67] proved lower and upper bounds for the average solution cost of the \( n^2 \)-puzzle to be cubic in \( n \). Thus one way to estimate the average solution cost for the Sliding-Tile puzzle is to fit a third-order polynomial to the known average solution costs and then infer the unknown average solution costs. The average solution cost for the (2x2), (3x3), and (4x4) puzzles are roughly 3, 22, and 53, respectively. The average solution cost obtained from solving more than 400 instances of the (5x5) puzzle is approximately 101. The third-order polynomial fit for these data is \( 0.8333 \cdot n^3 - 1.5 \cdot n^2 + 10.6667 \cdot n - 19 \). The results for the polynomial fit, shown in the final row of Table 5.10, are very close to BiSS’s average predictions, suggesting that BiSS’s individual predictions are also accurate.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>6x6</th>
<th>7x7</th>
<th>8x8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># instances</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiSS time (mins)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiSS avg predicted cost</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial predicted cost</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: BiSS’s predicted average optimal solution cost for very large state spaces.

5.3.6 Parameter Selection

In our experiments we fixed the number of probes $p$ to 2 and the confidence parameter $\gamma$ to 0.5. How would BiSS’s accuracy be affected by different settings of these parameters? We use the relative signed error to better understand the impact of different $p$ and $\gamma$ on BiSS’s predictions. The relative signed error is calculated by summing the difference between the predicted cost with the actual optimal solution cost for each problem instance. This sum is then divided by the sum of the actual costs. A system that always underestimates the actual optimal solution cost will have a negative relative signed error.

![Figure 5.13: Each curve represents the relative signed error for different values of $\gamma$; for larger number of probes, the predictions tend to have a negative signed error.](image)

According to Lemma 6 for $\gamma < 1.0$ BiSS will have a zero or negative relative signed error in the limit of large $p$. This trend is illustrated in an experiment on the 15-puzzle shown in Figure 5.13, where each curve shows the relative signed error of the predictions for different values of $\gamma$. As we increase the number of probes, the relative signed error of BiSS becomes negative, independently of the value of $\gamma$. Hence, for any setting of $0 < \gamma < 1.0$, increasing $p$ beyond a certain value will cause signed error, and therefore also unsigned error, to increase. With sufficiently small values of $\gamma$ BiSS will almost always underestimate the optimal solution cost, so it will have a negative signed error even when $p = 1$, which will only get worse as $p$ is increased. For larger values of $\gamma$ BiSS will overestimate the optimal solution cost when $p = 1$ so its signed error will be positive.
Increasing $p$ will drive the signed error towards 0, i.e., increase the accuracy of the predictions, until
$p$ is large enough that the signed error becomes negative. At this point further increases of $p$ will
cause accuracy to get worse. This gives some guidance as to how these two parameters might be
set automatically: find a value of $\gamma$ that is small (so that prediction is fast) but sufficiently large that
BiSS with $p = 1$ overestimates, and then increase $p$ until BiSS begins to underestimate.

5.4 The C&C Assumption for Predicting Optimal Solution Costs

CDP and SS, presented in Chapter 3, assume that nodes of the same type root subtrees of the same
size. TSS, introduced in Chapter 4, assumes that nodes of the same type root isomorphic subtrees.
The assumption SCP and BiSS make for predicting the optimal solution cost is not as intuitive.
That is why we chose to state their assumption after fully explaining the two algorithms.

SCP and BiSS assume that subtrees $R_m$ and $R_n$ rooted at nodes $n$ and $m$ of the same type have
the same set of types at any level $i$. Formally, let $S_m^i$ and $S_n^i$ be the set of nodes encountered at level
$i$ of subtrees $R_m$ and $R_n$, respectively. For type system $T$ and level $i$, SCP and BiSS assume that,

$$\{T(s) | s \in S_m^i\} = \{T(s) | s \in S_n^i\}$$

(5.10)

When using a type system that has goal types and obeys Equation 5.10 for all nodes $m$ and $n$ of
the same type, both SCP and BiSS are able to produce perfect predictions of the optimal solution
cost.

5.5 Learning Strong Heuristic Functions from Predictions

The use of machine learning to learn a heuristic function recently became popular, see for instance
[17, 35, 76, 83]. One of the main challenges faced by such learning systems is to collect training in-
stances; in order to learn heuristics one must know the solution cost of a sufficiently large number of
problem instances. We now describe one successful system developed for learning strong heuristic
functions for large state spaces called Bootstrap, which we used in other experiments in this chapter.

5.5.1 The Bootstrap Learning System

Jabbari Arfaee et al., [35] presented a learning system, Bootstrap, that generates training data
through bootstrapping. Bootstrap tries to solve problem instances with a (possibly weak) initial
heuristic $h_0$ within a time limit. The instances that the method manages to solve form a training
set that is used to learn another, stronger heuristic $h_1$. The process is then repeated with $h_1$ replacing $h_0$, hoping that some of the instances not solved in the previous iteration will be solved and a new training set will be obtained. Experiments showed that IDA* finds near-optimal solutions for state-space problems once a Bootstrap heuristic is learned.

We refer to Jabbari Arfaee et al.’s system as the Bootstrap system and to the heuristics learned by their system as the Bootstrap heuristics.

The Bootstrap Drawback

Although the Bootstrap system is able to learn strong heuristic functions for large state spaces, the process of learning could be time-consuming. For example, the Bootstrap system takes two days to learn a strong heuristic for the Rubik’s Cube. The bootstrap process is time-consuming for two reasons. First, Bootstrap spends a substantial amount of time trying and failing to solve problem instances to form the training set. This procedure is time-consuming because it is hard to separate the hard-to-solve from the easy-to-solve instances. It is difficult to make this separation even when using CDP or SS to predict the number of nodes expanded by IDA* while solving the instances. In addition to being able to predict the size of the search tree, in order to be able to separate the easy from the hard instances one has to know the optimal solution cost of those instances. SCP or BiSS could be used to estimate the optimal solution cost, but even accurate predictions of the optimal solution cost (e.g., predictions with relative unsigned error within 0.02) could be misleading. For instance, if BiSS predicts the optimal solution cost of a problem instance of the 24-puzzle is 100 when it is actually 102, the instance is in fact much harder to solve than we predict it is. This is because the size of the search tree usually grows exponentially with the solution cost.

The second reason for the Bootstrap learning process being slow is that it ultimately learns from the easy instances first. Therefore, it can take several iterations until a heuristic is created that is able to solve hard problem instances quickly.

5.5.2 Using BiSS to Learn Heuristic Functions

We propose BiSS-h, a different approach to learning heuristics, with the goal of reducing learning time. Instead of using search to solve problem instances to generate a training set, we use BiSS predictions to generate the training set.

Algorithm 14 presents BiSS-h. It takes input a value $\gamma$ and a type system $T$, both required by BiSS. Recall that $\gamma$ dictates how much the forward and the backward frontiers must overlap so that a match occurs. Higher values of $\gamma$ will require a larger overlap of the frontiers, thus the predictions
Algorithm 14 BiSS-h

Input: value of $\gamma$, type system $T$
Output: heuristic function $h$

1: Collect a set $I$ of problem instances
2: $Tr \leftarrow \emptyset$
3: for each $i \in I$ do
4: $c_i \leftarrow BiSS(i, \gamma)$
5: $Tr \leftarrow \{Tr, (i, c_i)\}$
6: end for
7: learn $h$ from $Tr$

will tend to overestimate the optimal solution cost for a fixed number of probes. A training set with solution costs that overestimate the actual values will bias the heuristic function learned from that set to also overestimate its estimations of the cost-to-go. Again we use $\gamma = 0.5$.

In line 1 BiSS-h collects the instances that will form the training set. In our experiments we use a general method that collects instances by performing random walks from the goal and also by generating truly random instances when possible. We mix instances generated by random walks of short length with random instances so that the training set will contain both easy and hard problem instances. For each instance $i$ in $I$ we generate one training pair $(i, c_i)$. This is in contrast with the Bootstrap method, which uses, for every bootstrap instance solved by the method, all the nodes on the path to the goal. By doing so Bootstrap balances the number of easy and hard instances in its training set. As BiSS does not solve a problem instance, it does not generate a path from start to goal. Thus, we add easy instances to our training set with the random walks of short length. After we collect the set $I$ and BiSS makes predictions $c_i$ for each instance $i \in I$, the resulting training set $Tr$ is used for learning a heuristic function $h$.

Using Neural Networks

The learning algorithm we use in our experiments is the same as that used by Jabbari Arfaee et al.: a neural network (NN) with one output neuron representing cost-to-goal and three hidden units trained using standard backpropagation and mean squared error (MSE). Training ended after 500 epochs or when MSE < 0.005. The time required to train a NN is only a few seconds, thus we ignore this time when computing the learning time for both Bootstrap and BiSS-h. For Bootstrap and BiSS-h we always used exactly the same set of features, which we describe below.

5.5.3 Experimental Evaluation of BiSS-h

Our experiments are on the 24-puzzle, the 35 pancake puzzle, and Rubik's Cube. For a description of these domains see Section 2.4.
Experimental Setup

We compare BiSS-h solely to Bootstrap since (1) we evaluate its learning time and (2) in terms of search performance, IDA* using a Bootstrap heuristic outperforms standard suboptimal search algorithms on the domains tested [35]. All our experiments are run on a machine with 2.6 GHz clockspeed. Both systems are tested on the same test instances.

As we are interested in learning effective heuristics quickly, we use with BiSS-h the smallest training sets reported by Jabbari Arfaee et al. [35] (500 training instances). Smaller training sets result in shorter learning time.

Evaluation metric. We evaluate Bootstrap and BiSS-h primarily on the basis of the time required to learn a heuristic. To ensure that the heuristics learned are of roughly the same quality, we also measure the average solving time and average suboptimality of the solutions. We compute the suboptimality for one problem instance as follows. We divide the cost of the solution found by the optimal cost and then subtract one from the result of the division and multiply by 100. For instance, a value of suboptimality of 5.7 for learning algorithm X means in average the solutions found by IDA* using the heuristic learned by X were 5.7% longer than optimal. We present units of time in our tables of results with the letters d, h, m, and s after the numbers, indicating days, hours, minutes, and seconds, respectively. All heuristics were tested using the same implementation of IDA*.

24-puzzle. The features used for the NN were Manhattan Distance (MD), number of out-of-place tiles, position of the blank, and five 4-tile pattern PDBs. BiSS uses the $T_{gc}$ type system with MD to predict the optimal solution cost of the instances in $I$. For this domain, 400 out of the 500 training instances were generated with random walks from the goal. The length of each random walk was chosen randomly between 1 and 50 moves. The 100 remaining training instances were generated randomly. Korf and Felner’s 50 problem instances [42] constitute the test set.

35 Pancake Puzzle. The input features for the NN were seven 5-token PDBs (but instead of using the regular lookup from the PDBs, we use the maximum of the regular and the dual lookups [85]), a binary value indicating whether the middle pancake is out of place, and the number of the largest out-of-place pancake. BiSS uses the $T_{c}$ type system with the additive PDBs as heuristic functions [82]. The training instances for the 35 Pancake Puzzle are generated exactly in the same way they are generated for the 24-puzzle. We use 50 random instances as the test set.

Rubik’s Cube. The features used for Rubik’s Cube are the three PDBs introduced by Korf [?]. The test set consist of Korf’s 10 instances [?]. BiSS uses the $T_{c}$ type system with the three PDBs
introduced by Korf [?]. However, instead of taking the maximum of the PDBs, as Korf uses to solve instances of the puzzle, we use the values of each PDB separately in the type system. For this domain, we generate easy and hard training instances solely with random walks from the goal. The length of each random walk for Rubik’s Cube was chosen randomly between 1 and 80 moves.

**Experimental Results**

Table 5.11 shows the BiSS-h experimental results. We observe that with BiSS-h we reduce the time required for learning from the order of hours and days to minutes, while keeping the quality of the learned heuristics roughly the same. An important fact to note from the data in Table 5.11 is that this is the first time, to the best of our knowledge, that near-optimal solutions have been found for Rubik’s Cube in substantially less time than optimal solutions – the fastest known average optimal solving time for random instances of the Rubik’s Cube is due to Zahavi et al. [85]: 12 hours, 16 minutes and 41 seconds on average. Moreover, if using 200 training instances instead of 500 we can learn a strong heuristic in only 21 minutes for this domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Learning Time</th>
<th>Solving Time</th>
<th>Suboptimality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24-puzzle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>11h 43m</td>
<td>64s</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>17m</td>
<td>77s</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Pancake Puzzle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>1d 11h</td>
<td>48s</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>33m</td>
<td>33s</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubik’s Cube</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST</td>
<td>2d</td>
<td>8.253s</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiSS</td>
<td>53m</td>
<td>2.148s</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11: We observe major reductions in learning time when using BiSS for learning heuristic functions.

**Solving single instances.** Bootstrap’s learning times are prohibitive when one is interested in solving a single problem instance. To address this problem, Jabbari Arfaee et al. suggested a method that interleaves learning heuristics and solving the given target instance.

By using the interleaving method the Bootstrap system finds solutions of similar quality of those presented in Table 5.11, but in much less time. On average, it solves an instance of the 24-puzzle in 14 minutes and 5 seconds; an instance of the 35 Pancake Puzzle in 1 hour and 42 minutes; and an instance of the Rubik’s Cube in 10 hours and 54 minutes [35]. Only on the 24-puzzle is the interleaving system of Bootstrap slightly faster than BiSS-h for learning a general-purpose heuristic function. Our results suggest that it tends to be faster to use BiSS-h to learn a general-purpose
heuristic function \( h(\cdot) \) and then use \( h(\cdot) \) to solve the problem instance than to use Bootstrap’s interleaving process.

**The Selection of Training Instances Matters**

We ran additional experiments with BiSS-h on the 20 blocks world and they showed that the strategy for collecting the training instances matters. IDA* with the heuristic BiSS-h learns using the same strategy as in the other experiments (i.e., using a mix of easy and hard training instances) solved only 10 out of the 50 test instances with a time limit of one hour per instance. BiSS-h clearly failed to learn a strong heuristic in this case considering that IDA* solves the same instances in about 30 seconds on average when using a Bootstrap heuristic. We then ran our system again but, instead of using the training set consisting of random walk instances and truly random instances, we used the instances used by Bootstrap on its last iteration, including all the instances on a path to the goal found by Bootstrap. With these instances our system learned a strong heuristic. This result suggests that the training instances play a crucial role on the quality of the heuristic learned.

**5.6 Conclusions**

In some real world scenarios it might be sufficient to know the solution cost of a problem. Classical search algorithms find the solution cost by finding an optimal path from start to goal. Heuristic functions estimate the cost of such a path, but are required to be fast enough to be calculated for many nodes during the search.

In this chapter we presented SCP and BiSS, two algorithms designed for predicting the optimal solution cost of a problem. While such methods can be viewed as heuristic functions, they differ from heuristics conceptually in that: 1) they are not required to be fast enough to guide search algorithms; 2) they do not favor admissibility; and 3) they aim at making accurate predictions and thus our measure of effectiveness is prediction accuracy, in contrast to solution quality and search time used to measure the effectiveness of heuristic functions.

We showed empirically that SCP makes fairly accurate predictions in most of the domains tested. We also studied the impact of the parameters required by SCP on the prediction accuracy. Namely, we empirically studied the impact of the threshold parameter \( c \), of the \( \epsilon \)-cuts, and of the prediction lookahead \( r \) on the prediction accuracy. Our results suggested that (1) for any value of \( c \) between 0.8 and 0.99 SCP makes accurate predictions; (2) \( \epsilon \)-truncation can substantially improve the prediction accuracy; and (3) the prediction lookahead can improve the prediction accuracy at the cost of increasing the runtime.
We showed that BiSS does not require preprocessing and is guaranteed to return the optimal solution cost in the limit as the number of its probes goes to infinity. We showed empirically that BiSS makes accurate predictions in several domains while using the same set of input parameters. We also studied empirically how to set BiSS’s input parameters $p$ and $\gamma$. When verifying its accuracy, our experiments showed that BiSS scales much better than SCP. We also showed BiSS could be applied to state spaces much larger than can be solved optimally in a reasonable time.

Finally, we presented an application of a solution cost predictor. Namely, we presented BiSS-h, a learning system that uses a solution cost predictor instead of a search algorithm to generate the training set required to learn heuristics. BiSS-h is able to quickly learn effective heuristics. Our system reduces the time required previously to learn effective heuristics from days to minutes.

Our empirical results with BiSS-h on the 20-blocks world clearly suggest that by carefully selecting training instances we could learn much stronger heuristics. To the best of our knowledge, our learning system is the only one that gives the flexibility of choosing which instances are used for training. Previous systems are restricted to the instances that are solvable by a search method to form the training set. As BiSS can predict the optimal solution cost of virtually any problem instance, our system opens up the possibility of applying active learning techniques [77] – a subject of future work.
Chapter 6

Stratified Tree Search

6.1 Introduction

Many interesting real-world problems can be cast as a state-space search problem. In Section 2.4 we describe several domains we use as benchmark problems for our algorithms and how they represent a broad class of important problems. Heuristic search algorithms are frequently used for solving state-space problems. In this chapter we present algorithms for finding suboptimal solution paths from a given start state to a goal state.

6.1.1 Problem Formulation

Given a directed and implicitly defined search tree representing a state-space problem [65] rooted at start state $s^*$, the least-cost path planning problem is the task of finding an optimal solution path from $s^*$ to a goal node. In this chapter we are interested in finding suboptimal solutions for the least-cost path planning problem. Although we are looking for suboptimal solutions, we are interested in finding solutions of good quality, i.e., solutions as near to optimal.

6.1.2 Background

As mentioned in earlier chapters, heuristic search algorithms use a heuristic function to guide their search to find solutions for state-space problems. A heuristic function $h(\cdot)$ estimates the cost-to-go of a node, i.e., it estimates the optimal cost of a solution path from a given node. Intuitively, nodes with lower heuristic value are more promising than nodes with higher heuristic value as they seem to be closer to a solution. Recall that heuristic search algorithms such as IDA* [43] use the function $f(s) = g(s) + h(s)$ to guide their search, where $g(s)$ is the cost from a start state $s^*$ to node $s$ in the search tree. $f(s)$ is an estimate of the lowest cost of all solutions for $s^*$ that go through $s$. IDA* usually explores fewer nodes while searching for a solution if $h(\cdot)$ offers accurate estimates of the
cost-to-go.

Beam search [5] uses heuristic functions in a different way to guide search. Beam search selects for expansion the $B$ nodes with the lowest $f$-value at a given level of search, where the “beam width” $B$ is an input parameter. Thus, in this case, the accuracy of the heuristic estimates is no longer important. For beam search, ideally, a heuristic function will correctly rank nodes in the search tree: nodes closer to a goal receive a lower heuristic value than nodes farther from a goal. In contrast with IDA*, here the absolute value is not important. The existence of different strategies for using a heuristic function allows one to choose the appropriate algorithm for existing heuristic functions in practical scenarios.

In this chapter we present a heuristic search algorithm, Stratified Tree Search (STS), that uses a heuristic function in yet a different way. Our goal was to develop a general-purpose heuristic search algorithm for finding near-optimal solutions in relatively large domains when only weak heuristics were available. When we refer to weak heuristics we mean heuristics that (1) do not provide accurate estimates of the cost-to-go and (2) do not provide an accurate ranking of the nodes in the search tree. Analogously, when we refer to strong heuristics we mean heuristics that either (1) provide accurate estimates of the cost-to-go or (2) provide an accurate ranking of the nodes in the search tree.

While other heuristic search algorithms rely on the estimates of the cost-to-go or on the ranking provided by a heuristic for the nodes in the search tree, STS uses a heuristic to group together nodes with similar solution cost. Consider the following example.

Example 13. Suppose an agent wants to find the shortest path from its current location to the closest grocery store. If it is known that heading south or west from its current location will lead to paths of the same length, then only one of the two initial directions (south or west) must be further explored for planning, the other direction can be ignored. Note that we do not need to know the estimated solution length by heading south or west nor which direction looks more promising—we only need to know which directions lead to solutions of the same cost.

6.1.3 Contributions

The content of this chapter is published in the Proceedings of the Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (2013) [59]. In this chapter we make the following contributions.

- We present STS, which is the application of the ideas of Chen’s SS for finding suboptimal paths from start to goal in state-space search problems. STS also uses a type system and it assumes that nodes of the same type lead to solutions of the same cost. As we explain
later in the chapter, STS has Breadth-First Search and random walk search as special cases. STS using different type systems results in different search algorithms in the spectrum of possibilities between Breadth-First Search and random walks.

- We empirically compare STS to BULB [21], a variation of beam search equipped with backtracking, and Weighted IDA* (WIDA*) [45], two standard suboptimal heuristic search algorithms that also scale to state spaces as large as the ones we use as testbeds, and also to IDA*-BST, which is IDA* using the Bootstrap heuristic [35].

- STS offers a good tradeoff between solution quality and search speed by varying the size of the type system in most of the cases. However, in some cases, STS does not provide a fine adjustment of this tradeoff. We present a simple variant of STS, named Beam STS (BSTS), that allows one to make fine adjustments of the tradeoff between solution quality and search speed. BSTS combines the ideas of Stratified Tree Search with those of beam search.

### 6.1.4 Chapter Outline

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we present the “vanilla” STS and show that STS can perform much better than traditional heuristic search algorithm on classical state-space problems such as the Blocks World when only weak heuristics are available. In Section 6.3 we present Beam STS, a variation of STS that uses the ideas of beam search. We also show experimental results comparing Beam STS with our vanilla STS.

### 6.2 Stratified Tree Search

STS is a heuristic search algorithm that uses the C&C paradigm. STS assumes that nodes of the same type lead to solutions of the same cost, thus only one node of each type must be expanded. The STS algorithm is the application of Chen’s ideas [11, 12] for finding suboptimal solution paths for state-space search problems. Recall that Chen’s SS uses a type system to efficiently estimate the size of backtrack search trees. Chen assumed that nodes of the same type at a level of the search tree would root subtrees of the same size. Therefore, by sampling only one node of each type SS efficiently estimates the size of a search tree.

Chen also showed that SS can be used to measure any property of backtrack search trees [11]. Therefore, in theory, SS is applicable for finding suboptimal solutions for the least-cost path planning problem. However, Chen assumed trees with bounded depth, and applied SS in domains with high solution density. For instance, Chen used SS for finding an approximation of the longest path.
for the uncrossed knight’s tour problem. In the uncrossed knight’s tour problem a knight is placed on a chess board and the goal is to find the longest tour that a knight in chess can make, with its chess-like moves (L-shaped), without crossing cells already visited. It is easy to obtain some solution in this domain as every leaf node (i.e., nodes not generating children) is a solution.

STS is able to find suboptimal solutions in combinatorial domains with unbounded depth that are much larger than the domains Chen used as testbeds. In experiments on the 35 Pancake puzzle, 20-blocks world, and 24-puzzle SS using the type systems proposed by Chen did not find any solution on 10 random instances of each domain with a three-hour time limit per instance; STS finds near-optimal solutions in seconds in all three domains for all instances tested (see Section 6.2.4 below). The main reason STS works better than SS in these larger domains with lower solution density is because STS uses a heuristic function to define its type system and guide its search.

STS resembles beam search in that it expands nodes in a level by level manner and in that it ignores a set of the nodes at every level of search. However, instead of expanding the $B$ best nodes according to the heuristic, STS expands one node of each type at every level of search. STS assumes that nodes of the same type lead to solutions of the same cost.

Figure 6.1 illustrates how STS compares to Breadth-First Search and beam search. The gray rectangles represent nodes expanded by each search algorithm in different levels of the UST. From Figure 6.1 we note the following.

- Breadth-First Search is not guided by a heuristic function and it explores all nodes at every level of the $UST$. Being exhaustive prevents Breadth-First Search from scaling to larger domains due to the prohibitively large number of nodes it explores and stores in memory.

- Beam search explores only the $B$ best nodes according to the heuristic function at every level of the search tree. While such a strategy can be quite effective when the heuristic is informative, there are cases, which we discuss later in the chapter, in which the heuristic could be misleading.
Algorithm 15 Stratified Tree Search

Input: start state \( s \), goal state \( g \), and type system \( T \)

Output: path from \( s \) to \( g \)

1: \( C \leftarrow \{\langle s, 1 \rangle\} \)
2: \( i \leftarrow 0 \)
3: while true do
4: empty \( N \)
5: \((C, P) \leftarrow \text{STS-Expansion}(C, i) // \text{see Algorithm 16}\)
6: if \( P \) is not empty then
7: return \( P \)
8: end if
9: if \( C \) is empty then
10: return failure
11: end if
12: \( i \leftarrow i + 1 \);
13: end while

- \( \text{STS} \) explores different parts of the \( UST \) guided by the type system. In contrast to beam search, \( \text{STS} \) also expands nodes that do not look promising according to the heuristic function. This strategy can be quite effective when the only heuristics available are too weak to guide traditional heuristic search algorithms.

Algorithms 15 and 16 present \( \text{STS} \). The reader will notice that this vanilla version of \( \text{STS} \) we now present is quite similar to \( \text{SS} \), shown in Algorithm 4 in Chapter 3.

\( \text{STS} \) receives as input a start state \( s \), a goal state \( g \), and a type system \( T \), and it returns a path from \( s \) to \( g \). \( \text{STS} \) assumes that nodes of the same type will lead to solutions of the same cost. Under this assumption, exploring only one node of each type is enough to find the optimal solution path to the goal. In Algorithm 16 \( \text{STS} \) keeps only two frontiers in memory, one for the current level of search \( (C) \), and another one for the next level of search \( (N) \). However, in our implementation of \( \text{STS} \) we keep all the levels in memory so that the path from start to goal can be recovered. \( \text{STS} \) stores pairs \( \langle s, w \rangle \) in the frontiers, where \( s \) is a node at a given level of search such that \( T(s) = t \), and \( w \) is a weight associated with \( s \). Again we call such a pair the representative pair of type \( t \), as \( \text{STS} \) keeps at most one such pair for every \( t \in T \) in each level. The value of \( w \) in a representative pair for type \( t \) is the estimated number of nodes of type \( t \) that exist at that level of search. Such weights were used by \( \text{SS} \) to estimate the size of a search tree. In \( \text{SS} \), the sum of all \( w \) values gives an estimate of the size of a search tree. \( \text{STS} \) uses \( w \) to sample the search tree uniformly.

Algorithm 15 starts by inserting the start state with a weight of one into the current frontier \( C \). As in Breadth-First Search, \( \text{STS} \) iterates through an entire level before moving to the next level of search. In the current implementation of \( \text{STS} \) we assume edges with unit cost. \( \text{STS} \) generalizes
Algorithm 16 STS-Expansion

Input: layer $C$ and cost $i$

Output: a tuple $(N, P)$ with layer $N$ and a solution path $P$

1: for each element $(s, w)$ in $C$ do
2: for each child $\hat{s}$ of $s$ do
3:  if $\hat{s}$ equals $g$ then
4:     return $(\emptyset, P)$, where $P$ is the solution path to $\hat{s}$
5:  end if
6:  if $N$ contains an element $(s', w')$ with $T(s') = T(\hat{s})$ then
7:     $w'' \leftarrow w' + w$
8:     with probability $w' / w''$, replace $(s', w')$ in $N$ by $(\hat{s}, w'')$
9:  else
10:     insert new element $(\hat{s}, w)$ in $N$.
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: return $(N, \emptyset)$

to domains with non-unit edge costs if instead of iterating over levels $STS$ iterates over layers of nodes of same $g$-cost. In Algorithm 16, $STS$ selects for expansion a state $s$ in a representative pair $(s, w)$ in $C$. If the goal is found among the children of $s$, then $STS$ returns the path through $s$ with cost $i + 1$. As we mentioned earlier, although not shown in the pseudocode, we keep in memory all levels expanded by $STS$ so that the solution path can be recovered. If the goal is not found, each child $\hat{s}$ of $s$ is considered for insertion in $N$. When $STS$ generates a node $\hat{s}$ of type $t$ and there is no representative pair for $t$ in $N$, then $\hat{s}$ is inserted with the weight of its parent in $N$. If there is a representative pair $(s', w')$ with $T(\hat{s}) = T(s') = t$ in $N$, then $STS$ adds $w$ to $w'$ — $STS$ estimated there were $w'$ nodes of type $t$ in $N$, and now $w$ nodes in $C$ generate a node of type $t$ in $N$. $STS$ replaces $(s', w')$ with the new representative pair $(\hat{s}, w' + w)$ with probability $w' / (w' + w)$. After expanding all nodes in representative pairs at a level of search $STS$ starts expanding the next level of search.

Note that every node seen during search may potentially become the node in a representative pair. Nodes that were generated from parents with higher values of $w$ have a higher chance of becoming a representative in exact proportion to their frequency of occurrence. $STS$ samples the search tree more uniformly by weighting nodes in this way.

Multiple Probes. The process just described represents one probe of $STS$. A probe finishes when $STS$ either finds a goal or reaches leaf nodes. In the latter case, $C$ will be empty and the algorithm will return failure. One could run multiple probes and possibly improve the performance of $STS$ by returning the solution with minimum cost found. An experiment illustrating the tradeoff between solution cost and runtime is discussed later (see Table 6.2).
**Transposition Detection.** The only kind of transposition detection we implemented in \( \text{STS} \) was parent-pruning, i.e., \( \text{STS} \) does not generate node \( \hat{s} \) from \( s \) if \( \hat{s} \) is the parent of \( s \) in the search tree. Transpositions can hurt the efficiency of a search algorithm because they could make the algorithm explore the same state multiple times. Later in this chapter we equip \( \text{STS} \) with a system for detecting transpositions.

**Restarts.** In some cases \( \text{STS} \) might be misled by the type system to explore large parts of the state-space that do not contain goal nodes. In this case a probe could take an arbitrarily large amount of time to finish. One can use a restart strategy during a probe to prevent \( \text{STS} \) from getting stuck in hopeless parts of the state-space. A restart strategy \( St \) is defined as \( St = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots \} \). A \( \text{STS} \) probe using \( St \) searches for a solution for \( x_1 \) time steps before restarting from scratch and searching for a solution for another \( x_2 \) time steps; this process goes on until the probe finishes. Luby et al. [63] present a generic restart strategy that can be used in \( \text{STS}'s \) probes. In Section 6.2.2 we assume a restart strategy is being used. However, we did not have to use restarts in our initial set of experiments, \( \text{STS} \) always quickly found near-optimal solutions in the domains tested. Later in this chapter, when we use \( \text{STS} \) on domain-independent planning problems we equip \( \text{STS} \) with a restarting strategy.

### 6.2.1 Type Systems

In general, a type system can use any information about a node to define its type. For instance, Chen suggests a general type system which counts how many children a node generates. Thus, in this case, two nodes are of the same type if they generate the same number of nodes (this is the type system we used with \( SS \) in the experiment mentioned above in which \( SS \) did not find any solution with a three-hour time limit). Like we did with \( SS, TSS, \) and \( BiSS \) in the previous chapters, we include the information provided by a heuristic function in the type systems \( \text{STS} \) uses. Namely, we use with \( \text{STS} \) the following type system we used in Chapter 5 with \( BiSS \).

\[
T'_{c}(s)=(h(s), c(s, 0), \ldots, c(s, H)),
\]

where \( h(s) \) is the heuristic value of node \( s \), \( c(s, k) \) is how many of \( s \)'s children have heuristic value \( k \), and \( H \) is the maximum heuristic value a node can assume. We use variants of \( T'_{c} \) in our experiments.

Beam search algorithms explore more nodes per level of search by increasing the value of \( B \). Analogously, \( \text{STS} \) explores more nodes per level by increasing the size of the type system. One could use the same strategy discussed in Section 3.6.1 for \( SS \) in which one increases the size of a
type system $T$ by appending a random integer to the information considered by $T$. For instance, one could define $T_r(s) = (T'_c(s), \nabla)$, where $\nabla$ is a random integer ranging from 1 to $M$. Thus, STS using $T_r$ expands at most $M$ different nodes for each type $u \in T'_c$. Larger values of $\nabla$ will make STS explore more nodes during search. We do not use this strategy in our experiments.

6.2.2 Theoretical Analysis

We use the definition of an algorithm being probabilistically approximately complete [34] to study the asymptotic behavior of STS.

Definition 23. Let $P_A(s^* \leq x)$ be the probability of search algorithm $A$ finding a path from start state $s^*$ to a goal state in time less than or equal to $x$. $A$ is called probabilistically approximately complete if, and only if, for any solvable start state $s^*$, $\lim_{x \to \infty} P_A(s^* \leq x) = 1$.

Theorem 6. STS with restarts is probabilistically approximately complete.

Proof. Every node reachable from $s^*$ has a non-zero probability of being expanded by STS. This is because every state $s$ of a given type $u$ has a non-zero probability of being the representative state of $u$. Therefore, if the number of allowed restarts is unbounded, $\lim_{x \to \infty} P_{STS}(s^* \leq x) = 1$.

Similarly, we say that STS is probabilistically approximately optimal, i.e., since an optimal path to a goal state has a non-zero probability of being explored, in the limit as the number of probes goes to infinity STS almost surely finds the optimal solution as long as the number of allowed restarts is unbounded.

Memory usage. STS keeps in memory one node for each representative pair in $C$ and $N$. Thus, the maximum number of nodes stored in a frontier is $|T|$, the size of the type system employed. If $d$ is the depth at which the solution is found, then STS keeps in memory at most $|T| \times d$ nodes.

Runtime behavior. STS generates at most $|T| \times b$ nodes at a level, where $b$ is the branching factor. Again considering that the solution is found at depth $d$, STS generates at most $|T| \times b \times d$ nodes.

6.2.3 The Quality-Speed Tradeoff

WIDA* and beam search have parameters – the weight $w$ by which WIDA* multiplies the heuristic value and the number of nodes $B$ beam search expands at each level of search – that can be varied to trade off solution quality and speed. Analogous to this, by varying the number of probes $p$ and the size of the type system, STS can trade solution quality for search speed. For instance, STS becomes Breadth-First Search when it uses a type system that assigns a different type to every node at a level.
of search. In this case, \textit{STS} finds optimal solutions in a single probe, but it will not scale to large state spaces due to memory restrictions. The other extreme is when \textit{STS} assigns every node to the same type. In this case \textit{STS} becomes a random walk. By varying the size of the type system one gets a “new” search algorithm in the large spectrum of possibilities between Breadth-First Search and random walks. The number of probes used can also give some flexibility on the quality of the solutions found by \textit{STS} and search speed. By increasing the number of probes and taking the best solution found by them, one will reduce the variance of the quality of the solution found by \textit{STS}.

\textbf{Experiments with Blocks World}

We illustrate the behavior of \textit{STS} when varying the size of the type system and the number of probes with experiments on two different state-space representations of the blocks world domain [78]. We use two representations of the blocks world because we are also interested in studying the effect of the solution depth on the suboptimality of \textit{STS}’s solutions. In one representation an action corresponds to the act of moving a block from the top of a stack to the top of another stack (or to the table). In this representation the branching factor is quadratic in the number of blocks. The other representation we use has a robot hand to pick up and put down blocks. In this representation an action corresponds to the act of picking up or putting down a block, thus the branching factor is only linear on the number of blocks. Clearly, the solution length of the representation with the hand is exactly twice as long the solution length without the hand — two actions in one representation correspond to one action in the other. We call the version with the hand the “deep blocks world” (DBW) and the other the “shallow blocks world” (SBW).

In this experiment the results are averaged over 500 random start states with 20 blocks. These instances were solved optimally with a specialized solver by Slaney and Thiébaux [78] so that the suboptimality of \textit{STS}’s solutions could be computed exactly. We compute the suboptimality for a problem instance by dividing the solution cost \textit{STS} found by the optimal solution cost of that problem instance, subtracting one from the result of the division and then multiplying by 100. The suboptimality we report in our tables of results is the average of the suboptimalities for the set of problem instances (denoted by Sub.). Besides the average suboptimality, we also show the average runtime (Time) in seconds. In addition to the average values we show the standard deviation of the \textit{STS} results.

We use several variations of $T_c$. The $T_c$ type system includes the heuristic distribution of the children of a node. In our variations of $T_c$ we limit the number of operators to be applied to a node when computing its type. Type system $T_c$ is the type system that allows $x$ operators. For instance,
if a node \( s \) normally generates 200 children and we are using a type system \( T_{50} \) that limits the number of operators to 50, then when computing \( T_{50}(s) \) we only use the heuristic value of the 50 nodes generated by applying the first 50 operators applicable to \( s \). Type systems that allow more operators to be applied tend to be larger than type systems that allow fewer operators as they take into account more information about the neighborhood of a node. Therefore, by varying the number of allowed operators we control the size of a \( T_c \) type system. The tradeoff is clearly observed in the experiments on the SBW shown on the left part of Table 6.1: as the size of the type system increases the suboptimality decreases and the runtime increases. This tradeoff is not guaranteed to occur in general, as demonstrated by the results on the DBW, shown on the right part of Table 6.1. Although \( T'_c \) is larger than \( T_{18} \), STS finds solutions in 0.8 seconds on average when using either type system. This fact is explained by the suboptimality of the solutions. STS expands more nodes per level when using \( T'_c \) because \( T'_c \) is larger than \( T_{18} \). However, STS searches deeper when using \( T_{18} \) because STS finds longer solutions: solutions 12.8% longer than optimal when using \( T_{18} \) compared to solutions 5% longer than optimal when using \( T'_c \). The nodes expanded by STS while searching deeper in the search tree compensate for the fewer nodes expanded per level when using \( T_{18} \).

Table 6.2 shows experiments when the type system is fixed (\( T_{140} \) for the SBW and \( T_{18} \) for the DBW) and we vary the number of probes. As \( p \) increases, the total runtime obviously must increase and the suboptimality will usually decrease. As when varying the size of a type system, it is not always true that increasing the number of probes will decrease suboptimality.

At first glance STS seems to perform better on the DBW than on the SBW. For instance, com-
paring $T_{100}$ of the SBW with $T'_c$ of the DBW we note that STS produces solutions of only slightly higher suboptimality and it is almost ten times faster on the latter. However, when we increased the number of probes on the DBW so that the solutions were of equal suboptimality in both representations, we noticed that STS could be slower on the DBW. For instance, we slowly increased the number of probes for STS using $T_{16}$ on the DBW and we noted that STS eventually became slower than STS using $T_{100}$ on the SBW and still produced solutions of higher suboptimality. In particular, STS with 20 probes using $T_{16}$ on the DBW produces solutions 6.6% ± 12.9% longer than optimal in 11.71s ± 3.04s. We conjecture that STS tends to find solutions with higher suboptimality in domains with deeper solutions.

Here is an observation that supports our conjecture. STS seems to be more sensitive to variations in the size of the type system on the DBW. When using $T_{16}$ STS finds solutions 80% longer than optimal on average, but when using the larger $T'_c$ the solutions are only 5% longer than optimal on average. This phenomenon is not observed on the results on the SBW: the average suboptimality does not change dramatically when varying the size of the type system. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is the following. Let $q$ be the probability of STS selecting the node on an optimal path at a given level of search and $d$ be the optimal solution length. Then, $q^d$ is the probability of STS finding the optimal path in a probe. If $q$ drops from 0.995 to 0.990, say, by decreasing the size of the type system, then the probability of STS finding the optimal solution on the SBW drops from 0.86 to 0.73 — a decrease of 13% — considering solutions with 30 moves. With the same change in $q$, the probability of STS finding the optimal solution on the DBW drops from 0.74 to 0.54 — a decrease of 20% — considering solutions with 60 moves. STS is more sensitive to changes in $q$ for larger values of $d$. For simplicity in this illustrative example we assumed $q$ does not correlate with the problem’s branching factor. However, the value of $q$ will tend to be lower in problems with larger branching factor.

Note that depending on the values of $q$ and $d$ it might take a prohibitively large number of probes to reduce the suboptimality of STS’s solutions to an acceptable value.

### 6.2.4 Empirical Comparison to Other Heuristic Search Algorithms

While comparing STS to other heuristic search algorithms we emulate an environment in which only weak heuristics are available. However, at the same time, we wanted to test STS in domains for which optimal solutions could be obtained, either by search algorithms using strong heuristics or by specialized solvers, so that suboptimality could be computed exactly.

The experiments described in this section are run on the 20-SBW (SBW with 20 blocks), on the
35 Pancake puzzle, and on the 24-puzzle.

20-SBW

The results are averaged over 50 random start states. We compute the suboptimality of STS’s solutions by optimally solving the problems with a specialized solver [78]. We use the $T_{180}$ type system explained above in this domain. The weak heuristic function we used for STS in this experiment is the number of blocks out of place.

35 Pancake Puzzle

We used 50 random instances solved optimally with IDA* using the hand-crafted GAP heuristic [28] as our test set. The heuristic we used for the search algorithms in this experiment was the maximum of the dual lookup [85] of a set of seven 5-pancake PDBs. We used $T_{7}$ as the type system. If using the heuristic values of the 7 children separately in the type system STS would find paths with lower suboptimality, but it would require more time to search. Thus, the result would not be comparable to other heuristic search algorithms. Instead of using the heuristic value of each child separately as in $T_{c}'$, we use the sum of the heuristic value of all 7 children to summarize the information.

24-Puzzle

We used the standard 50 instances solved optimally by Korf and Felner [42] for testing. Five 4-tile PDBs, and Manhattan Distance (MD) were used as heuristic functions in this domain. The heuristic we used was the sum of all PDBs and MD. We used the $T_{c}'$ type system for STS. In addition to the information contained in $T_{c}'$, when computing the type of node $s$ we also included the kind of location of the blank (the blank can occupy one of the following kinds of positions: corner, edge, or middle) of the parent of $s$ and of $s$ itself. For WIDA* we used the maximum of the PDBs and MD – when using the sum of the heuristics as we did for BULB and STS, WIDA* (or even IDA*) found very suboptimal and thus not comparable solutions.

These three domains offer a good challenge to STS because the $UST$ of all three domains do not contain leaf nodes, i.e., nodes that do not generate children, thus an STS probe will only finish if it reaches the goal.

Experimental Setup

We compare STS to WIDA* and BULB [21], a variation of beam search with limited discrepancy backtracking, and also to IDA*-BST, which is IDA* using the strong inadmissible bootstrap heuristic [35]. All our experiments were run on a 2.6 GHz machine and all four algorithms were run on
the same test instances. The maximum number of nodes stored by BULB was set to 6 million nodes in all experiments.

In our experiments we chose the type system and the number of probes used by STS, the value of $w$ used by WIDA*, and the value of $B$ used by BULB so that the results were comparable. A result is comparable either if two algorithms are similar in one of the dimensions (suboptimality or runtime) and different in the other dimension, or if one algorithm outperforms the other in both dimensions. The procedure we used to find the values of $w$, $B$, the number of operators considered by the $T'_c$ type system, and the number of probes $p$ was to set them initially to some value and slowly vary them until the results were comparable. We state the values of $w$, $B$, and $p$ used in each domain in the table of results below. In our table of results we highlight the best results in bold. For IDA*-BST we used 5,000 bootstrap instances and used the last heuristic produced by the method after days of bootstrap learning.

**Experimental Results**

Table 6.3 presents the results. We do not present the number of nodes generated because they are not comparable across different algorithms. For instance, while STS generates many fewer nodes than any other algorithm in all domains tested, STS is not necessarily the fastest one, as shown by the results on the 24-puzzle. This is because the node generation in STS is more expensive than the node generation in the other algorithms because of the type computation.

Our empirical results show that (1) on the 20-SBW and on the 35-pancake STS substantially outperforms WIDA*, BULB, and IDA*-BST; (2) on the 24-puzzle, STS outperforms WIDA*, but is outperformed by BULB and IDA*-BST. WIDA* does not have entries for the 20-SBW because it was not able to solve any problem instance with a time limit of more than one day per instance (we tried the following values of $w$: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, · · · , 10).
is a domain with deep solutions (average solution depth of approximately 100). As we have con-
jected, STS is more likely to find lower quality solutions in domains with large solution length. Nevertheless, STS is better than WIDA* on the 24-puzzle.

Although WIDA* performs worse than STS in all three domains and worse than BULB in two of the domains, WIDA* solves a harder problem as it finds solutions with bounded suboptimality. BULB and IDA*-BST do not have quality bounds on their solutions. STS only guarantees optimality in the limit as the time allowed for searching goes to infinity.

We have observed in experiments not shown in Table 6.3 that STS performs better when employing strong heuristics to define its type system. However, STS is certainly not the algorithm of choice when strong heuristics are available. For instance, in an experiment we performed on the pancake puzzle using the strong, hand-crafted GAP heuristic [28], WIDA* was always better than STS. A search algorithm should concentrate its search effort on nodes with lower heuristic value when using strong heuristics. STS ignores the fact that the heuristic might be strong and it distributes its search effort equally among nodes with different heuristic values.

6.3 Beam Stratified Tree Search

STS usually offers a good tradeoff between solution quality and search speed by varying the size of the type system and the number of probes, as discussed in Section 6.2.3. However, in some cases, varying the number of operators available when computing a node’s $T_c'$ type might not be enough to get the desirable tradeoff between solution quality and search speed. For example, one can imagine a domain in which for a fixed number of probes STS could find solutions of low quality with a $T_5$ type system and be too slow to be practical with a $T_6$ type system.

We present Beam STS (BSTS), a variant of STS that allows one to make fine adjustments on the tradeoff between solution quality and search speed. Similar to beam search, BSTS only expands $B$ nodes at every level of search. However, instead of expanding the best $B$ nodes according to the heuristic, BSTS expands the representative node of the “best” $B$ types at every level of search; the other representative nodes are pruned. We use the heuristic to define the set of best $B$ types. Let $T$ be a $T_c'$ type system and $n$ and $n'$ be nodes in a search tree. We say that type $T(n)$ is better than a type $T(n')$ if $n$ generates a child that has a heuristic value lower than the heuristic value of any children of $n'$. Intuitively, $T(n)$ is better than $T(n')$ if $n$ generates a child that is more promising than any children generated by $n'$ according to the heuristic function. We break ties arbitrarily when selecting the best $B$ types at a level of search.
In contrast to STS, BSTS has the advantage that one can specify exactly the maximum number of nodes expanded at every level of search. On the downside, although BSTS still has the diversity of STS, it relies on the ranking provided by the heuristic function to select the best $B$ types. However, our empirical results show that, due to the diversity of nodes expanded, BSTS does not suffer from the inaccuracy of the heuristic function as traditional beam search does. In fact, BSTS and beam search can also have almost opposite behaviors: all nodes expanded by beam search could have similar heuristic value whereas the nodes expanded by BSTS could have different heuristic values.

The beam strategy in BSTS allows one to adjust how much the algorithm should trust the heuristic. For lower values of $B$, BSTS trusts more the heuristic, and thus exploits the information provided by the heuristic; for higher values of $B$, the algorithm expands nodes with higher heuristic value, that do not look promising according to the heuristic, and thus the algorithm explores the state space.

Another approach one could use to control the number STS’s node expansions is to use the clustering-based type systems introduced in Chapter 3. Note that BSTS and STS using clustering-based type systems could have different search strategies. For lower values of $B$, BSTS will tend to trust more the information provided by the heuristic function. Clustering-based type systems will distribute STS’s search effort equally among nodes with different heuristic values.

6.3.1 Empirical Evaluation of BSTS

We verify the effectiveness of BSTS empirically by testing it with different values of $p$ and $B$ on the same domains we tested STS on. We use the same heuristic functions used with STS. We use the $T'_c$ type system for both 35-Pancake Puzzle and 20-Shallow Blocks World.

For the 24-puzzle we use the $T_{ggc}$ type system. In addition to the information that the $T'_c$ type system takes into account, when computing the type of node $n$, the $T_{ggc}$ type system also accounts for the heuristic distribution and the number of grandchildren and great-grandchildren $n$ generates. In the case of the $T_{ggc}$ type system, we say that type $T(n)$ is better than a type $T(n')$ if $n$ generates a great-grandchild that has a heuristic value lower than the heuristic value of any of the great-grandchildren of $n'$. STS would find solutions very close to optimal, but it would be too slow to be practical if using the type systems we use with BSTS in this experiment. BSTS is able to find solutions quickly while using these type systems because the number of types expanded at every level is bounded by the input parameter $B$.

The results of BSTS are shown in Table 6.4. For the values of $B$ reported in Table 6.4 BSTS always quickly found a path to the goal. As in the STS experiments, we did not use a restart strategy in this experiment. We observe in Table 6.4 that in all three domains as we increase the
number of probes $p$ and the beam size $B$ the suboptimality decreases and the runtime increases. The high suboptimality values for lower values of $B$ suggest that a node $n$ might be worth expanding even when $n$ does not generate descendants that are considered promising according to the heuristic function. These results reinforce the principle of STS for diversifying search.

Most of the entries in Table 6.4 are not comparable to those in Table 6.3 in the sense that there is no clear winner in terms of both runtime and suboptimality. However, we observe that in a few cases for the 24-puzzle and for the 20-SBW, BSTS is better than STS. For instance, on the 24-puzzle, BSTS with $p = 5$ and $B = 400$ finds solutions of lower suboptimality quicker than STS. On the 20-SBW BSTS is better than STS for any value of $B$ lower than 1,000 when $p = 1$.

BSTS is competitive with STS and it is substantially better than BULB (the beam search algorithm used in our experiments). The most impressive result is on the 20-SBW for $p = 1$ and $B = 200$: BSTS is 10 times faster and finds solutions of 66 times better quality than BULB.

The 35-Pancake Puzzle is the only domain tested in which BSTS is worse than STS. BSTS and STS expand approximately the same number of nodes per level to produce solutions 8.8% longer than optimal on the 35-Pancake Puzzle – 700 nodes per level (information not shown in the tables). The time required to compute the type of a node is reduced by reducing the number of operators available as fewer nodes are expanded per type computation. When computing a node’s $T_e'$ type one has to expand 34 nodes (branching factor of the 35-Pancake Puzzle). However, if using, say, the $T_5$...
type system, then only 5 nodes have to be expanded for each type computation. The $T_5$ represents a saving of 31 node expansions per type computation over $T'_5$. Therefore, because BSTS and STS expand the same number of nodes per level and the type computation of BSTS is slower than that of STS, BSTS tends to be slower than STS.

Note that BSTS and STS could have been given the same type system in this experiment; in this case the time required to compute a node’s type would be the same for both algorithms. However, that was not our goal in this experiment. We wanted to use BSTS as a way of making fine adjustments to the tradeoff between solution quality and search speed without restricting the number of operators available when computing a node’s type. Our results showed that BSTS can be quite effective.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented STS and BSTS, two C&C suboptimal heuristic search algorithms that use a different search strategy than traditional heuristic search methods. STS and BSTS use a partition of the nodes in the search tree through a type system to guide their search, which is in contrast with the estimated cost-to-go used by traditional heuristic search algorithms. Our algorithms assume that nodes of the same type will lead to solutions of the same cost. Empirical results showed that this strategy can be effective even when the only heuristics available are too weak to guide traditional heuristic search algorithms.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter we recap the contributions presented in this dissertation. We also point out the weaknesses of our C&C methods which reflect in possibilities of future work.

7.1 Contributions

In this dissertation we showed that the C&C paradigm is general and can be used to solve different problems. In particular, we presented C&C solutions for four problems: (i) IDA* tree size prediction; (ii) DFBnB tree size prediction; (iii) optimal solution cost prediction (iv) suboptimal state-space path-planning.

As we explained in Chapter 1, C&C algorithms are divided into two parts: the cluster part, which is defined by a type system, and a conquer part. In this dissertation we introduced several effective variations of heuristic-based type systems. However, our major contributions were in conquer part of the C&C paradigm by designing algorithms that employ type systems. In fact, it is strikingly interesting that the C&C algorithms we studied and introduced use essentially the same cluster strategy, i.e., type system, to solve different problems. CDP, SS, TSS, SCP, BiSS and STS all use variations of type systems based on heuristic functions.

Here is a summary of our contributions.

7.1.1 Predicting the size of the IDA* search tree

In Chapter 3 we connected and advanced CDP and SS. We made the following contributions.

- For the CDP algorithm we presented:

  - $\epsilon$-truncation, a method for improving the accuracy of the CDP predictions that works by carefully ignoring rare events observed during sampling.
- Lookup CDP, a method for speeding up the CDP predictions by precomputing and storing in a lookup table the different possible prediction outcomes according to the different types in the type space.

- For the SS algorithm we showed:
  - that the type systems developed for CDP can also be applied to SS to improve its predictions.
  - how to use active sampling [18] in SS to improve the accuracy of its predictions.

- We also showed how to use clustering through the k-means algorithm for controlling the size of heuristic-based type systems in domains with real-valued heuristic functions.

- Our empirical results showed that our enhanced versions of CDP and SS represent the current state of the art for predicting the size of IDA* search trees.

### 7.1.2 Predicting the Search Tree Size of Depth-First Branch and Bound

In Chapter 4 we used the C&C paradigm for developing an algorithm for predicting the DFBnB search tree size.

- As anticipated by Knuth, we showed that the methods developed for predicting the IDA* search tree size do not produce good predictions of the DFBnB search tree size.

- We introduced TSS, a C&C algorithm that adapts SS for predicting the DFBnB search tree size.

- Our empirical results on optimization queries over graphical models showed that TSS is the only method able to produce accurate predictions.

### 7.1.3 Predicting the Optimal Solution Cost of State-Space Search Problems

In Chapter 5 we presented C&C algorithms for predicting the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems. We made the following contributions.

- We presented SCP, a C&C prediction method based on CDP, able to produce fairly accurate predictions of the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems.

- We presented BiSS, a C&C bidirectional variation of SS that produces good predictions of the optimal solution cost of state-space search problems.
We showed empirically that BiSS scales to state spaces much larger than can be solved optimally. In particular, we predicted the average solution cost for the sliding-tile puzzles up to the 8x8 configuration, which has more than $10^{88}$ reachable states, and provided indirect evidence that BiSS’s predictions for these huge state spaces are accurate.

We showed how to learn strong heuristics from predictions produced by BiSS. We showed that it is possible to reduce the time required to learn strong heuristic functions from days to minutes by using BiSS’s predictions to generate the training set.

### 7.1.4 Finding Suboptimal Solutions for State-Space Search Problems

In Chapter 6 we presented STS, a C&C search algorithm for finding suboptimal solutions for state-space search problems in cases where only weak heuristic functions are available. We made the following contributions.

- We empirically compared STS to standard search algorithms in problems with fairly large state spaces. Overall STS performed better than other search algorithms.

- STS has input parameters that offer a good tradeoff between solution quality and search speed. However, in some cases, STS does not provide a fine adjustment of this tradeoff. We presented a simple variant of STS, BSTS, that allows one to make fine adjustments of the tradeoff between solution quality and search speed.

### 7.2 Weaknesses of Our C&C Methods

Here is a list of the main weaknesses of the C&C methods discussed in this dissertation.

#### 7.2.1 CDP and SS for Predicting the Size of IDA* Search Trees

**Solving a problem instance.** Both CDP and SS were designed for predicting the number of nodes expanded on an iteration of IDA* with cost bound $d$. Note, however, that we are not able to predict the number of nodes expanded by IDA* to solve a particular problem instance $x$. This is because we do not know a priori the optimal solution cost $c^*$ for solving $x$. We were unable to produce good predictions of the number of nodes expanded by IDA* for solving problem instances of the 15-puzzle when using BiSS to estimate the value of $c^*$ and SS to estimate the tree size. Although the predictions produced by BiSS are accurate for the purpose of learning heuristics, because the IDA* search tree grows exponentially with the solution cost, small prediction errors on the solution
cost prediction could result in a large difference between the predicted number of nodes expanded and the actual number of nodes expanded by IDA* for solving a particular problem instance.

This is a weakness that dates from the work by Korf et al. [50] as they limited themselves to predicting the number of nodes expanded by IDA* for a given cost $d$. Predicting the number of nodes expanded by IDA* for solving a given problem instance remains as an open problem.

**Transposition detection.** Another weakness of CDP and SS is that they assume IDA* does not detect transpositions. However, IDA* could be implemented with tables for transposition detection [73]. It is not clear how to adapt the prediction methods to account for transpositions.

**Sampling strategy of CDP.** CDP samples the state space as a preprocessing step. We showed that this allows the CDP predictions to be precomputed and stored in a lookup table, resulting in very fast predictions later on. On the down side, this sampling strategy assumes that different search trees will have similar structure. One could imagine state spaces in which different search trees could have completely different structures; we conjecture that CDP would produce inaccurate predictions in such cases. In fact, we observed in our experiments that CDP does not produce predictions as accurate as SS does in some of the domains tested. We believe this difference in accuracy is related to the different sampling strategies adopted by the two algorithms.

### 7.2.2 TSS for Predicting the Size of DFBnB Search Tree

**Memory Requirement.** TSS is guaranteed to produce perfect predictions of the DFBnB tree size in the limit, as the number of probes goes to infinity. However, in order to have this guarantee, TSS has to store in memory the union of the sampled trees expanded across different probes. This union of the sampled trees could require a prohibitive amount of memory in some cases.

**Strong C&C assumption.** In contrast with CDP and SS that assume that nodes of the same type root subtrees of the same size, TSS assumes that nodes of the same type root isomorphic subtrees. This is because TSS is interested not only in the size of the search tree, but also in the distribution of solution costs in a given subtree. Clearly the assumption TSS makes is much stronger than the assumption CDP and SS make. This partially explains why we are able to produce more accurate predictions of the IDA* search tree size than the DFBnB search tree size. On the positive side, in contrast with CDP and SS that predict the IDA* search tree size for a given cost bound $d$, TSS produces predictions of the DFBnB search tree size to solve a particular problem instance.
7.2.3 SCP and BiSS for Predicting the Optimal Solution Cost

**Quality Bounds.** Neither SCP nor BiSS provide bounds on the quality of their predictions. Quality bounds could be critical in real-world applications in which one needs to know how inaccurate the predictions can be. Currently one has to trust the empirical accuracy of the prediction methods.

**Accuracy and Scalability of SCP.** SCP also suffers from the sampling strategy inherited from CDP. Namely, it samples the state space in a preprocessing step and it assumes the information learned during sampling will be helpful across different problem instances. We conjecture this assumption does not hold for domains with irregular structure such as the blocks world. In contrast with the sliding-tile puzzle and the pancake puzzle, the blocks world’s branching factor could change substantially in different parts of the state space. Our empirical results showed that SCP does not produce accurate predictions for instances of the blocks world. Moreover, SCP’s sampling process is time-consuming and it could take a prohibitive amount of time to sample a sufficiently large number of states in domains with large state spaces such as the 24-puzzle.

**Parameter selection of BiSS.** Although we showed that BiSS is able to produce accurate predictions in different problem-domains while using the same set of input parameters, one could imagine a domain in which BiSS would not produce good predictions using our suggested set of parameters.

7.2.4 STS for Finding Suboptimal Solutions

**Optimal solutions and quality bounds.** STS does not find optimal solutions. Moreover, although STS found near-optimal solutions in the domains we tested, it does not provide quality bounds for the solutions found.

**Strong heuristics.** STS is not the algorithm of choice when strong heuristics are available, although it also benefits from strong heuristics. This is because STS expands both nodes that look promising according to the heuristic and nodes that do not look promising according to the heuristic. If a strong heuristic is available the search algorithm should exploit the information provided by the heuristic.

7.3 Final Thoughts

In this dissertation we showed that the Cluster-and-Conquer paradigm for solving state-space problems is general and can be applied to a variety of such problems.

Our modified versions of CDP and SS represent the current state of the art to predict the size
of the IDA* search tree. TSS is the only known algorithm able to produce good predictions of the size of the DFBnB search tree in a reasonable amount of time. In fact, since the seminal work of Knuth [38] on predicting the search tree size, we believe we were the first to make a successful step towards adapting his approach to produce accurate predictions of the size of the DFBnB search tree. SCP and BiSS were the first algorithms designed to accurately predict the optimal solution cost of state-space problems. We also showed that we can reduce the time required for learning heuristic functions from days to minutes by using BiSS to label the training set. Finally, STS has shown to be a promising alternative for state-space search when the only heuristics available are too weak to effectively guide existing algorithms.

We hope the ideas presented in this dissertation will inspire others to use the C&C paradigm to design effective algorithms for solving other interesting computational problems.
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